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L i k e e l s e w h e r e in the countries of Northern Europe, in Finland the economy
had drifted into a severe recession in the 1980-90 period. The reckless money lending
of the banks wreaked havoc, thousands of firms went bankrupt and the public had to
suffer. As the cleaning gigs were radically decreasing, it was easy for 22-Pistepirkko to
concentrate on making music. In the beginning of 1991 the band began the recording
sessions of their fourth album at the Master Recordings studio in Helsinki. The modest goal of the producer Riku Mattila and the trio was to make the “best pop album in
the world”. They made the first round of the recordings by playing all the new songs
live. But the rough stuff didn’t please anyone. P-K thought that the songs they had recorded weren’t yet ready for an album. Nevertheless, they had to use the expensive
studio time, no matter what the vocalist-guitarist should think. Also the whole world
that knew 22-PP was waiting for the album.
Espe: We all and those who were around us were excited – everyone’s heads were in
the clouds. Thorsten would send meter-loads of faxes demanding demos, all kinds of
wild ideas about conquering the world on his mind.
The foursome tried to forget all this and concentrated on the music. They continued their work by trying different arrangements and versions of their songs. There was
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plenty of time and the setting was good. Nevertheless,
gradually the studio weariness began to gnaw at their
strength and drive the team apart. Occasionally one of
them would just sit on the corner for hours, gazing in
the distance. Often someone would leave the studio
with the doors banging. P-K, exhausted by the tormenting singing spells, was the first to lose his nerves.
According to Mattila, the man had developed himself
some pressure with studio singing even before the recording sessions.
Riku Mattila: We just had to do the vocals well,
because P-K’s singing is the “thing” of this band. P-K
would constantly struggle with his insecurity, and I
would assure him that he could sing and that his vocal
parts would turn out well.
Also Asko’s and Tiina Räsänen’s marriage, a
couple of years old and somewhat explosive at that,
took its toll on the working atmosphere.
P-K: I would expect a phone call telling that they
had killed each other all the time, or at least that
one of them is dead. It was a great relief when Asko
eventually gave up and threw his wedding ring out of
the car window, into the gutter. Tiina was light-years
away from stupid and did her job well, but their fire
of love was burning a bit too deep.

There was a half-year break as the band had to
go and earn their bread by touring. Espe would reassure himself and the brothers by pondering how the
material could turn out even better this way, compared to one session. In the spring of 1991 the band
flew to New York to participate on the international
New Music Seminar, where, along with 22-PP, Finland was represented by Leningrad Cowboys. No one
from the 22-PP crew had ever visited the other side of
the Atlantic Ocean. Even the flight in itself would feel
great and scary to all of them.
P-K: We would drive in a spacious car over the Manhattan bridges at sunset. The driver would be cool and
on the radio they’d play ‘All I Want Is You’ by U2,
all this matching perfectly with the view. Through
the windows we would point at the skyscrapers we
had seen on TV. This was something else! The culture
shock was pretty heavy, but the mood was great. It
was just like being inside a motion picture!
In the United States Hvass began to concentrate
not only on the media promotion, but also on looking
for a distributor that would fit 22-Pistepirkko. Essentially there was a good chance: indie-rock had just broken through, into the mainstream, and all the big companies were looking for potential goldmines from the
midst of the bands of small companies. For instance,
Hvass’ old mates, the guitar-buzz band Sonic Youth,
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admired by the threesome, had just signed with Geffen.
R.E.M. and Nirvana, which along with Sonic Youth
had gone over from a small firm to a big one, sold tens
of millions of albums throughout the Western world in
a week. But they were nevertheless American bands.
Would 22-PP be too exotic for an American taste, even
for the underground circles of indie-rock?
Due to Hvass’ promotion, the local indie and
college rock stations noted Bare Bone Nest, saying
that it was a promising album. Moreover, some rock
magazines had given the album a positive review. The
gig at the Fair Club would be their moment of truth.
The trouble with the equipment caused some nervous messing about. The quality of the gig was a disappointment for the artists and the manager.
P-K: We played fucking awfully, but on the basis of
that gig many people thought that we were just great.
In the backstage room we held a funeral, but from the
hall you could hear a hell of a racket: they wanted us
to play more. This would confuse us a bit: the band is
sulking in the Big Apple and the American audience is
banging in the hall like mad.
Asko: Some local bloke would come and tell us that
he likes our band. We would talk something about our
influences and it would turn out that this guy doesn’t
know the name of Buddy Holly. I would be very astonished: we are in the land of rock and roll and this
guy doesn’t know who Buddy Holly is!
On the next day Thorsten asked them, in what
NY district their bunch would want to go and eat –
the bunch that was recovering from the disappoint-

ment of the gig. No one could answer him. For a while
Thorsten wondered why their lot was so down, but
then the regiment headed for Chinatown in a cab. To
liven up the uncomfortable atmosphere, Hvass, who sat on
the shotgun seat, asked the
driver what kinds of guns he
kari
carried in his car in case of
pÖssi:
robbers. At that time there was
The Pistepirkkos have always been
a murderer called the Zodiac extremely polite towards the promoKiller roaming the streets of ters. They are among the very few
New York City, and all around Finnish bands that come to shake
hands and say thanks after a job is
people would talk about this
well done. We still hear comments
guy. Either the driver didn’t from organisers, telling how great
understand Hvass’ pronunci- it is to work with professionals like
ation or he misheard him, but 22-PP. Juhani Merimaa, who runs
to everyone’s horror the man the Tavastia club in Helsinki, says
that the two most polite bands ever
stopped the car and dug out a in Finland are Sleepy Sleepers and
big handgun, pointing with it 22-Pistepirkko. The story goes that
towards his passengers. After if the evening has been unprofitable
appeasing the driver the jour- for the house, Sleepy Sleepers will
cut their fee to make up the losses.
ney went on, but the party 22-Pistepirkko also represents a
would sigh with relief not un- true chivalry like this.
til they were at the restaurant.
They played their second New
York gig at the popular Irish club, where, after a successful appearance of their band, the one and only Sinead O’Connor would walk onto the stage to sing a couple of folk songs. Tuukkanen the sound engineer was
honoured to do the sounds for the biggest female pop
singer of Ireland.

New York City 1991.
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Jari Tuukkanen: Sinéad would’ve wanted to jam
with 22-PP, but they weren’t in the mood. The locals
were totally dumbfounded by this kind of a refusal.
Asko, who was enjoying the sights, museums,
and street life of New York, would now understand
whence the “New York Sound” he had admired ever
since childhood came from: The city just “sounded”
like that. Also Espe knew how to fully enjoy the hospitability of the Big Apple. When Hvass introduced
some Danish female musician acquaintances of his to
Espe, one of them boasted that no one could drink
her under the table. Espe accepted the challenge and
they drank until morning, visiting the speakeasies too.
In the last bar Espe only discerned some distant piano tinkling, and the Danish dame mumbled that she
is falling. Espe took a cab to the hotel, but when there,
he didn’t find a penny from his pockets. Espe asked
the driver to wait. After getting some money from his
roommate Tuukkanen, Espe finally managed to pay
his fare.
During the trip Hvass didn’t hear Tuukkanen
speak even once. Although the man was silent, his
long and slender Scandinavian appearance attracted
surprising attention on the streets. His white shirt and
light jeans were just like something out of a skinhead’s
wardrobe, and his bald scalp didn’t diminish this impression.
P-K: At first we were wondering why the local African-Americans hissed and snapped at us when we
were downtown. Then someone would say to us that
if he wouldn’t change his clothes, our skinhead-look-

ing friend could pretty soon get himself killed. Tuukkanen wouldn’t do this, and after that he indeed
wouldn’t go downtown.
Among other things, the threesome found an
old-stylish beatbox, a drum-machine, and a four-track
tape recorder to bring home with them. Back then the
brothers didn’t bother much about instrument technology and its development, and they were glum if
someone asked them why they didn’t purchase any
midi equipment.
Asko: We just couldn’t understand what they were
talking about. We would just say that the beatbox is
great and midi sucks.
When the lads returned home to Malmi, Tarja
Lotvonen, who lived upstairs, came to meet them on
the front yard and instantly noticed their new, shiny
denim rig-outs.
Tarja Lotvonen: I heard the taxi coming into the
front yard and when I looked out of the window, I
saw these guys coming out of the car, all wearing the
same kind of brand new, starched denim trousers and
jackets. It looked just like if some bloody Soviets had
come from New York!
After a few days at home, gigs in Scandinavia,
France, Germany, and Holland would follow, after
which the band would travel to England.
Along with the promotion and small clubs, 22PP appeared at a student festival in Rennes, France,
where the organisers held a moped race before the
bands played. The trio would appear a couple of times
in the same place with the New York garage-band The

Fleshtones who they admired. The Fleshtones, Peter
Zaremba as their head, was a garage-band founded
in 1976 – a band that was quite successful in the underground circles of Europe, especially in France and
Spain. This was due to their diligent touring, dozens
of releases, and the sheer physicality of their shows.
The Fleshtones advertised their music as “superrock”. Their stock-in-trade gimmicks included playing amidst the audience and showy entrances, for instance, as a thundering samba group. After these spiritual brethren of garage had seen each other’s shows,
their getting acquainted became inevitable. In Marseille, after the gig, the Utajärvi trio would surprise
themselves by jamming wildly with the members of
The Fleshtones. These colleagues of garage would
jump all around the town roofs and ransack every
nook and cranny of the small, shady bars.
P-K: It was possible to step on the roof from the windows of our hotel rooms, and from there you could go
on – into the next hotel. Then we went to a small bar
with The Fleshtones, where they held a band party.
Also their manager and friends were there. Zaremba
had two wonderful-looking groupies under his arm.
We went like oh la la – this must be rock and roll!
On the May 28, 1991, 22-PP was scheduled to
appear at the famous Marquee club in London. They
hadn’t found a US distributor yet. Indeed, the Marquee gig was a showcase, where they were supposed
to introduce 22-PP to the rock press of America and
Great Britain, as well as to the people from the record
companies. Three days earlier Melody Maker had

published a whole page story about the band, with the
headline “22 Pistepirkko – The Ballad of a Finn Man”.
Melody Maker back in those days celebrated R.E.M.
and Nirvana, would describe 22-Pistepirkko in quite
interesting phrases: “Strange Ramones/Nick Cave inspired US blues.” On the whole the story was positive and attentive: England was giving 22-Pistepirkko
a chance.
But Sonet UK and Rob Buckle were abhorred,
for there was a journalist strike going on in the country. So, which journalists would come and which
wouldn’t? Would the PR work be in vain? Life didn’t
show its sunny side to Thorsten Hvass either: his father had died on that same week, and he didn’t have
enough money even to buy an aeroplane ticket. With
the kind help of Mr. Buckle, they managed to get
Hvass to attend the hype happening of his protégées.
The mood at the club wasn’t very lifting.
Espe: At the club Thorsten would circle around like
a dervish, enumerating the “big names” that were
about to come there to see our gig.
Contrary to their normal routine, the trio set
their equipment up all by themselves at the soundcheck. As Asko’s keyboards were malfunctioning and
P-K’s amplifier was falling to pieces, the trio’s nerves
began to approach their edges. Asko was horrified
about the showcase event. In Asko’s opinion, one
should not lick the audience’s boots, especially not
the expensive boots of the VIPs. Asko had nothing
against success in itself, but if they indeed were going
to market 22-Pistepirkko as a weird band, so be it.
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now and then two of us would pull the rope in another direction than the third. One time, as push again
came to shove, P-K even said that we should kick his
dear brother out of the band if we wanted our thing
to work at all. I answered to him that it is only Asko
who at least occasionally knows where we should
head!
Thorsten Hvass: The band was nervous and the gig
turned out to be a flop. Buckle had made a reservation
for the well-known club to offer free drinks to the folk
that were important for the band’s success, and 22-Pistepirkko would step on stage to make a hell of a noise.
We put at least 40 000 marks into this business and
these buggers would only complain how everything is
going to the bollocks. On the whole, I didn’t understand why these guys should play at all, if they didn’t
want to be successful. Grown men don’t explain what
they have done by appealing to the fact that “we are so
sensitive.” They simply made a mistake.
The dejected trio that had made themselves
fools left the Marquee club as fast as possible. All of
a sudden the chief sound technician of the house, the
man who had seen everything, came over to thank the
band for their playing and welcomed them to come
there again. After two days the threesome played their
best gig in a long time in Germany, in a tiny place, to a
small and enthusiastic audience.
P-K: Every now and then it is a good thing to have
a nice warm cup and just think. I don’t know what
would have happened to our orchestra if we had made
something differently at the Marquee. Probably the

band would have split up. We have seen so many
bands in a similar situation, as an object of all that
hype. Where are they now? As far as I’m concerned,
I don’t know.
Espe: Very often the newly hatched bands get so
much in one fell swoop, that they just can’t take it.
We have believed in this band for so long, continuing the development of our thing. Occasionally we get
our ass kicked, so that we just want to cry. Then we
are back in the square one, trying to play the gig nicely in a threesome, song by song.
The most heavily taxing thing in the trios mind
was the interrupted recording sessions. The trio who
were on the whole fed up with the introspective English music policy decided not to accept the invitation
to appear at the Reading festival in August. As the
news reached the ears of the Finnish reporters they
were truly dumbfounded: the most renowned music festival in England offers a gig, but 22-PP turns
down the honour! If one should ask the trio about
the refusal, they will say it was due to an illness. But
the real reason was to be found at the Pitäjänmäki
studio.
Espe: We didn’t even know that Reading was some
kind of an important festival. At that point it was
much more essential to us to make an album than to
play a one-night-stand on some side-stage in England. There rose a terrible fuss about it in Finland
and people would grumble over it, asking how it was
possible that we could cancel a Reading gig. But if we
don’t like it, we won’t go, no matter what festival.
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Back in Finland, they continued to make the
best pop album in the world, lead by Riku Mattila.
Mats Huldén, familiar from the Kings of Hong Kong
sessions, would play the bass in a country song he had
also made lyrics for, a song that went by the name of
‘Household Affairs’. Jimi Tenor, an industrial noisemaker who later became a club favourite in England,
would compose for woodwinds and also play on a Suicide-styled ‘Swamp Blues’. Moreover, Papa Montero’s salsa group would play on one version of the song
‘Don’t Say I’m So Evil’.
The album that Asko later baptised as ‘Sick Lupu’ included four songs that Espe sang: ‘Tired of Being Drunk’, ‘Papa’, ‘I’m Right’, and ‘All Night Café’.
Mattila had never enjoyed Espe’s singing style, but
now even the producer thought that Haverinen’s parts
sounded tolerable.
Espe: I just don’t know how to write rock and roll
songs. Although some people think I’m a loudmouth,
the music that comes out of me is thoughtful and expressionistic.
Asko: Normally Espe brings forth the songs he has
written already completed. He has a good poker
face: he shows no sign of being hurt if the other guys
should think that his song doesn’t work at all. Espe
really can’t be this cool, can he?
Espe: In the studio P-K and Asko always want their
own songs to go in a certain direction. I, on the other hand, just introduce my stuff, without ever having any ideas about the arrangement or production. I
know that I’m not very gifted in this respect. Because

of this, there’s no use for me to put together a solo
band. I just wouldn’t know what I should do with my
songs!
One object of many experiments and versions
was ‘Evil in My Room’ that everyone considered a hit
already at the demo stage. This composition – nowadays the best-known 22-Pistepirkko song – was born
when P-K stole the chord structure from the Simon &
Garfunkel classic ‘Mrs. Robinson’. At the same time,
an American guitar rock band The Lemonheads had
made a cover hit out of that tune. P-K changed the
structure and chords of this song, while in his mind
there started to form a gloomy story about a man at
whose home everything wasn’t all right.
P-K: Even during the mixing we still called ‘Birdy’ by
the name of ‘Evil in My Room’. The song is about a
chap who gets scared by the chilly atmosphere in his
home, without knowing whence the evil comes. I used
to hone that song in the cellar of our Malmi house,
and as I played one version of it to my girlfriend, she
said it was a hit. Then, during the studio phase, we
nearly killed this piece for good. I would defend it,
and we would struggle with the arrangement and lyrics to the extent that also Asko would begin to think
that the whole song sucks. Eventually, as the arrangement would be finished except for the vocal parts, I
decided that if my vocals didn’t come out in a couple
of days, the song is out of the album.
Asko: ‘Birdy’ was really disgusting for a long time.
P-K’s vocals also came out only in the nick of time,
when we got it into our heads to set up a monitor sys-
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I can still remember dancing
the gig, my eyes closed and
ugh
thro
way
we were thinking that it is some kind of a hit tune anymore.
, after the
in trance. And on top of this did you
gig, here comes PK to ask: “So,
It took the whole summer of 1991 for Mattila and the trio to record that album.
like it?”
I want
I’m about to faint and kiss and
They began to mix it in the autumn at Finnvox. At this point all of them would be so
k and
to laugh and weep and I’m drun losing my
tired that their mood became critical. Despite the pressures, Mattila wouldn’t give up.
sixteen and then all I can say, . ”
ID
breath, is: “ W E L L Y E S I D nice meHe wanted to make the album in the way he had chosen. In the end, Mattila did the fiYes, this is indeed a pretty h and it
yout
my
from
mory one of the best
the fact
nal mix by force.
is important also because of ala, we
that once they let us into Rauh gigs of
Riku Mattila: We recorded this album for so long because we had the chance to do it.
the
continued to go there to see
kä.
Kingston Wall and Kauko Röyh

As is usual in the business of producing, one doesn’t easily get used to listening to those
albums he has produced the most. Big Lupu is the best 22-PP album. Big Lupu isn’t an

Elina Ollanketo

Asko´s Studio Diary and
Plans for the Record Cover
from Big Lupu sessions.
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album by the band in question, but a work by the four
of us. We began to mix it together, and at first there
was pretty much creative thinking going on in the sessions. P-K was the first to get exhausted, then Espe,
and then Asko. Eventually I was quite fed up too. The
situation culminated when I was alone at Finnvox,
mixing ‘All Night Café’, and Asko came there. He
would listen to it for a while in silence, sunk into his
thoughts, and then he would say that it’s shit. I would
ask him what is shit? He says that he means the fact
that I am there, working on their album all by myself.
I was already frustrated to the extent that while on a
train ride home to Riihimäki, I began to count who
plays what on each song. I noticed that I play on this
album more than the whole band taken together. This
kind of a statistical thinking is therapeutic for me, but
at the same time it’s pretty shitty and miserable business. The band was supposed to play, I was supposed
to do the engineering, and thus we were supposed to
make a decent album. As we tried to do everything
better and better, I began to put all kinds of stuff into
it, and thus my playing started to loom ever larger on
the album.
Asko: In the studio one goes crazy, listening to the
same stuff every day and month, trying to make it
work, and in the process trying to retain the vision
of what one is doing. Riku made the right choice at
Finnvox by saying that I shouldn’t come there to participate in the mixing anymore. Of course I would
get angry up to my teeth. Of course I should participate in the mixing. This is our album. Afterwards, as
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Birdy
>>>>>>

he invited me back to help
The protagonist of this song
him, I think we both were
is reclining in a stupor at hoslightly reserved and just
me, and in the end he goes to the market square, where someone shoots his
workmates.
uncle without any reason. Normally
Gugi Kokljuschkin:
we are satisfied with the words of a
Big Lupu turned out to be
song if the protagonist of the story
a project of life for Riku.
goes nuts. We endlessly re-wrote and
His mood went up and
polished this particular text.
down, and he had some
quarrel with the guys too.
Riku was really agonised,
but he liked his job. He is
one hell of a good and pedantic producer, who won’t
let half-ready stuff slip beIn this song a bloke just
tween his fingers. I would
lies in his bed. True love
has driven him into a bad situation.
say to him that you are
He would like to have something to
the production manager of
break, and Mr. Snow-blindness, who
Sonet, so should you realeither is a demon, a pusher or madly invest all your available
ness, stands in the room, waiting for
something.
time in the Pistepirkkos?
I fully understand that you
have to hone and polish
your work, but would it really be necessary to make
an album for many months? He didn’t snarl too much,
just said that obviously I didn’t understand that he
couldn’t make this album in any different way. I disagreed.
‘Big Lupu’ – a name Asko’s wife Tiina cooked up
– was released in Finland in February 1992. Measured
with the yardstick of those days, the album that cost

P-K:

>>>>>>

Texaco
son

>>>>>>

ASKO:

>>>>>>

circa 300 000 marks was pretty expensive. ‘Don’t Say
I’m So Evil’, the favourite song of the band, combining
blues and psychedelia, was the first single, released on
the 16th of January 1992. When Big Lupu was released,
ten years had passed since the birth of 22-PP.
Asko: The recording of that album was long drawn
out. We burned a lot of money. Tiina got the idea
about the name, because to her mind our fussing
around was strange, even childish. Pompous. Tupu,
Hupu, and Lupu.72 Big Lupu. This was a sarcastic
slash on our music and business hassle.
At the time the album was finished, the multinational PolyGram bought Sonet and its artists.
Now it was possible to release Big Lupu abroad only
through different sub-labels of PolyGram. Thorsten
had to cancel all the negotiated licence contracts, Mute
among them. In France, Remark that belonged to the
PolyGram pool, released Big Lupu. The transaction
didn’t affect the booking agencies, but since it became
more difficult to distribute the album, they also had to
postpone their massive European tour. Their Dutch
booking agent told them in a straightforward fashion, that for 22-Pistepirkko, PolyGram was the worst
of all possible record companies in Europe. But there
was no way out.
P-K: German PolyGram, for instance, had plenty of labels under their wing, but if the first of these
wouldn’t be interested after three months of consideration, the album wouldn’t even then be free for licensing. After this they would move it to the next sub-label to check it out. Nothing would happen and time

would pass. Eventually Polydor released the album in
Germany. They did their job very miserably.
Espe: We felt pity for Gugi as he tried to learn the
habits of the big house.
The onerous recording process chilled the air
between 22-PP and Riku Mattila. They wouldn’t talk
about going on together. After the recording sessions,
Mattila took a half-year leave of absence to recover from the hardships. After returning to his workplace that had been renewed during his leave, Mattila
would soon give his notice. The music business thinking, the signing of artists only on a commercial basis
and making them products,
and targeting didn’t match
Mattila’s ethics, for he
had an attitude of love toIs this a song about incest? Or
wards music. At the end of
is there some kind of a Loli1990s, among others, Matta scene going on? Is this a boyfriend
tila would produce Ismo
talking to his girlfriend, or an oversolicitous dad? ‘Papa’ is a bad song.
Alanko and YUP.73 One
could see and hear him
as a guitar player in Ismo
Alanko Säätiö (Ismo Alanko Foundation).
At last their homeland-booking agent Kari
Pössi’s long wait was over. In Finland they won’t set
up tours if the artist’s new album doesn’t have a publication date. Those who had asked 22-Pistepirkko to
play had already heard from Pössi that “the album
is going to be released in the autumn, but during the
process the year may change.” In Finland they don’t
start their tours in the early winter or while they are

Papa

>>>>>>

ESPE:

>>>>>>

[72] Tupu, Hupu, and Lupu are the Finnish names of the nephews of Donald Duck, Huey, Dewey, and Louie.
[73] YUP plays challenging, experimental rock with satirically flavoured lyrics. The band was founded at the end of 1987 and beginning of 1988 in Savonlinna, when the vocalist-guitarist Jarkko Martikainen, guitarist Jussi Hyyrynen and bass player Valtteri Tynkkynen were studying at the Savonlinna art senior school. YUP has so far released nine albums and four collections. Jarkko Martikainen has also published a collection of short stories. See http://www.yup.ms/
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“There’s a single small
window in the wall and
accidentally the sun was just shining
through it, when Ben Kaila pushed his
camera through the same window. It’s a
kind of place where you have to take the
spirit with you. Moist, tiny, cold, noisy
and free. It’s the place where we learned
to play. It’s the place were we’ve felt
comfortable in developing the systems
for our band. The walls were so close
that you would get a good tight kick into
the band sound. We played there to the
extent that when we had a gig in a place
that was bigger than that boiler room,
we almost couldn’t produce anything. We
would think that what the hell had happened to the boogie swing we had managed to create in the boiler room.”

yyjä.

The Boiler

P-K:
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Room

of the Malmi House
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Don’t
Say
I’m So
Evil

still putting the new album on the
always sweep the floor, creating
shelves at the stores. The album
an atmosphere different from the
was released in February – not in
stir that the standard rock lightthe usual months before Christing generated. Paloniemi searched
mas. Pössi, who had trusted that
for the “movie-like blues atmoshis protégées would sell, took a
phere”, characteristic, among othchance: the Big Lupu spring tour
ers, to the live-videos of Talking
The history behind this song
is a bit complicated. In the
would start from Turku in the 31st
Heads and Laurie Anderson, with
beginning there were the beatbox
of January 1992 and end in Lahti
the shadows, and the light runs
and an electric guitar, both through
in the 15th of February.
that clearly marked each player
the fuzz, in the style of Jesus and
In spite of the uncertainoff and came close to them. At
the Marychain. Then, during the recording, the song started to change,
ty of the tours abroad and the
times it seemed as if there had
and we made additional slow and
releases, they started the Finnbeen a different space for each
fast versions of it. At this time we
ish tour with the help of a hunone of them.
had evil haunting everywhere. Also
dred songs. From these songs
Ilkka Paloniemi: A 22-PP gig
Howlin’ Wolf has a song called ‘Evil’.
The narrator figure of the song asks
it was easy to pick the ones that
would in principle work with
his girlfriend not to call him evil,
would fit each evening and situalighting that was like a standard
even though he won’t go downtown to
tion. Among their own new songs
lamp. Every player would have
meet some people with his lassie. He
and old covers the set list includhis own space, created with the
just doesn’t like to meddle with the
circles. He wants his own space wheed some new cover gems, like the
lights, where I could add some
re he can do his things. The cyanide
Jody Reynolds composition ‘Fire
details. In the lighting of 22-PP
that is mentioned in the lyrics is a
of Love’ that The Gun Club had
I was expressly interested in the
metaphor for a sexual desire, or for
made familiar. For the tour P-K
possibilities of austerity. I wanted
the effect of that particular woman
on the narrator. ‘Strychnine’ of The
renewed his show wardrobe by
to investigate how a theatre-like
Sonics is one of the songs behind the
having some single-breasted, dark
lighting, and later a real state-ofreason to use the word ‘cyanide’.
suits made – the suits that would
the-art lightshow, would work at
fit a bluesman. On the Big Lupu tour Ilkka Paloniethe rock clubs. And they worked fine all right.
mi became a regular face of the 22-PP crew. At first
Among the students, the spring tour spanning
Paloniemi’s lighting equipment was cheap, compact
the largest cities in Finland lured more and more teenand designed as austere. Along with the black light
age girls to the restaurants and rock clubs. 22-PP’s
effects and the mirror ball some quality lights would
reputation of being a favourite band of girls would al-

>>>>>>

P-K:

so attract boys and young musicians in herds. In Tampere they considered 22-Pistepirkko to be art, above
all. While the audience normally listened to the ethereal playing of the trio like a devotional service in
Tampere, during one gig the going got so wild that
the air conditioning pipes on the ceiling came crashing down, as the audience got into their heads to start
hanging from them. At the Tavastia club in Helsinki,
the guitarist-vocalist Janne Westerlund and drummer
Japa of the noise-guitar band Sweetheart from Hamina, supporting 22-PP, were truly amazed as they met
the perfectionism of 22-PP.
Janne Westerlund: When I met these weird country boys in the backstage room of Tavastia, I had yet
no ideas about other musicians. They were very warm
people indeed, but just before their gig they would reserve the whole backstage to themselves, because it
was important to them to discuss about the content
of their gig. We went like what the hell: can one discuss about the content of the gig beforehand? To us,
it sounded like if someone in heat would want to talk
with others of the things he was about to do with his
girlfriend! With these guys the discussions on the content of the gig seemed to work, but they sure wouldn’t
fit into our world.
Japa: Mr. Artists wanted to concentrate on their gig
and asked us to leave the backstage room as we came
there straight from the stage. We couldn’t do anything
but to go to the bar, sweaty as hell. We went like fuck,
what is this shit! Later on Espe would tell us that also they were pissed off, for that night Sweetheart was

much better than them. Our friends in the audience
would agree. The story goes that after this gig the Pistepirkkos made a decision not to take Sweetheart as
their support act never again!
But the band really wanted to reserve the
backstage room for them to plan and analyse
the drama of the forthcoming gig. They
would think about each and every gig on
the basis of the earlier gigs played there,
and on the basis of last evening’s
playing.

A wish list
for the band’s
lightshow.
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Oh if something new should happen! What would
spots that would chug restlessly. Instead the lights
they be up to this evening and what would feel most
would create precisely marked off, gracefully changnatural to them? What was the moon’s position and
ing, halted atmospheres. Just like in David Lynch
what day was it? How to avoid the mistakes they had
films. There was some mysterious stuff included in
made on the previous gig? But on stage all of their
their show as well: distance and coldness into which
plans were always changed.
occasional joy and raving would give rhythm. It inIlkka Paloniemi: 22-PP is a band of sensitive tuncluded prudence too, not just straightforward playing. If the audience should stand with their hands on
ing – it was haunting, grinding. It was as if they were
hips, the guys on stage would think that this particular
looking for something. The audience would always
style doesn’t work and they would change the direcwait for some new things to happen. No one knew
tion of their show immediately. Every now and then
what would happen. Perhaps, sometimes, nothing
this has brought us some trouble, but generally their
would. They would make the tension grow by creatimprovisation will give a gig a whole new boost.
ing the sense of waiting.
Antti Kirvesmäki: Every 22-PP gig is always
The purpose of the planning and improvisasparked straight from the band’s feelings. If rock
tion was to create a show as perfect as possible, and
won’t take wings, they’ll play country.
to avoid boredom. But the artistic yield wouldn’t alInna Camaro: What is characteristic of the Pisways meet the audience expectance. At their gigs, they
tepirkkos is a continuous, stagnated charge. Sometimes
would always play ‘Birdy’ first. It was the song that
it comes out as panic. Each one of them is nervous inthey released as the second single from Big Lupu, the
side in a way peculiar to him, and between them there
song that won the Finnish TV show Levyraati’s (The
is a continuous tension going on: there is some between
Record Jury) first title. On some evenings they would
the brothers, and some between the old schoolmates.
leave it out completely, to the consternation of the
P-K and Espe are each othBig Lupu was really freaky stuff. It comer’s opposites. The threesome
prised a world silent and holistic, where one
the
together and each one alone
could sink into. What added to the respect of
would spark friction. This
resistance
a teenage music snob was the fact that the
band’s music was so un-Finnish. A half-year
same stagnated charge and
later I would buy their album The Kings of
friction could also be detected
Hong Kong and realise that 22-PP is a brilon stage, and the lights they
liant, primitive rock band! Although their
MIKKO AALTONEN
used would strengthen the imroots were solidly stuck in the garage bedTHE EX-EDITOR-IN-CHIEF OF RUMBA
rock of Link Wray and the Sonics etc., there
pression. They never used any

..............
MOVEMENT

..............

was some Finnish crookedness in the back-

general public. The audience in Helsinki, among others, would shout for ‘Birdy’ and imitate the sounds of
birds even before the band had made its way onto the
stage. After ‘Birdy’ – lighted by the lowered mirror
ball – was over, many people would leave to the bar
side, whispering: “Why wont’t this band play more
music like this? Why do they play some rock?”
Asko: Some people would think that it is wrong to
play a hit song right in the beginning of the set. It was
nice but strange too that we should have one song
nearly everybody would like. Our fees would rise to
the extent that at last we would make enough money. We wouldn’t figure it out at first, but Tuukkanen
would say: “Birdy, how delicious, is what we are enjoying at the moment.”
P-K: After ‘Birdy’ we have tried to get at least one
track that would do as a single for every album. If a
single works, life is much easier, because money makes
you feel secure.
By the summer of 1992, not many who paid attention to the mass media had avoided hearing a song
called ‘Birdy’. Very often that song would shadow
bone of their playing. By making a more modern version of primitive blues and garage,
the dark side of the despised and non-commercial side of the American popular culture, 22-PP would surreptitiously entice the
Finns to listen to the music they otherwise
probably never would have gotten to know.
Without despising anyone, 22-Pistepirkko
is a benevolent resistance movement amidst
the traditional Finnish rock and a hillbilly
culture. The fact that they can get the pub-

the whole band. ‘Birdy’ made 22-Pistepirkko a band
known to everyone in the country, and both grandmothers and children loved them. ‘Birdy’, frosted
with outlandish warble, made 22-Pistepirkko an icon
of alternative rock.
Inna Camaro: Would ‘Birdy’ have become such a
big hit without the warble in the middle section? It
was an anarchistic and questioning voice right in the
middle of a classic pop tune. Because of the warble the
track wasn’t a clear package. In my opinion, precisely
this aberration made ‘Birdy’ stick in people’s minds.
Tarja Lotvonen: To many fans it was boring when
they made a radio-friendly version of that song by
shortening the birdsong part. I think the piece was
good even without the birdsong! ‘Birdy’ was a women’s song. Very many women loved it and took it as
their own. As I recall, I myself would listen to it repeatedly, and feel extremely happy for the boys.
Despite the delay the gigs of the Big Lupu tour
were successful. The rock and roll hunger of the audience that had had to wait for the album and gigs had
even grown. After ‘Birdy’ Pössi wouldn’t have to explain to all the gig organisers
lic at large to back them up by doing their
what kind of a band this was.
own thing with style and intransigence, is
Kari Pössi: Hits often bean accomplishment only a few English-singcome encumbrances. For ining bands in this country have been able to
do. 22-Pistepirkko is a band that very likestance, some people want the
ly could have sparked a Ramones- or Motörband to appear at the fairs or
head-like cult around it. But there never was
stores, places that are at odds
one. Probably this would have needed a widwith the band policy. I never international breakthrough.
er booked 22-Pistepirkko to
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a fair or an event like that. I would
so have a fuzz to spice it up, in a
just politely announce a price so
way. I remember how the people in
high that no one would accept it,
Kumikameli, who knew their synTHE BONEHEADED
even by chance. The price must be
thesizers, would bow to him, honBLOKES
really high, but at the same time at
ouring the sound walls my brother
They say that we think awfully
the level on which it doesn’t sound
conjured up. We would compose
too much about things. During one
like sneering. On many occasions I
‘Swamp Blues’ on top of the yackof our tours the technicians had a
have remarked: “You shouldn’t buy
ety-yak that machine emitted. The
band called The Spekulators. They
would play our songs in the soundthis ‘Birdy’-playing playing band,
only disadvantage was that it didn’t
check.
We
would
go
like
“ha
ha”.
because there won’t be any gig at
have any memory in it. First you
There are boneheaded, crazy blokes
all”.
would have to turn and churn, so
in our band, and no analytical atAfter the Scandinavian tour
that your hair would flow! Then,
titude can penetrate our most ossified level. This makes playing rock
early in the spring, the largest sumon top of that, you would have to
possible,
and
it
makes
it
in
the
way
mer rock festivals featuring all the
remember how to make a particuthat brings us laughter, in a good
other Finnish rock stars were exlar bass-sound with the slide convein. There’s enough of half-witpecting for the trio and their crew
trols.
tedness and openness in us, and we
also have this instinctive notion of
too. In their own opinion, they
Asko: We had just learnt how
how
one
should
make
a
racket.
couldn’t yet play on a large stage.
to handle the club-gigs, but on a
P-K: After this tour we would feel
large stage it was miserable. Was it
that Asko’s Farfisa era is coming to
because of the stage monitor? Or
an end. The songs of Big Lupu would sound pretty
maybe we just didn’t know how to do it.
rugged live and we would start to look for a suitable
Playing in a tent was a luxury. We should’ve desynthesizer. We thought that the Ensoniq synth sounds
veloped an attitude a long time ago that we should
the best. For a while, my big brother would have Rojust do our gig and forget about it. We shouldn’t fuss
land bass-synth 101, Ensoniq, and Farfisa on top of
about it at all. This is what people told us, and they
each other. This stack would look pretty progressive.
were right.
But what if we could imitate the sound of Farfisa with
Espe: Tuukkanen would avoid the brothers like
the synth? The synth-wizard Tommi Lindell came to
the plague. But he wasn’t afraid of me. So, he would
our boiler-room and helped us to make Farfisa-sounds.
pour all his shit on me. For instance, he would make
Fine! On a good day Asko and Roland 101 would be
me tune the drums that sounded like shit to him, afan amazing-sounding pair. In the end he would alter which the guys would sneer at me, asking if I had

P-K:

forgotten how to play. At some point I would indeed
lose my self-confidence in playing. I would freeze
completely, and after that my playing would be even
worse. It is a miracle that the brothers didn’t lose their
nerve and sack me. When you lose your self-confidence, you sometimes just can’t help it. It wasn’t
wholly Tuukkanen’s fault, but it didn’t make my life
easier either.
Antti Kirvesmäki: The band would demand too
much of themselves, and this would turn against
them. When at some point of a gig something would
happen, they would think that the whole gig was ruined, and the brothers would have the sulks and start
to push each other or the amps while on stage. Espe
would announce that things couldn’t go on like this
for long. Then the threesome would sit down and
talk, and after that they would decide to learn to take
more relaxed attitude towards things. They would
indeed learn to forgive themselves a little during the
festival trips of that summer, and to accept that sometimes the gig was good, and sometimes very good.
Moreover, on the road we would occasionally stop
to swim, and not just drive straight to the next place!
They would also begin to play better gigs, as everyone would be feeling easier and much more relaxed.
Asko: After a gig someone could propose that maybe we should go and have a pint of beer together. We
weren’t used to this. Everyone would think that the
proposal was very embarrassing, but why not! Gradually we would learn how to take it easy. Suddenly it
would be nice to hang around the backstage area; to

meet the people we knew and other musicians.
E v e n t h e w i l d e s t d r e a m s of Thorsten
seemed to be fulfilled, as the band flew to Hong

”

The funniest thing at this Hong Kong Jazz Club
was the fact that among these English and Australian characters, there was a priest from Vaala,
the neighbouring village of Utajärvi.”

Kong in February 1993. The band that played a song called ‘Hong
Kong King’ just had to go to Hong Kong! An Australian promoter Allan Japp would be waiting there, a man Thorsten had given
the promo-package of 22-Pistepirkko at the New York New Music
Seminar in that same year. Japp was excited about their band to the
extent that he made arrangements for the gigs in a couple of weeks.
Japp wanted to offer something special to Hong Kong – a place he
considered to be musically arid. Before 22-PP came to the country,
Japp had visited the local concert of the AOR group Chicago, distributing advertisements. After they had thrown him out of there,
he had continued to distribute his fliers outside the venue. Japp had
marketed 22-PP to the local media as “the bastard sons of John Lee
Hooker and Patsy Cline”. At the airport, a limousine was waiting
for 22-Pistepirkko, taking them straight to Hilton, the most expensive hotel in town.
P-K: Even the very marble entrance lobby of Hilton was impres-
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Hongkong 1993.

sive. The rooms were big, and in the morning the local
newspaper would be behind your door. In Hong Kong
it wasn’t necessary to walk in the open air if you didn’t
want to. We would walk on the pedestrian bridges in
the air-conditioned spaces, built on the floor level of the
skyscrapers. One of the finest buildings in Hong Kong
is the building of the Central Bank of China – a middle finger in the middle of the city, a building that looks
completely, insanely ultra-modern, just to remind the
townsfolk who the real masters are.
Also Bryan Adams, who had a gig in town, happened to stay at Hilton. Someone managed to arrange
free tickets to Adams concert for the brothers. On the

..............
do you
want?
SÉBASTIEN CARBONNELLE

..............

made the Finns hold their breath.
P-K: We made it there just when the evening was
falling and all the city lights were lighting up. What
movie?! This was a very perplexing scene.
Asko: I would instantly buy a video camera and start
to shoot.
They had made arrangements for a 22-PP gig
at the prestigious Hong Kong Jazz Club, a place
for circa hundred persons. The audience of ninety
heads –mostly English and Australian businessmen
– didn’t know their music and wouldn’t warm up
to it.
P-K: The funniest thing at this Hong Kong Jazz

Me and a friend of mine came from Belgium to visit Finland. Asko gently accep
ted to meet us and gave us advices to
d iscover the great places of Helsinki.
From far we saw two long-legged boys
with sunglasses waiting in an alley, and
even that gave me such an incredible
i mpression! We stepped into an old
black car with a 22-Pistepirkko driving
us. P-K and Asko took us to the restaurant Kappeli where we stayed about two

whole the show of this Canadian star made the brothers shudder, but afterwards P-K would confess to enjoying a couple of Adams’ hits, like ‘Everything I Do
(I Do It For You)’. After the gig their gang, guided by
Alan Japp, made a climb to the apartment area of the
rich, and the panorama that unfolded before their eyes

hours. Asko told us a very funny story
about their tour in Lappland in the past.
People there have strange habits, he said.
If this story is true, these guys are great
stars there in Lappland. I’m even sure
greatest pop stars around the world don’t
use to receive such enthusiastic and direct propositions. Still amazed after everything, Asko told us about a woman who
simply asked him after one show: »Do you
want to fuck me?» Great place isn’t it?

Club was the fact that among these English and Australian characters, there was a priest from Vaala, the
neighbouring village of Utajärvi, and some Finnish
drop out community. They were not real hippies, but
neither were they business people.
Espe: One of these Finnish ladies would be so
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ABOVE LEFT:

The band and Thorsten Hvass in Hong Kong.

ABOVE RIGHT:
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Meal with the local acquaintances.

moved because a Finnish band should come and play
there that she would cry and sing a melancholy Finnish evergreen ‘Elämää juoksuhaudoissa’ (Life in the
trenches) alone in the toilet.
They started the second evening’s Jazz Club
gig with ‘Tired of Being Drunk’. This gig went worse
than the previous one. The trio was annoyed, because
they had to divide their gig in two sets and change
their showtime. So, they couldn’t make a workable set
list. During their last set the playing suddenly caught
spirit, and ‘Wild Thing’ left the audience screaming
for more.
In the Sunday evening, the atmosphere at the
sold out Amoeba rock club was much more heartening.
The neighbourhood was a tourist area and the tickets
cheaper than in the Jazz Club. There were also some
local Chinese people in the audience. Asian MTV made
an interview with the band before the gig and filmed
four songs at the Amoeba. The gig was sweaty and
good. Next morning, a local journalist Nick Lowett
and his Finnish girlfriend would come to Hilton, to
take the Finnish band and their retinue to a party.
Asko: Nick would just strike a large bottle of Absolut vodka on the table and say hello.
P-K: We took a local ferry, just like in Helsinki if one
wants to go to Suomenlinna.74 This community lived
on a neighbouring island of Hong Kong, in a HaightAsbury styled area, where they had a nice house. The
table was set outside in a beautiful way. They had a
hell of a lot of cats and in the background there was a
Viljo Vesterinen75 record playing. The year 1999 was

coming, and this was when England’s lease would
come to an end. People were talking about moving
away, or that they should at least get an Australian
passport, so that they could get out of the island fast
if necessary. Those who were rich could get two passports very swiftly.
During the daytime, before the gigs, Espe would
relax himself by going to see the local trotting-race. PK had the most exotic tennis experience of his life on
the Hilton tennis court, on the roof of that hotel. As the
scorching heat and his antagonist, an English reporter,
gave their best shots, one of the balls fell from the roof,
onto the street. Otherwise this incident wouldn’t have
deserved any attention at all, but the court just happened to be on the 42nd floor of that hotel.
Espe: On one evening we would go to a bar where
there were some Asian women, offering their services. Thorsten would buy a half-hour stretch. He
would sit with the woman in a booth, hand in hand,
and we would wait at the table nearby. What did if
felt like? “Just like if I had been holding a dead fish in
my hand.” Our Australian booking agent Alain Japp
would explain that you could get the yellow fever in
here. If you get it, you won’t ever get better. We asked
if there was no medication for it. We just didn’t understand what he was talking about. Alan told us that if
a man should get into bed with an Asian woman, any
other colour wouldn’t feel like anything after that. He
said that he had the “yellow fever” and that he didn’t
want to get better.
P-K: The sales personnel at the shops that sold musi-

[74] Suomenlinna is an old sea fortress on a small island in front of Helsinki. See http://www.suomenlinna.fi/index.php?lang=eng
[75] Viljo Vesterinen (1907-1961) was a famous Finnish accordionist.
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cal instruments were confused when we asked if they
had any old, second-hand instruments to sell. They
told us, exasperated, that in here they wouldn’t sell
any old instruments; that we truly couldn’t be suspecting that they would sell old stuff there! We thought
that it was a big city, so obviously there should be old
synths and instrument stuff for sale. Probably there
was, somewhere, and probably we would have found
it, had we just looked harder. Well, we decided to have
hand-made silk suits made for us instead.
From Hong Kong their journey would go on to
the homeland of AC/DC and Nick Cave, Australia.
When they were there, it turned out that their sound
engineer Tuukkanen didn’t have a temporary work
permit, and their manager Hvass didn’t have a visa.
Famous for his eloquence, Hvass the Dane managed
to talk himself and the sound engineer – not so eloquent – into the Australian soil.
Espe: As we came to the customs, we did it in the
way that Jari would go in separately. He had a briefcase with a Pistepirkko sticker on it, full of microphones. The customs officers laughed, as we are in
the different lines, and said to Jari: “You too are from
Finland, so where’s your working permit?” Jari had a
red face, as they teased him, saying that he must be a
groupie of our band!
Asko: As we came to Australia we had a pretty impressive tour list, but it crashed in our hands as it
turned out that PolyGram hadn’t released Big Lupu there at all. Really nice! OK, we would play less,
and sleep, shoot with the video camera, make tour-

P-K in the Melbourne heat in the winter of 1993.

ist trips, see a kangaroo, a penguin and a Koala, drink
and spend time. Thorsten is a wine enthusiast, so we
would visit a vineyard too.
Along with their reluctant holidaying, 22-PP
would play club gigs at the international Melbourne
music seminar. After one gig Espe got himself in danger. He was alone in the backstage room, and in came
two Australian blokes, six feet and five inches tall.
These beanpoles, tattooed from head to toe, would
just make their entrance and take 22-PP’s ice-cold
Foster’s beer without asking.
Espe: I couldn’t understand a word of what they
were saying. After I had asked “what?” a couple of
times, they would ask if I was an idiot because I didn’t
understand English. Then they would begin to sneer
at my English, and I would tell them that their English isn’t so good either. I would already feel myself
somewhat on the panic side, for these guys are really
harsh. They would seem to be in the mood of pulling
me on the wall for bossing in their country. I would
leave them there to freely slop up our backstage beer.
P-K: We noticed that there would be work for us
in Australia. It is a rock and roll country. The local
booking agent said that we should come there again.
For us, Australia would be a much better playing and
marketing place than Hong Kong.
Despite the PolyGram mess, Hvass’ arrangements for the European tour worked fine. The Continental Europe tour of Big Lupu started in the first
of April from Holland, where their band flew, while
the equipment and instruments travelled as a cargo. A
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Miksi 22-Pistepirkko on sellainen
kuin se on? Yksi keskeinen ristiriita on se, että minä olen aina halunnut soittaa sähkökitaraa rokkibändissä. Hardrock ja kitararäminä
ovat mun suurimpia innoittajia. 22Pistepirkko ei ole kaikilta osiltaan
sellainen bändi, mutta hyvät orkesterit ovat kaikkien jäsentensä intohimojen summia. Saa tehdä mitä
haluaa, muttei liikaa. Yksi 22-Pistepirkon jännitteistä syntyy siitä.
Meillä on tämä »Kitara pienemmälle idiootti!» -asetelma aika usein
esillä. Aerosmithilläkin on kuulemma kuultu samaa valitusvirttä vuosikymmenestä toiseen.

ALLA:

Micky Pfeiffer ja veljekset Ranskassa 1993.

rented Mercedes and a tall man dressed in black, with the sunglasses, boots
and an open shirt – so that one could see a golden chain and a hairy chest –
were waiting for them. The man would greet them, point at his car and say:
“This is going to be your home for the next eight weeks.”
Because Ilkka Paloniemi was currently unable to be their light man,
Hvass had employed one of his mates from Denmark. The man was called
Micky Pfeiffer. Originally Pfeiffer was also supposed to drive the gig-car
and act as a tour manager. Alas, the backstage booze was much too tasty for
Pfeiffer, so that very often Espe had to take the driver’s seat. When Espe had
a night off, he would relax himself drinking with Hvass to the extent that in
some bars, they wouldn’t serve any alcohol to them. Pfeiffer, wearing tight
fit Ray Ban sunglasses at work, and tight leather gloves that he pulled on his
hands at the beginning of a gig, didn’t know anything about the notion of selfirony.
Asko: I think Micky wasn’t a good light man for us. Very often he would
just randomly splash and change the lights, and raise a terrible fuss
if the liquor bottle that is demanded in our rider wasn’t in the
backstage room. Generally the man caused more problems
than he solved. Every now and then, when things were
very wrong, he would go berserk like a Viking. When
this happened, the local promoters would fix the
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problems, just saying “Sorry sir.” Micky was good
at creating a tribal spirit: “Cheer up, wave your flag!
You played well!” In his opinion, we were weird characters. “Why should you bother going on the road if
you have to whip yourselves like that?”
P-K: When it began to seem that there weren’t going
to be so much pay coming as Thorsten had promised,
and that his work would include other things than
lighting, Micky stated laconically that this was classic Mr. Hvass.
Since the day their bands had met in the cellar
of Kuvataideakatemia (The Academy of Visual Arts),
Mano Negras reputation had grown in France. At the
time, Mano Negra was the greatest and most popular
live band in France.
Asko: As they came to some town, it was as if a
big circus had arrived. They would have their families, own kitchen and cooks with them. The French
were proud of them. Occasionally we would be part
of that fuss too and they would like our band. The
Mano Negra gigs were long and wild: many geezers
would jump, play and yell out, and every now and
then their roadies would go to play with them. And
they could go on like this for a couple of years, almost
every night! Sometimes their guitar player would feel
very dejected, and their manager and diligent booking
agent Bernard would say to us: “Look at him, he sulks
just like you.” It doesn’t always work.
On that same tour, we, by ourselves, would go
and play in lots of fine places in Paris. Paris, capital
de la monde! The natives would show sights to us.

I think I understand why so many artists fled from
USA to Paris in the past. Although I don’t understand much of their language, I feel calm and inspired
in that country. It has beauty in it. The owners of the
gig places are nearly always music and culture maniacs through and through, and they do their work with
their heart. When they speak English, they don’t say
the letter ‘h’ in the beginning. “I do it with my – art?
Earth?”
22-PP played “mixed stuff” rock music that
suited the French taste – and the French loved them.
One could even see stage diving at their gigs. Also the
managing director of Remark, Mark Lombroso, was
a fan of 22-Pistepirkko, and he would organise many
big promo gigs for the trio. The band played on the
nationwide, prime time TV show called Arno, and after that everyone in France knew what 22-PP was. In
France there was also demand for bands that mixed
blues and garage. The Gun Club, among others, was
touring the country at the same time with 22-PP, and
this would spark some positive comparing between
their bands.
P-K: Gun Club had a strong fan network in SouthFrance and in Switzerland. Just like Gun Club, we also played the Joby Reynolds tune ‘Fire of Love’, and
this piece would connect us with the same audience.
We had some common elements in our music styles,
because our thing derives from American blues-folk.
The gig places were nice, small clubs, like the Bikini
Club in Toulouse, or small and big festivals.
Espe: At the end of that tour we had a TV gig. Just
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before our part, as the previous band was making
noise in the background, the brothers would have a
five minute nap while sitting on the stairs, and they
wouldn’t be really awake during the gig either.
Asko: I had a new ’74 Fender Jazz Bass. Every now
and then I would even sleep with it. At one festival we
would play on the main stage and all of a sudden, in
the middle of ‘Motorcycle Man’, I would see, like in
a slow motion film, how my treasure was flying towards the amps. I had time enough to think how much
I liked that bass, why on earth had I thrown it in the
first place, and time enough to panic if it was going to
be broken. The bass amp would go like “bonk” and
“screech”. A small piece would get loose from the neck
of the bass, and there would be some scratches too.
22-PP had convinced Bernard Patzden, their
French booking agent and the manager of Mano Ne-

gra, with their gig-fitness. Patzden thought that their
band could have a future in France. Also their technical staff would easily find work there.
Jari Tuukkanen: Moving to France would’ve been
the best decision as far as the development of the band
was concerned. Their families could have come with
them. In Finland, the long recording stretches between the tours were economically hard for me. In
France I probably could have been the sound engineer
for other bands as well.
After returning from the South, 22-PP appeared
at the Roskilde in Denmark for the second time.
When they had played a trance-like gig in front of 30
000 people, there was that all too familiar, stone house
sized sulking waiting for them backstage.
Antti Kirvesmäki: The guys would stare at their
toes, saying that the gig was a total, shitty failure.

Espe would get fed up with
the sulking and walk out to
the lawn to drink some strong
wine. After he had finished the
bottle, Espe said that he would
leave the band. On our way
home, he would join it again.
P-K: We would ask him very
tentatively: “Are you still a
member of this band?” Fortunately Espe always comes
back, he’s like Charlie Watts.
On that same year in
Roskilde The Velvet Underground would appear, with all the extant original
members. Asko and Espe weren’t interested in nostalgia, but because they happened to be there, they just
had to see their great idols. Asko would be mainly interested in the sound of Lou Reed’s new guitar amplifier system, because Reed had praised it in the music
magazines.
Asko: Reed’s rack was huge and full of knobs. At
last, when he started to play, first there came a crushing sound out of the loudspeakers, and after that only some plink plonk sound of an electric guitar. This
sound wouldn’t change from this at all, but judging
from Reed’s facial expression, it was supposed to be
perfect. When The Velvet Underground began to play,
it wasn’t very good.
Espe: I wouldn’t have patience enough to listen to it
for more than a couple of songs.

Asko: And then we would go to see Motörhead.
Espe: And they would deliver like hell.
Rob Buckle, the ex-manager of Sonet England,
had developed an obsession about the USA release of
22-PP albums. At the time of the album Bare Bone
Nest, Hvass would incite Buckle to employ a real
rock business head hunter, John Cloud, who looked
like Frank Zappa, to search for the US license. A few
weeks after this, Cloud came to Finland to announce
that the A&R man Howard Thompson from the legendary Elektra Records was interested in 22-Pistepirkko. Through Thompson, Elektra was the USA
label for, among others, The Sugarcubes – with Björk
as its star – from Iceland and an American band 10
000 Maniacs. Thompson, who had previously worked
for the record company Bronze, had given a boost for
example Motörhead’s career. At that time, the bestknown European artists of Elektra were The Cure,
The Housemartins, and Happy Mondays, all from
England. In Finland they would organise a 22-Pistepirkko gig at the Shadow Club of KY for Thompson to see. Thompson, an Americanised Brit, seemed
like a man who knew his business, but Cloud the head
hunter, who was greasing the negotiations, mainly
gave the impression of a keen amateur who is lost in
the hard world of business.
Thompson liked 22-Pistepirkko, but he had only the power of introducing the band’s albums to the
head of Elektra, Bob Krasnow. Krasnow, among other
things, is known for being the manager and producer of Captain Beefheart in the beginning of his career.

BAND MEETING
– The debit and credit of our band. The gigs,
the T-shirts, the salary, the instrument purchases.
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– Hvass doesn’t do his business. Or does he?
– Our own company handles our publishing rights.
– Gugi’s Barking Boat Ltd. owns
the rights ofBig Lupu songs!

Although Thompson would
think that a distribution contract was in principle cer– Birdy is a big hit in Finland,
a minor hit in other countries.
tain, Krasnow hadn’t shown
– Piikkikasvi is a good booking agent in Finland.
any faith in the USA chances
Bernard is good in Central-Europe.
– The making of Big Lupu was onerous.
of the Finns. Naturally, this
The relations with Mattila are
somewhat strained. Shall we go on together?
turndown was a great disap– A new album. With whom?
pointment for the threesome.
– A rock and roll album, a beatbox album! Top 10!
Espe: Thompson told us
that our band would be just
nice for Elektra. We took blues to the 21st century. He
said that we would fit the Newport jazz festival. The
geezer was wearing an Iggy & The Stooges shirt and I
began to think that this was indeed looking good! After shilly-shallying for months, they said thank you
but no. We still think that the wreckage of the collaboration between Howard and 22-PP and the cancelling
of the American tour were the worst setbacks that have
happened to us so far.
Gugi Kokljuschkin: The guys in the music business have good ears. Some of them have hell of a good
ears and scent. Some would go for it right away, some
would wait for the hype that is coming, and some
would believe it only when three other companies are
competing for the same artist. The music industry is
about shilly-shallying and checking things out. Thompson of Elektra sincerely liked 22-PP, but Krasnow the
big boss didn’t. There were lots of flimflam offers coming to 22-Pistepirkko from abroad through Thorsten
Hvass, but Island Records of Ireland, for instance, was
truly interested in the song ‘Birdy’. Island would chew

– PolyGram. There has been change in
the record companies and people;
the French Remark doesn’t pull through anymore.

over the possibility of distributing this band over and
over again, but this didn’t work either. Island was a
company outside our pool, a company that probably
wanted to do this thing but not pay for it.
Later on Riku Mattila would receive comments
about Big Lupu from the PolyGram sub-labels of English-speaking countries. He presumed that he understood what the problem was in the export plans of 22PP: the right kind of message in the lyrics of the band
was lacking. The words that sound funny in Finnish
ears don’t necessarily sound like that in English ears.
Riku Mattila: The words of the pop hits always carry some simple lyrical hook that people everywhere
understand, but what kind of a hook is there in the
22-PP songs? It is very difficult to figure them out, to
catch on. Of course they have some nice-sounding choruses, but not any simple pop hit lyrics. A Briton who
worked for American EMI would put in the most tangible way. This guy would say that Big Lupu sounded
great but there was no way of understanding anything
about what they were trying to say with their lyrics.
Asko: It was around 1993 in Rotterdam when our
Dutch booking agent Carlos and the manager of the
band Urban Dance Squad would say to us, that you
are and always will be an underground act, and so be
it. Just like The Nits. They said that it was possible to
live a nice life with that, and even to make a long career out of it. We wouldn’t fully understand what they
were saying. At least in the 90s in Finland, there was
no money involved in the underground business. But
we wanted to make a living with music.

THE VIDEOS
...........................
BIRDY
...........................
We happened to see the video ‘Paradise City’ by Guns N’ Roses and everyone
thought it was great. We also wanted to shoot
another video – not an expensive mess like
‘Frankenstein’, but a simple one. I would begin to write a script of ‘Birdy’, and as I would
be jogging all around Kumpula, a strange
kind of a totem pole that emits smoke would
pop into my mind. And a bloke with bird’s
head; Indian mythology and a boy with a bird
head. I would pound out the basic script with

a typewriter, polish it with Tiina, and suddenly it would be finished.
Asko contacted Mika Taanila he knew
from the c-cassette festival trip to Italy. Taanila had just finished his director studies at
the Lahti Muotoiluinstituutti (Institute of
Design) video department. Asko also contacted the video director Hannu Puttonen. Both men made promising comments
about the script to Asko. Taanila had made
his first music video of the Kauko Röyhkä
song ‘Kevät’ (‘Spring’) in 1991. As this song
won Levyraati (The Record Jury) in TV,
Taanila gained nationwide publicity.

Asko: Taanila and Puttonen would think
that ‘Birdy’ was a
fine piece and that
my script was what it
was, but the video would be
nice. When I met Taanila, I would instantly feel that with him the stuff is going to be
good.
Mika Taanila: In my opinion, the contradiction between the beautiful melody and
the sick basic atmosphere of the words make
‘Birdy’ a classic. These various elements speak
different languages, but their combination
is absolutely dynamic. What charmed me in
Asko’s script was not only his idea about a
totem and a bird-headed man, but the violence and death aspect this birdman sees on
TV as well. We would somewhat speculate
on the script, for our expectations were really high. We should make world-class stuff
with the video.
As Asko asked if Taanila and the cameraman Jussi Eerola could surely make a better
video than ‘Frankenstein’, Taanila would just
nod enthusiastically, although he had never
seen the video in question. Despite the financial support of ESEK and the record compa-
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On a shooting break of the ‘(Just a) Little Bit More’ video in Magnusborg.

ny, the video budget was small. After a month of
preparations, Taanila would commence a threeday filming in a condemned wooden house in
Kirkkonummi, in the middle of a cold winter, with
the help of voluntary workers. They had to set
up a makeshift distribution of electricity in there.
Asko, keenly observing Taanila’s director’s skills,
would approve the gloomy surroundings.
Asko: When we would get into that house with
the set design for the video, I would instantly see
that everything was the the way it was supposed
to be: there was a mirror ball hanging from the
ceiling, the protagonist P-K played was alone in
that house and he had his own disco; a total solitude, and a mirror ball rotating in his own living-room.
They began to edit ‘Birdy’ at the Helsinki
Cinema Shop at Kaapelitehdas (The Cable Factory)76, where they would insert b/w clips from B
Westerns, a pseudo-documentary Mondo Cane,
and a John Carpenter thriller Attack on the 13th
Police Precinct in the mix. They worked at night,
on the weekends, with the help of coffee, pizza,
and countless sweeties. They had done their
shooting sessions under good signs, but at the
editing table Asko’s and Taanila’s differing sense
of aesthetics would cause some problems.
Asko: After the early stage experiments, Mika
would return to the original script, adding some
picture material he had brought with him. This
would give the video more levels. The video ended up good.
Before the mastering of the video soundtrack,

[76] See http://www.kaapelitehdas.fi/index.html?menuid=3

Taanila met Riku Mattila at the PolyGram office
in Lauttasaari. After hearing that Taanila had just
bought his first CD player, Mattila told him that
the dynamics of the playback range would get better if one painted the two-millimetre cross-surface
of the record green with drawing ink. Normal,
black drawing ink wouldn’t do – only dark green
Text Marker should do it. Taanila did what Mattila had suggested. He went to the drawing ink shop
and painted the edges of the record green. Afterwards Taanila would think if the brighter-thannormal sound of the video soundtrack of ‘Birdy’
was due to this voodoo spirit-like fine-tuning.
The ‘Birdy’ video won TV’s Levyraati (The
Record Jury) in the early 1993. In that same year
it would also find its way to MTV Europe and
on 15th of May, participate in the “Shadow Eurovision Song Contest”, i.e., the European Video Song Contest, as Finland’s representative.
Although pronouncing their band’s name was
very hard for the presenter – “The next song
is by Twenty-two pisteri picho” – for a while
‘Birdy’ would hold the first position in the middle of the real time viewer-vote.Espe: At the same
time we would be at a gig in Ylivieska, and as
we are packing our gear together at night, someone rings up the cell-phone – a pretty rare gadget back in those days – of Kirvesmäki the sound
engineer, saying that ‘Birdy’ had become fifth in
the MTV contest.
The winner of that contest was ‘Animal Nitrate’ by Suede from UK. Nevertheless, 22-PP and
Taanila would be happy with the fifth position, especially because next week ‘Birdy’ would end up

in the prime time broadcasting on MTV. Despite
the wide media attention, the song didn’t make it
into the big league of the European music market.
Asko: Because we were in the middle of the record
company change, no one would make good use of
the success of ‘Birdy’. They played it on the radio
in many countries for sure, but it wasn’t a commercial hit anywhere else but in Finland.
..................................

european video song
contest, mtv europe

..................................
1. Great Britain, 114 points. Suede: ‘Animal Nitrate’
2. France, 112 points. Niagara: ‘Un million
d’annees’
3. Sweden, 91 points. Atomic Swing: ‘Stone Me
Into the Groove’
4. Holland, 86 points. Candy Dulfer: ‘Sax-AGo-Go’
5. Finland, 75 points. 22-Pistepirkko: ‘Birdy’

..................................
DON’T SAY
I’M SO EVIL
..................................
Asko: After the shooting sessions of ‘Birdy’ we
would make another video with the same equipment in the cellar of Kaapelitehdas. Mika had an
idea to shoot our playing with a single camera and
a single take at the end of a long corridor. The camera is approaching us on a rail, very, very slowly. It
comes pretty close and then goes back. Everyone
wouldn’t be very excited about the result!
..................................
(JUST A)
LITTLE BIT
MORE
..............................
The background for picture and text was shot at
the Forssa trotting-track at a car hobbyist meeting: Ford Cortina, The British Ford Club. The
Tai Chi Huan hobbyists at the Sibelius Park. The
band was filmed at the studio in Porvoo.
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We would make this video with the
voluntary workers, including Tiina Kaukanen, Mark Wolff, Marjatta Oja and 22-PP. We would shoot
it in Uunisaari with video and 8mm
film cameras and also use the gems
of people’s home movie archives in it.
Mark and Marjatta would make their
own versions from the material and
after that the record company people
would choose their favourite. It would
turn out to be Mark’s version.
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and say that we didn’t know just now what the
first single was going to be after all. Because we
didn’t know anything at all, we would just ask if
he could think of some visual motif that would
fit any piece after just changing the rhythm in
the editing. Mika would say that he can think
about it and then he would hit on this tram idea.
Everyone knew we were walking on the razor’s
edge. When we choose ‘Onion Soup’ as a single, it
wasn’t Taanila’s favourite after all.
Mika Taanila: ‘Onion Soup’ is the worst video we have made together. We made it with a big
budget (100 000 marks) and it is otherwise pretty nice as far the realisation is concerned, but

QUICKSAND
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At the shooting of the ‘Onion Soup’ video.
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song. But then I would have to ring up to him

We would find the idea for the video
of ‘This Time’ from the archive films
Mika knew. In this film the physicians are studying hypnosis in the

..........................

d

ONION SOUP
..................................
Asko: I would take a version of ‘Boardroom
Walk’ to Mika, for we were thinking that it was
going to be the first single from that album. In

Taanila’s opinion, ‘Boardroom Walk’ was a great

THIS
TIME
.........................

50s and Mika would use parts of it as
such on the video.
‘This Time’ is one of our most
poppy tunes. The video budget we
had made for it was nevertheless
very modest. By combining pop
and archive material we would try
to create a surrealistic and exiting
whole, and do it cheaply.
Well, the people in the record
companies abroad didn’t like about
it, quite the opposite. They would
even think that we were mocking
their profession on the whole and
trying to spoil the success chances
of our album. I don’t know whether they were right or wrong. It is
nice to make videos, but when you
start to think about their MTV rotation, your free rain of imagination
isn’t necessarily so free anymore. Mika and we would realise
that we should look for
those kinds of video artists who are inspired by
the MTV format, and let
them make the promovideos of 22-Pistepirkko,
without any hard pressure at all.

ou

ROUNDABOUT
..................................
Asko: Taanila would shoot all the material in
three hours at our rehearsal place in Oulunkylä.
The video would cost something like 150 marks,
that is, the same as the rent of three strobe lights.
He would film it with a camera we had brought
from Hong Kong, but first he would put a fisheye lens on it. It was very psychedelic. I like making things this way, to let things roll like that.
One can hardly watch the video, but making it
was extremely hilarious.
Mika Taanila: It was hard to edit this video
because of the flashing of the strobe, so we had
to edit it fast!
..................................

BOARDROOM
WALK
.................................
Mika Taanila: I’m interested in taking visual
material that is practical and boring, something
not meant for art or music video context, like
surveillance cameras or scientific archive films,
and to move it into another context. As I was
making the documentary film Futuro, I would
go through lots of different Finnish film archives
from the 60s and 70s, and from the National
Movie Archives I would find a 1968 Postipankki (The Post Bank) made-to-order film The Computers in Our Service by Risto Jarva.77 In the 60s
some people probably would think that the computers are somehow frightening, and in this film they
would try to calm these people down, telling that
the computers are just robots without a will, and
that they do just what people ask them to do, and
that they are going to spread much wider, and that
in the future they are even entering our homes. Jarva would make lots of these kind of commissioned,
educational films, to finance his full-length motion pictures.
Asko: The grumpiness about ‘Onion Soup’
would leave Mika a bone to pick with us, and
then he would ring up and say that now he has
something to show. I would go to the editing

room and there he would show me this
Jarva material with ‘Boardroom Walk’
playing in the background. I would go
like wow! It would look really nice. I
would say to him that we should make a
video out of this stuff for sure. Then he
would shoot some band clips at our rehearsal place with a digital video camera. The ‘Boardroom Walk’ video is fantastic, it really is. Some people say that
there isn’t enough of our band in it, but
the video holds a high position on Mika’s
and my ranking-list.
.........................

sk

the script I wrote was a total failure. For it to
breathe, the video would’ve absolutely demanded some other element along with the loose idea
of the nocturnal tram ride. After this, the videos
I have made for 22-PP have all been solely on the
basis of archive material.
.................................

GIMME SOME
WATER
..................................
Mika Taanila: 22-PP and I have this work pattern that repeats itself. First we make an expensive video very carefully, and right after that a
fast, cheap one. The tourist sightseeing introduction material Asko had filmed from the hotel
TV in Hong Kong had a split-screen mosaic system, and we would use that as a shape for this video. Then we would unabashedly put all kinds of our
own stuff into it, for instance, Bo Diddley.
..................................

an

..................................

[77] Risto Jarva (1934-1977) was a Finnish film director.

[78] R&A, or, ‘Love & Anarchy’ international film festival is held every year in Helsinki. See http://www.hiff.fi/
[79] Kiasma is the museum of modern art in Helsinki. See http://www.kiasma.fi/www/index.php?lang=en
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A f t e r t h e i r t r i p to Far East, the relations between the trio and the manager
were exacerbated, due to suspicions concerning financial matters. According to the
bookkeeping of Bare Bone Business Ltd., Hvass hadn’t accounted certain gig fees and
Central Europe album sales proceeds to them. Hvass himself was expecting BBB Ltd.
to pay him his salary and entertainment expenses he yet hadn’t received. The worst of
their problems was the fact that the state of Denmark had filed a bankruptcy petition
against Hvass’ one-man firm Inferno. As the tax authorities were asking for their receivables, Hvass would try to save his firm by getting the money he needed from BBB
and PolyGram. At the end of 1993 22-PP made another two European tours. On the
last of these they sacked Hvass.
P-K: We would give Thorsten a ring from somewhere in Europe and he would tell us
that he was out of money to the extent that they would even cut off his telephone line.
Our manager didn’t have enough money to pay his telephone bills? This didn’t make
any sense. We would think that why are we on the road again, even though we should
be making a new album? We had made an arrangement for a February gig at the South
By Southwest festival in Austin Texas, but we had to cancel it. We realised that this
wasn’t going to do any good to anybody, for our business was such a mess.
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Thorsten Hvass: The financial situation of my firm was really desperate. Along
with 22-PP I would handle the business of two other rising bands, and not one
of these would make enough profit. The 22-PPs would get very suspicious, even
though they owed me money. I needed this money right away if I wanted to go on
with my business. The sum was small, so I would try and get Gugi to help me, but
all in vain. I would try and give a ring to PolyGram France and England, but again,
all in vain.
P-K: I think Mr. Hvass’ charm wouldn’t work on everyone enough, so that as he
fell, no one was in the mood of helping him.
On the threshold of a success never seen before, 22-PP was without a manager. Still, Hvass had kept his promise: he had organised the release of Bare Bone
Nest in nearly every country in Europe. Thanks to his connections and gig and tour
arrangements, 22-PP reached its current position. Asko’s wife of those days, Tiina,
who for years, at close range, would observe how 22-PP’s businesses would go, says
what she thinks about the Danish manager.
Tiina Räsänen: Thorsten was the first person in the music business outside Finland, who understood the value of 22-PP. Thorsten was the guy that would get
Thompson of Elektra enthusiastic about 22-PP. Thorsten was a very important
person in the career of 22-PP, but unfortunately his own life was ruined, because, among other things, of his divorce and financial matters, to the extent that he
couldn’t handle 22-PP’s business properly anymore. The band just had to sack him.
If he would’ve told openly what his problem was, I think the band would’ve helped
him. They are quite nice guys.
Thorsten Hvass: They still owe me. I feel a little cheated. But I am still in pretty good terms with them. It is the rock business that is rotten to the core, not these
people. My work with 22-PP stopped in the middle. Their band didn’t make it as
we had planned. You ask me why? For instance, the guys of 22-PP wouldn’t move to Central Europe or closer to the market. But even this isn’t any explanation or
solution. At the time of Bare Bone Nest we all were sure that the band would break through. Their band, me, Gugi, Riku Mattila, Sonet, ESEK, we all would put
everything we had into this game, but then Sonet would save its ass and sell itself

Gimme
Some
Water
>>>>>>

ASKO:

A secret agent is slinking
around town in the grip of
paranoia. Either he is an adventurer
somewhere in the near future, when
water is as important as petrol in the
Mad Max movies, or else he is just
someone whose imagination occasionally clouds his view. This guy thinks
that people are interested in him. He
hears these “hey” and “hou” sounds
and thinks there’s some grand, secret meaning in them. He also likes
the ocean.

>>>>>>

(Just A)
LittlE
Bit More
>>>>>>

ASKO:

A personal true story about
a small town guy who
reads a lot and gets spiritual with the
help of tarot cards, mystique and the
books of Carlos Castaneda. We would
pick some nice-sounding names from
an occult Unio Mystica book catalogue
into the song. P-K’s chorus “Just a Little Bit More” is like a rumble of a shopping centre, or a person’s will to go further, to know more, or else this eternal
dissatisfaction with one’s own gear.

>>>>>>

Wild
Billy
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to this giant company. Sonet was
the only manager in Finland who
a good firm – they would produknew something about the interA Vietnam veteran returns to his
ce music because they were music
national business.
hometown and goes to the disco bar
lovers. PolyGram was greedy, big
Tiina Räsänen: Vesterinen
to have a dinner. There he has some
chaps with him who, during the war,
shit firm. The contract between 22would peruse the contract Pössi
had lead his sister astray. The mind of
PP and PolyGram spoiled everytoffered and he would find various
this veteran is totally shattered. The
hing we had accomplished.
weak parts in it. After our meestrobe lights in the disco are flashing
When Hvass was left in Denting, Asko proposed that I should
and ‘Staying Alive’ is playing. Vietnam and disco get confused inside this
mark to settle his life and continask Seppo to become the manager
geezer’s head, and he is pissed off beue his work, among other things,
of 22-PP, but Seppo wasn’t very
cause he has sold his military jacket
as a promoter for the Danish muenthusiastic about it. He was tired
and guns at the flea market. The modsic centre, Kari Pössi would offer
with the bands and wanted to do
el for this song was ‘Vietnamese Baby’
by the New York Dolls.
managerial help to 22-Pistepirkko.
some theatre things for a change.
.
But the implied conditions in PösIn his opinion, I could’ve become
si’s contract made Asko and Tiina
their manager. “The only thing
sceptical.
you need is some sense in your
Kari Pössi: One has to have a
head” he would crack.
hundred per cent trust in the maIn the autumn of 1994 VesA funny text that hasn’t too many
nagerial relationship, it can’t be
terinen eventually agreed to belevels in it: on Saturday evening a
just something in that direction.
come 22-PP’s “business managbloke tries to score a lassie at the
bar, saying to her that she dancI would prefer to be nothing else
er”, whereas Tiina took up the
es
very
well.
The
guy
gets
excitthan their booking agent. 22-PP is
tasks of “personal manager”. Vesed, starts to undress, but his style
an old band and they know how
terinen would never ask any comto chat up birds just doesn’t hit the
these things go. They just need a
pensation for his advice, maybe
mark.
person who handles their business,
because he is a true gentleman and
not an active, forward-pushing
a fair person.
agent. They know how to do everything necessary by
Tiina Räsänen: He didn’t make any contracts and
themselves.
he didn’t really advance the band’s career, but, for
Tiina contacted Seppo Vesterinen, the ex-managinstance, he taught me how to read different kinds of
er of Hanoi Rocks, to check out the hieroglyphics of
contracts. I would travel around with him to meet buPössi’s offer. She and Asko knew that Vesterinen was
siness people. Together we would go to London and

>>>>>>

Tokyo
Tiger

>>>>>>

>>>>>>
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Paris to meet the partners of 22-PP. Effectively, he
taught me how to do the manager’s job, and of that
I’m most grateful to him. When Vesterinen’s theatre
projects and other things would begin to occupy more
and more of his time, we would agree in the autumn
of 1995 that he would move to the role of the “consiglieri”, advisor, of the band, and practically it would
be me who should to do the manager’s work.
Among other things, Vesterinen told Tiina to
contact Paul Boswell, a booking agent from London,
an old acquaintance of Vesterinen. Boswell helped
Tiina to arrange a 22-Pistepirkko gig at the Garage
Club in London in the autumn of 1995. Boswell
would also help them to book a gig at the Reading
festival in 1996, while their band was on the Zipcode
tour.
Gugi Kokljuschkin: When Asko’s wife began
to run their band’s business, the relations between us all would exacerbate further. 22Pistepirkko is the only band and Tiina
Räsänen the only manager to whom
I have raised my voice and told

straight that they should get the hell out of my sight.
Every time it would be about money. They would always want some advance money. In the end I would
always appeal to the fact that I was the only person to
give up. Every time I would pay them advance money
and agree with their demands.
Riku Mattila: The guys would become really paranoid. As the situation was already exacerbated, I would
tell Tiina on the phone that the blokes are so paranoid
that nothing is going to work. They would think that
Gugi is a terrible rip-off man, but Gugi is just stingy
and reluctant to invest and take big chances. In the financial matters he is dull, because he is so stingy.
Gugi Kokljuschkin: Nevertheless, not once during our partnership were their demands such that
I would’ve laughed at them.
At the same time as their five-year collaboration with Thorsten Hvass ended, another collaborative partnership ended as well. The producer of their
band’s success albums and “the fourth member”
Riku Mattila wouldn’t participate in making the next
album.
P - K :
We made a
decision

with Riku that our close collaboration would end, and
everyone felt relieved. Some people would think that
how on earth could we make records without Mattila! They would wonder if our band was doomed.
We went like “of course it isn’t.” We had to go on. It
wouldn’t be a band if it were up to one producer. So,
after that, we would roll our sleeves and begin to develop our robot-blues-rock band.
Asko: Hip-hop, Suicide, Aerosmith and Ali Farka
Touré. These would be the cornerstones of our next
album. The hip-hop beats would sound like the modern shoes of John Lee Hooker, those that bang the
rhythm on the floor on Hooker’s albums.
With the help of the four-tracker they had
bought from America, and rhythm machines and a
couple of synthesizers, 22-PP would again step into the mythical world of machine instruments after a
ten-year break. For the first time in their career, they
would make demos out of the new songs beforehand
in the Malmi cellar and P-K’s living room. Then they
would buy the same kind of a four-tracker for each
one of them and the trio would split up, each into his
home, to make overdubs.
Before the recording sessions proper, they
would make more careful studio demos at the Magnusborg studios in Porvoo, where their live sound engineer Antti Kirvesmäki would be the man behind the
knobs and slides. Pave Maijanen would record, produce and mix the song ‘Oo My Head’ at the same
studio. This ex-Royals and ex-Mistakes man, a songwriter, solo artist and bass wizard, who had produced

Hurriganes and Dingo80, had already loomed large in
the thoughts of the brothers at the time of Big Lupu,
while making ‘Birdy’, but on Mattila’s recommendation, they had ended up with Ahti Marja-aho.
Asko: We thought that Pave Maijanen would’ve been
a good producer for the whole Rumble City album,
but he was just beginning to record a solo album.
Then we would ask him to do the mixing.
Originally Jari Halonen81 ordered ‘Oo My
Head’ for his sci-fi detective movie Lipton Cockton
in the Shadows of Sodoma. Because the tempo of the
song’s final version was slower than on the demo, the
production team of Halonen wasn’t interested in the
new version anymore. But the song would fit 22-Pistepirkko just fine.
P-K: Johnny Lee Michaels had something to do with
the movie of Halonen. For some reason their ways
parted, but we went to the JLM studio of Michaels because of this film project. After this visit our brains
started to work: studio + nice bloke = album? In the
beginning I would be extremely sceptical, for I had a
pretty strong impression of Johnny Lee Michaels as a
frizzy-haired pantyhose-wearing pop-singer.
In the 1980s Johnny Lee Michaels gained fame
with his glam-rock bands Soundstorm Shock and
The Androids. He became more respected in the field
when he in the 1990s began to concentrate on the film
and TV-series music. The collaboration of 22-PP and
Michaels would start at the studio built downstairs
of a one-family house in Maununneva82 and it would
start with the collision of two schools.

[80] Dingo were one of the most successful pop groups ever in Finland. The band sparked Beatle-mania-like mass hysteria in the middle of 1980s. See http://www.dingomania.fi/
[81] Jari Halonen (b. 1962) is a very talented and original Finnishfilm director. See http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0356875/
[82] Maununneva is a district of Helsinki.
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P-K: The collision was funny and at its best it worked very well. Johnny is a very musical and nice person. He can lure people’s good sides out of them. He
would bring some musical discipline into our thing,
and this was exactly what we were looking for. Naturally, the both parties would be troubled by not understanding what the other party was talking about.
Espe: We would go there with our machines, excited,
turn the gadgets on and begin to play our songs. Johnny would think that the whole business isn’t working

ween. Johnny would answer that you can’t do that! We would go like yes we can,
and let’s also drive the rhythm machine sound through a tape recorder and record it
from there. Johnny wasn’t used to this kind of a methodology.
Espe: When we were beginning the mixing, we would wait for the moment when
we would start to turn the knobs. But Johnny said that these slide controls are here
and that he would program everything ready, so that he can just push the play-button and that’s it!
P-K: He could do many things we wanted to do but couldn’t. For instance, we had
of course heard about sampling, but we had never tried it. To me it was also important that the guy had just been “spiritualised” and that he could laugh at his ridiculous personal history. He had quit fooling around and instead had begun to explore things. For instance, he had gone to Africa to record Bedouin music into a
DAT-recorder. This was in perfect synchrony with our own situation. We had just
found the music of Ali Farka Touré from Mali, and African blues that had a different rhythmic emphasis than Bo Diddley or Muddy Waters, but basically it was the
same kind of music. It was next to Mali whence they hauled the slaves to America
in the past.
They made ‘Coffee Girl’ that would close the album with Touré’s playing
in mind, with an open G-tuning Mattila had taught, a capo fixed on the neck of
the guitar. ‘(Just a) Little Bit More’, made under the influence of Aerosmith, had a
glam-rock flavour. They didn’t have any difficulties justifying this song to Johnny
Lee Michaels.
P-K: Asko and I had a hard Aerosmith trip going on at that time. To me this band
was a new acquaintance, but of course every now and then I had seen their pictures
and thought how much they looked like the Rolling Stones. On our first tour with
him, Sössö had played Aerosmith’s Pump album in the car. I went to the library and
borrowed their collection Pandora’s Box and that sounded good too. Also Asko loved it. After that we would harp on to everybody that ‘(Just a) Little Bit More’, the
song that sounded like a single to us, should be nothing more than idiotic boogie.
It should be pure car-radio music: just like Aerosmith, ZZ Top, Joan Jett’s ‘I Love Rock ’n’ Roll’ or the Beastie Boys song ‘Fight For Your Right’. Even the demo

at all. According to him, our playing together with the
machines was lousy.
P-K: Michaels is in the opinion that things should go
by the book. We would be, especially in the beginning,
very keenly having our say on every thing. What are
you doing now? Why do you do that? What does that
mean? This must’ve been vexing to him. For instance, we would listen if the sound would be good. No,
it isn’t very good yet. We would go like hey, let’s put
the synth through an amp and wah-wah pedals in bet-
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Blue
Balloon
>>>>>>

ESPE:

A knight of the rueful countenance is walking about
town on May Day and says to a balloon that he hates his music. This
bloke thinks that the balloon is Gary Moore the guitar player, and that
it is high time to talk turkey. After
this, our hero goes to score a lassie,
but she turns out to be a boy. The guy
blunders all the time, and in the end
he is looking down from a bridge, into the muddy water streaming below.
He is going to jump.

Snowy
Dave

>>>>>>

ASKO:

Once I saw through the
window of our gig-car how
someone drove past us on the ring
road number three near Helsinki. It
was winter and freezing. It looked very romantic to me. In the song this
guy driving a motorcycle has seen a
girl once, fallen in love with her, and
thereafter searched for her everywhere in his hometown. He is searching
and searching, all the time – even on
Christmas Eve. Is he a ghost driver?
Marvel cartoons.

>>>>>>

n baby into
the maternit y hospital to help our firstbor
In the March of 1992, my wife and I were at
unds
strength began to diminish , and the heart-so
the world. The labour was delayed and my wife’s
on the
rate. There was this tiny battery- powered radio
of the little one got weaker in an alarming
, we
in a low volume. Because of the personne l shortage
windowsi ll, and ‘Birdy’ was coming out of it,
frighten ing
gly long, and as the song was playing, some
agonisin
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obstetri
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for
wait
to
had
song
one of my beloved ones die today? But as the
thoughts began to emerge inside my mind: would
and everythi ng went just OK.
arrived,
help
ether,
the
into
fade
to
already began
the summer of 1985,whe n I met P-K at
Raimo E. Tikkanen ; a 22-Piste pirkko fan since
& A Star) in Valkeako ski
the midsumme r festival Koivu & Tähti (A Birch
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version of ‘(Just a) Little Bit More’ sounded like that.
The song has a bass part played by Pave Maijanen. At
first he would play something there for a couple times, but that was too complicated. We would tell him
to make it simpler, just like Joan Jett’s ‘I Love Rock
’n’ Roll’! There wasn’t a true squabble about it, but
Pave refused to play it simpler.
In the songs ‘Gimme Some Water’ and ‘Snowy
Dave’ Michaels tapped his film-oriented arrangement
and orchestration skills by sampling, among other
things, some stuff from the Boston Symphony Orchestra.
P-K: Johnny liked to work at night. We wanted to have something like Bladerunner’s atmosphere in ‘Gimme Some Water’ and together we would listen to the
film soundtrack by Vangelis. We would leave the studio in the evening and Johnny would stay there, programming the orchestral arrangement for the whole
night through. Then, when we would return next afternoon, he would be totally exhausted, but the music
he had added would be pretty good.
In the middle of the recording sessions we noticed that we were making a rock and roll album. At
that time, no one in Finland was making them. We
saw a potential market in this. We realised that if our
album was going to be something like that, it should
probably become popular here. So, it didn’t surprise
us when exactly this happened.
Espe: I would somehow be enraged and worried
about this hit orientation. In my opinion, commercialism and hits have never been our strongest parts. The

brothers had this bad Aerosmith and hippie trip going
on, and I just couldn’t be any part of it. I would ask
myself: Which was the direction they were heading
for with our orchestra? I would also think: What
good, if any, is a drummer, if there is a drum-machine
on every song now? Previously we had very convergent yearnings and preferences and our playing was
tight as ever. But I wasn’t leaving the band.
P-K: We tried to make the drum loops we had heard
on the hip-hop albums by recording a drum-machine
through a tape recorder, for instance. We were very
disappointed as the results weren’t what we had heard
on those albums. Only a little after the recording sessions I would realise that all the drum-loops in the
world would have been available on CD!
Some people were pretty perplexed when we
talked about our “Aerosmith style” and “hip-hop
stuff” to them. I can understand why this happened.
This was part of the 22-PP code that Asko and I perfectly understood. To us, it is great to get excited about
something and it is wonderful to be a fan. This kind of
stuff refuels the magic carpet we are riding on. At the
time of Bare Bone Nest we would shriek with joy because of blues. A blues reporter had read what we had
said about blues and when he wrote a review of our album after that, he was pretty amazed, saying that 22Pistepirkko didn’t have anything to do with blues!
Antti Kirvesmäki: 22-PP is a soup that sounds just
like them. You hear the roots and contemporary pop in
their music, and their coolness doesn’t depend on them
saying aloud that they like Roxette or Bryan Adams.

They recorded the songs of the album they
named as Rumble City, La La Land at their rehearsal place in Oulunkylä, with a 16-tracker and a concert-mixing console owned by Piikkikasvi Ltd. For
instance, Antti Kirvesmäki’s rough working-mix of
the song ‘I Never Said’ made its way onto the album
nearly as it was. Aerosmith was also among Kirvesmäki’s favourite bands.
In the late summer Petteri Rajanti, his old
friend, would give Asko a ring. Rajanti was teaching
sound design at the Tampere Polytechnic School of
Art and Media.83 He said that he would like to attend
their recording sessions as a listening student. Rajanti had just finished a producer course at the Sibelius
Academy84 and he would need some project to be his
final examination. Asko knew that he was a skilful
soundman, because Rajanti had built a studio for Motelli Skronkle in Tampere. Rajanti had recorded another bands there as well.
Petteri Rajanti: They had three rock-songs, ‘At
the Everybody’s’, ‘I Never Said’, and ‘Tokyo Tiger’
that weren’t rocking enough, so they wanted to record them again in the garage style. We made a following deal: if it would be OK to Kirvesmäki, I would
play the role of a producer while he would do the
sound engineering. I would leave the place right away
if this wouldn’t work.
With the help of Rajanti and Kirvesmäki, the
songs came out in the way their band wanted. Among
other things, one can hear a youth choir they found
from the Kallio senior secondary school85 in the song
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‘At the Everybody’s’. Asko wanted to have a choir
that would sound like teenage angst.
Petteri Rajanti: We wanted a child choir, but what
we had was a talented teenage choir! On the basis of
a demo, the students of the Kallio Senior Secondary
School of Performing Arts would deliver a song they
had already rehearsed with their teacher, and this we
would record in a couple of hours. We couldn’t come
up with a headphone monitoring – the choir had to
listen to their own voices from the loudspeakers. Nevertheless the recording was a success.
Because of its weak vocal track, they had already shelved ‘Blue Balloon’ that Espe sang, but then
Rajanti said he would like to try and save that song.
Rajanti realised that Espe could sing in tune, but only
at a certain pitch. To match Espe’s fragile vocal-track
with the background, Rajanti just set it lower with the
pitch control.
Espe: Rumble City isn’t a pure rock and roll album.
It has ‘Snowy Dave’, a ballad-like tune, reminiscent
of a film soundtrack. Moreover, it has ‘Coffee Girl’,
a pure blues song, as well as the oddity ‘Blue Balloon’.
We tend to have songs like these on every album. We
still have many fine gig tunes in our set from the album Rumble City. I’ve always liked to play ‘Wild Billy’. During the recent years I’ve even enjoyed playing
‘(Just a) Little Bit More, even though I didn’t like at
all in the beginning.
Asko: The title of the album means a row town in
the land of death. “La La Land” is from a mafia film,
where this guy points a gun at the little boy who just

[83] See http://hph.tpu.fi/ttvo/en/
[84] See http://www.siba.fi/eng/
[85] See http://www.kallil.edu.hel.fi/
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THE FOLLOWING PAGES:

On tour. Jari Tuukkanen is fixing the car in Mulhousen after a gig.

has seen a murder, saying: “I’m going to send you to
the la la land.”
After the release of Rumble City, La La Land,
there was a grand scale appearance for 22-PP. The
place was the Olympic Stadium of Helsinki, and the
occasion a charity performance for children, where
circa 10 000 children and youth would wait to see the
top bands and artists of Finland. It was planned that
each band would play only two or three songs. The
changes of the bands would be fast. The live performance of their new songs proved to be more difficult to
22-Pistepirkko than their recording.
P-K: We would rehearse playing with the click in a
place so insignificant as the Olympic Stadium. We
would think that now we are going to deliver real fine, but in the beginning of our set only noise would
come out of the loudspeakers. Occasionally that click
would come out so loud that it would nearly drive the
fillings out of our teeth. The result was a grand catastrophe.
Espe: It wasn’t clear to us, what we would precisely
want to hear. We would try and notice that we could
hear only the click from the monitors, not the drumloops or notes proper. This was a stadium-class fuck
up! We wouldn’t stay there to listen to the comments,
but would clear off very fast instead.
The Finnish tour that followed the release of
Rumble City, La La Land began on the 14th of September 1994 in Pori. Playing with the “Robot”, that
is, the sequencers and drum-loops, would occasionally turn out to be a race between the machines and

the trio. The players wouldn’t hear what the others
were playing, and the programmed basic tracks would
play out faster than they themselves would play. They
named Asko’s robot centre as ‘Houston’. The name
derived from the legendary mayday call of the bad
luck space rocket Apollo 13: “Houston, we have a
problem.”
Asko: We had a vision how massive and multifaceted
our sound could be with the machinery. Oh what new
things we could offer to the audience!
Antti Kirvesmäki: At first the machines would be
pretty clumsy in the gig circumstances. We would use
the traditional monitors, so the loops would have to
come out loud, so that the guys could follow them.
When Asko pushed the play-button, the band had to
follow the sequencer slavishly to the last bar. Playing
drums with the machines isn’t easy for sure. The machines don’t listen to you. Instead, the drummer must
follow them.
Also their light show had been up-dated to go
with the technical change in the sound-picture. They
had the lights of the previous tour in a shabby blues
theatre style: shadows and unsymmetrical lights. Now
the colours were bright and the light came straight at
them. Peter Gabriel’s So tour’s Helsinki concert had
greatly inspired Paloniemi. In this spirit they would
put the band inside a large carpet on the stage. On
top of that they would direct big spotlights and five
“moving” lights that back in those days were rare and
expensive in club circumstances. The Rumble City
tour was a rock and roll show.
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same kind of a recipe, and the audience would go
like what the hell! We wouldn’t have to force our set
through a wall of yelling, although the places would
sometimes be sold out. People had come there to listen,
and they were hoping that they would experience something different to what the other bands had to offer.
Every time it would take a couple of gigs from us, until
we could get into the alternative atmosphere again.
At that year’s end Rumble City, La La Land
reached the signpost of a Golden Record Prize.86 Their
reputation as a cult band was a part of the Finnish rock
history. After the 1995 successful Scandinavian tour 22PP and their crew would again head for a two-month
Central European tour. Ilkka Paloniemi, who also was
the lighting director, was their tour manager. Paloniemi
had toured with Leningrad Cowboys, so he would know
all the gig venues and cheap hotels of Central Europe.
Ilkka Paloniemi: Antti would drive the car, Tuukkanen would fix it, and I would talk into my cellphone. At first, the gigs weren’t any good, but as we
went on, they got much better. Occasionally someone
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Ilkka Paloniemi: The music of 22-PP is very dysionally, at the small clubs, they had to stop the gig
namic in a visual way too. We could do their gigs with
as the safety fences came crashing down and the audiany lighting, from candlelight to the sea of fire of a
ence fell onto the stage.
space rocket launching pad – from small to big. I had
P-K: It was funny when the teenagers would say that
pretty conspicuous gear with me: in the beginning
oh my, this new band of yours is truly awesome, and
of a set I would have to hold my horses and make it
then they would ask for how long we had been togetsmall, for this would anticipate the effect of doing it
her. We would just answer politely that oh well – we
big. My favourite song ‘Snowy Dave’ has lots of air
have been doing this for some time now. All the time
in it. It is an inner-space song. It is a vision of a guy,
we knew that the success was only out on a loan to
driving a big, ugly motorcycle in
us. Soon there would be a new,
the freezing cold. There’s ice and
cooler hit band, and why not?
snow everywhere: a beam of light
We would never think that now
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22-PP gigs. But sometimes I rememMore’ was a big radio hit, and beputer-based boogie stuff and our
ber why I am doing this work. One
cause of this, nearly every evening
own thing would begin to interTavastia gig of 22-PP was like this.
was sold out. 22-PP began to apest us more.
Their band would rock real fine, look
peal to a wholly new audience.
Asko: In Finland we had to play
fine, the audience would go crazy,
and the roof would go off. This was
For instance, at the Tullikamari in
the gigs loud, since there were so
a burstingly fine feeling. During
Tampere, drunken teenagers and
many people there to see us. Ma‘Wild Thing’ that they played last,
self-indulgent trend folk would
ny had become just because of
Asko would even stage-dive into the
fill the club, along with the stu‘Little Bit More’ and ‘Birdy’ and
audience. I felt that this was it. In
the backstage room I would be so
dents and rock people. At some
they would’ve been disappointed
emotional that all I could do was to
places they had to smuggle the
if we hadn’t done a fast rock and
spread my hands, and then I would
trio in through the kitchen, past
roll show for them.
drink half a bottle of whiskey in one
the hundreds of people queuing
Then, in another coungulp. Then, after a while, I would
just go around on all fours.
in front of the door. And occatries, we would play with the

They named the club magazine Petezine after the dog
of the family Keränen. They published five issues of
that magazine, Asko, Vesa Lankinen and Tiina as their
editors. The magazine also featured writings from the
fans. They were also planning to organise a mail-order
business, through which they could get their albums,
T-shirts, and all the other 22-Pistepirkko merchandise
out into the wide world. Thus Asko would find practical use for his new computer that had ClarisWorks
makeup software and also Photoshop. They copied the
magazine with PolyGram’s photocopier. The club had
149 members at its best.
ASKO: We would think that we should be polite towards our foreign fans, and to offer them a place
where they could buy our albums. It would always be
annoying to say to those who would ask for them that
you couldn’t get them anywhere.

[86] In Finland, an artist will receive an official Golden Record Prize after selling a certain amount
of albums. In 1994 this signpost was 20 000 copies. See http://www.ifpi.fi/english/
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would lose his nerves and start a row, but all in all, the trip went well. Long
tours sometimes gnaw at a person in a harsh way. But the Northern-Finnish
humour common to us all, with the familiar expressions, would help us a lot.
Asko: When we had a day off, Ilkka would take us to a city tour through
Frankfurt. We would go and have a dinner at the best Indian restaurant in
town, and after that he would tell us that he is going to take us to the “sheet
metal street”. This was a street that had prostitutes and striptease clubs, and
we would go to see a show. A curry, chili and sex tour that would dry one’s
mouth!
Ilkka Paloniemi: I would portray touring with 22-PP as some kind of a
“life of the blues-collar worker”. This is a small band that is doing their own
thing by playing before the tens of thousands of people at the big festivals, and
before twenty people at the countryside pubs. In Belgium, one of the owners
of this kind of a pub happened to be a 22-PP fan so hard that he wanted the
band to play there. Our accommodation would be in the middle of a field in
some big country house, with a massive boar grunting on the front yard.
After the gig at the pub, we had a gig break for a couple of weeks, so
we could’ve lived in that country house for all that time. After one night we
would drive our car to Hamburg, fly home, and then get back to go on with
the tour. An arrangement like this would cost us pretty much money, but we
couldn’t think of anything sensible to do there.
On the tour their band would hear lots of comments from the organisers: “It’s a shame that you weren’t here last week, for we had a nice festival back then.” “Next month would be a better day for 22-Pistepirkko, since
now there are many other bands appearing in this town as well, all on the
same day.” If they had lived in France, it would have been possible to do all
of those one-night stands, so they began to think seriously about the idea
Hvass had mentioned them in the past, that was, moving to Central Europe.
They would discuss it with Bernard Pazden and agreed the most comfortable and strategically wise location was in Northern-France in the town of
Amiens. The distance from Amiens to Paris as well as to Calais, where the
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THE BUSINESS
MEETING OF BBB
• We managed to make an album without Mattila.
• Tiina the manager’s work input is OK.
• The sales and tour of Rumble City was successful in Finland,
and also in Scandinavia.
• (Just a) Little Bit More was a hit in Finland and they
played it on the radio to some extent elsewhere too.
• The Central European tour was OK.
• PolyGram released Rumble City in Scandinavia.
• In France the company was Barcley, PolyGram’s sub-label.
• Licences: Strange Ways in Germany.
Belgium, Holland and England.
• At last they released Big Lupu in Australia and Japan too. Sales? No.
• The band is coming to the age of 15.
How should we celebrate this? Let’s release a remix album.

Euro Tunnel that goes under the English Channel to England begins, is about 100 kilometres.
The Benelux countries, Germany and Scandinavia were at the distance of a half-day’s driving.
Their band was still in the phase of slaving away.
France was the central country of the market and
the most favourable place for their band. Living in
France would make the PR tours timed with the release of their albums possible. Until now they had not
done them until their tour proper.
Ilkka Paloniemi: Moving to France would have
been a giant risk and a leap forward. We would have
had to start everything from scratch, and leaving
the Finnish job scene seemed like a frightening thing to do. We would’ve had to learn
the language. Our families and girlfriends
wouldn’t necessarily have liked to move
with us. At the same time Asko and Tiina
had a baby. And nevertheless, we all were
just Finnish country-boys and it felt hard to
us to move away from Finland for good. Perhaps it was this mental leap that felt the most
impossible to us.
Asko: We would make different kinds of move-plans,
check the prices of the apartments, count budgets, ask
people, calculate the monthly sum of Francs we would
need, and do the arithmetic on the currency we would
get from the album sales, possible gigs and everything
else. There were lots of minus signs in the budget, and
the list of those things that weren’t clear was long. At
that time, Mano Negra wasn’t in the mood of touring

like they had done in the old days. So Badzen was planning the role of a gig machine for us: 22-PP comes to France, steps into the gig-bus, and goes for the endless tour. If
22-PP were a never-tiring gig machine, there wouldn’t have been any problems. But it isn’t. What would’ve our girlfriends done in Amiens? And when you begin to get the
blessing in the form of children, your orchestra can’t be the
centre of the earth anymore.
The Rumble City tour was the farewell tour for Jari
Tuukkanen and Ilkka Paloniemi. After nine years of touring, Tuukkanen had gotten bored with the monotony of the
tours.
Ilkka Paloniemi: We had seen the van tours of 22-PP for
sure. Tuukkanen and I would wait and believe that the band
would make it big, so that we would move to the next level,
to the bigger venues with the better salary. Alas, this wouldn’t
happen. Tours like these didn’t pay off, especially if you had
a growing family. There were other jobs waiting for you.
Jari Tuukkanen, who nowadays lives in his birth-village Kyyjärvi, supports his family by being an active entrepreneur, an art director and car repairman, among other
things. Paloniemi, a renowned lighting artist, has recently
designed lighting for Ismo Alanko, Kimmo Pohjonen87, and
the Huvila Festival Tent of the Helsinki Festival88 and the
Savonlinna Opera Festival.89
On their way home, 22-PP would make a live recording for the public broadcasting company of Sweden.
P-K: In Stockholm we would play at a club with a large audience. The concert was good and we had fun. We wouldn’t
say a word during the gig. Nothing. We would just play.
And the audience would sing along.

P-K
ABOUT THE CARS...
We had a Fiat 600 at home, and after
that a couple of Toyota Corollas. The
latter was the “famous” big Corolla.
Then we have had two Nissan Cherries. This is ultra-traditional working-class family car stuff. Espe had a
nice Opel Record delivery van converted into a station wagon that had a sofa seat in the front. This was our first
gig motor, something like an American gas-guzzler. After we had moved to
Helsinki, I would bend its fenders a little, and in 1988, as we were returning
from the mastering sessions of the single ‘Bone Bone Baby’, the engine would
seize up for good. Bare Bone Business
has owned two Volvo 245 station wagons of 1976 and -77. They are nice, lumbering and they take lots of petrol (in
the winter, in town, about 18-20 litres
per 100 km). I’ve never had a car of my
own, although I like about them. I’ve
gone to a car show a couple of times,
organised by the FHRA90 if I remember
correctly, and once I went cruising in
Helsinki, as they held an official cruising night there. The car was my neighbour’s wing Cadillac and it had a nice
sound (V8, naturally). It was fun to sit
and ride, and watch that business. Oh,
please help me – our band also had two
Ford Transits! Fortunately I’ve forgotten about them.

[87] Kimmo Pohjonen (b. 1964) is a Finnish accordionist who has played, among others, with Ismo Alanko and the
King Crimson musicians Trey Gunn and Pat Mastelotto. See http://www.kimmopohjonen.com/
[88] See http://www.helsinkifestival.fi/index.php?lang=en
[89] See http://www.operafestival.fi/en/
[90] FHRA is an acronym for the Finnish Hot Rod Association. See http://www.fhra.fi/fin/
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Th e 1 5 t h a n n i v e r s a ry
album of the career of 22Pistepirkko wasn’t any hit
collection, but a compilation of remix-interpretations,
made by artists from different countries. The notion
‘remix’ often used within the techno and disco genre means working up the original sound tapes, adding
instruments or emphasising or fading certain tracks.
Remixes were becoming more common in rock music
too, as the machine music broke the genre barriers. In
Finland, among others, Sielun Veljet had made a remix
album Musta Laatikko (Black Box) and Neljä Ruusua had made a double album Energiaa (Energy) including remixes and live recordings.
The remix-craze of 22-PP got started in 1995, as
a teenage fan at a gig in Turku gave Asko a c-cassette
full of versions of 22-PP songs. He had made them with
a primitive Commodore 64 computer. The guy behind

[91] See http://www.blaudio.net/

the remixes was Vesa Lankinen,
nowadays known for his band
Black Audio91, who had gotten
acquainted with the trio in the
spring of 1992.
Vesa Lankinen: I would hang about the surroundings of the restaurant Kolibri (Hummingbird) in
Hämeenlinna, to get their autographs on the cover of
The Kings of Hong Kong CD. I would be too young
to get into the restaurant, but along with the autographs, the blokes would give me their brand new
album Big Lupu. I would listen to it almost daily for the following year. At the time of the release
of Rumble City, I would tinker with my PC to make Aphex Twin and The Orb type of humming and
cloud-chasing music. At some point I would take
samples of the song ‘Blue Balloon’ straight from the
album, and then I would add some beats and synthesizer things into it. I managed to put together two
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Making Zipcode at
the Bare Bone Studio in 1995.

mixes of them, and these I
would give to Asko in Turku.
I would make another two
versions of ‘I Never Said’ and
‘Oo My Head’. While we were putting Zipcode together, Asko and I would go to the Finnvox to move single tracks, straight from the original tapes of
Rumble City, into my tiny four-tracker. If I remember correctly, the mastering engineer Pauli Saastamoinen had a pretty sceptical look in his eyes, as we
connected my dear old Fostex X-28 with the gargantuan mixing console of Finnvox! Finally, when the
album was released and I went to the supermarket in
Hämeenlinna, it was extremely cool to see my name
on the back cover of that album.
P-K: The idea of Zipcode was artistic, experimental,
and free. We wanted to give different people free rein,
and we were hoping that there would be artists from
all around the world.
Espe: Earlier I had thought that a remix would be
only a longer, more boring version of the original
song. Nevertheless, Asko’s idea to give free rein to the

Vesa Lankinen

other folks was good. They
sent versions so hot that all
I could do was to hold my
breath and say wow! How is
it possible to make our songs sound like this?
Originally they had planned to release the compilation with the name ‘Grapevine’. They took the title ‘Zipcode’ from the Link Wray song ‘Zip Code’.
Asko and Tiina, who handled their band’s foreign
contacts, would send e-mail and faxes to dozens of
artists they could think of. Within half a year, circa 20
packages would arrive, mailed to the Bare Bone Business address Post Box 14, 00550 Helsinki, all the way
from Iceland, Norway, England, Russia, and USA.
Asko: It was cool to put a CD or DAT that had arrived from somewhere around the world into the player
and listen to the changes they had done to our tunes!
Nellee Hooper, who had produced Massive Attack
and Madonna, and Deep Forest were on our wish list,
but the story goes that they were in a hurry. But we
would get a remix of ‘Wild Billy’ from Utah Saints
that had earlier made versions, among others, of Ka-

te Bush. Utah Saints was a big
name at that time. Our calculating side would then begin to
think that this could indeed be
a potential song for a single. And we could reap benefits of Utah Saints also commercialism-wise. But their
version wasn’t that good, and of course they took big
money from that mix.
The collaboration of Petteri Rajanti and Jussi
Jaakonaho – a Jonna Tervomaa92 guitarist and producer-sound engineer who, with Rajanti, also had attended the producer course at the Sibelius Academy – gave
rise to the trendy-sounding versions of the Big Lupu
songs ‘Don’t Say I’m So Evil’ and ‘All Night Café’.
22-PP by themselves would write two new songs at
their rehearsal place in Oulunkylä. The tune ‘Roundabout’ was born under the influence of Bo Diddley.
Their old FRC hit ‘Kammo Kammo Kamala’ would
evolve into the fresh English version under the name
of ‘Horror O’ Horrible’.
Jussi Jaakonaho: Espe would do a mix of ‘Horror O’ Horrible’ and Rajanti and I would make our

own version of it. Asko and
P-K would like some things
in both of our versions and
they would do a masteringtechnological miracle by putting these versions together, so that they would be playing at the same time. If
you ask me, the result is very horrible indeed, but the
matters of taste between the Pistepirkkos and I have
collided in many other cases as well.
Zipcode also included two 22-PP tunes that
had been interpreted with the traditional instruments. The first was a live version of ‘Don’t Play
Cello’ by the Belgian Arno, “the Nick Cave of the
French-speaking Europe”. Behind the ‘(Just a) Little Bit More’ interpretation that was reminiscent of
the garage days of 22-PP was a band from Helsinki,
Larry and the Lefthanded, which, among other places, was popular in the underground circles of Germany. The central figures of that band, Timo A. Kaukolampi and Vilunki 3000, had in the course of years
become familiar to Asko and Espe, not only because
of their musical abilities, but also for their graphic

[92] Jonna Tervomaa is one of the most successful female pop artists in Finland. See http://www.jonnatervomaa.com/
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Antti Kirvesmäki

design skills. Later they would
put together an electro-duo
Op:l Bastards.
Vilunki 3000: In Germany
they would compare Larry and
the Lefthanded to the Pistepirkkos all the time. The reason was the organ I used and the garage sound of our
band. Every now and then we would think that maybe we should play ‘Frankenstein’ at our gig, but all we
could manage was that the drummer Hannu Anttila and
I would play it in a twosome at the sound-check. ‘Frankenstein’ became a bravura number for us, and sometimes I would play the drums and Hannu would play the
organ and sing. Both of us would know only line or two
of the words of that song, so we would play the song’s
organ riff to and fro, to and fro.
The guitar player of Jimi Tenor of that time, and
their old acquaintance, the Helsingin Sanomat reporter
Ilkka Mattila, would end up on the album because of the
interest he had for the modern home studio technology.
Ilkka Mattila: Years ago Asko had asked me for some
advice when he was choosing a synthesizer. I would tell

him something about the new
virtual-analogical equipment,
and Asko would say: “But I
would like to have one of those red synths.” This is a pretty
Pistepirkkoish point of view. Before ‘Gimme Some Water’ I had made only some assistant mixes. The Pistepirkkos would give me the vocal parts, percussions and
guitars on a tape. I would just put them into my sampler, program the drumbeat and play the bass and some
keyboards on it. The piece turned out to sound something like stiff house that only rhinoceros would consider swinging. There is too much stuff in it and the bass
fades out in an erratic fashion. The professionals would
probably call this “lousy programming”.
The interpretation that was the most pleasant
for the trio arrived from New York, where the mentor-father of machine-punk, Martin Rev of Suicide, had
modified the Big Lupu track ‘Swamp Blues’. Their collaboration was arranged with the help Peter Zaremba
of The Fleshtones, who made a remix of ‘Bubblegum
Couple’ for Zipcode.

Asko: We were hoping that Martin Rev would mix ‘Swamp Blues’,
since we had originally written it in
full Suicide style. And the man took
the bait! Martin Rev wanted to mix
expressly ‘Swamp Blues’! This was a total, music historical swing. At least we would think so.
Some friends of electronic music told me that Zipcode was like old-fashioned electro. I wouldn’t know if
this was true. In my opinion, ‘Snowy Dave’ has a nice atmosphere. And Vesa Lankinen’s ‘Oo My Head’ makes
me laugh. ‘Tired of Being Drunk’ and ‘Birdy’ move
me. And ‘Don’t Say I’m So Evil’ is evil! Zipcode’s style
would fail only in the fact that we should have sat down
more often with the record company people before the
album was released. They wouldn’t understand how to
profile the album as an artistic experiment and 22-Pistepirkko’s alternative 15-year present.
Releasing Zipcode didn’t make PolyGram happy at all.
The managing director Gugi Kokljuschkin would feel
tired with disentangling of the publishing rights of the
album.

Gugi Kokljuschkin: Pistepirkkos would act like some
merchants. They would own the
rights for some songs, we for
some other songs. For some songs
we would pay in advance, for some we would pay fees.
I would do some pretty wild arithmetic to get that mess
cleared up. And in my view, Zipcode is a hell of a lousy
album. This is the only album I’ve generally called bad.
In the late spring of 1993 their band would tour
Finland, and after that they would roam through the
summer festivals. The record-buying audience wasn’t excited about Zipcode, so the venues would be empty of
audience. Also, the transporting of the machine world
onto the stage would still cause problems of its own.
Kari Pössi: Zipcode was a difficult time booking-wise.
The band would lose lots of listeners. But their change
of style wasn’t too dramatic and they had a very old base
of listeners. In a certain sense this would even make their
band’s position stronger.
Asko: We should’ve said no to the summer’s gigs, but
they would just pop up from somewhere. I had a hou-
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Roundabout
> > > > >> >

ASKO:

A man is driving around a roundabout from which he can’t get
out. He is stuck there like the lot portrayed
in the Luis Bunuel film The Exterminating
Angel is stuck in one room. He is already
seeing red, but he is reiterating to himself and to the others: “I’m having a good
time.” ‘Roundabout’ is the first song we
had fully made all by ourselves, from the
beginning, right to the end: the writing,
programming, producing, recording, and
mixing, all by ourselves.
We would get the gibberish “I’m having a good time” from the Velvet Underground tune “We’re Gonna Have a Really
Good Time Together”. Otherwise too this
piece is like a Lego-set of rock: the background holler of Stones’ “Sympathy For the
Devil”, a Bo Diddley rhythm, and guitar
playing reminiscent of “Blitzkrieg Bop” by
The Ramones. Indeed, P-K’s original demo
had a Bo Diddley sample. The making of
‘Roundabout’ gave us a very good laugh!

> > > >> > >

sing loan and I had to and liked to buy
all kinds of thing for Elvi.
P-K: Although I had prepared myself for falling from the top, it naturally would piss me off a great deal. Moreover, we would be once again disappointed with the music of our orchestra at that time. We were going forward, but we
didn’t know exactly what the direction was.
Espe: Many times I had caught us in the act of dreaming on the possibility that if our
albums would sell circa 100 000 copies worldwide, we could support ourselves in a
more carefree manner and do what we want to do.
As far as their band was concerned, time and again the festival gigs were nearly
catastrophic. At Ilosaarirock in Joensuu 22-PP played in the middle of a sunny Sunday. During their gig there was an angry anti-fascist procession walking around the
festival area. There was anger enough to flay onto the stage too, where pure noise
from the cross-coupled monitors was raining on the trio’s neck while they were playing their set in the midst of a dizzy heat.
P-K: We have played at Ilosaarirock almost every summer. Every time we get ourselves more or less badly beaten there.
Espe: Every single time we have played on the main stage there, and being a small
orchestra, tried real hard to squeeze ourselves up, the sound have flown away to the
great unknown. I think this is a punishment for our rehearsing only in the stonewalled

cellars for years. Nevertheless, Ilosaari is a nice festival and the people in the Northern Karelia are cheerful and sincere.
In August 22-PP would appear at the Lowlands festival in Holland for the
second time, and also, to the joy of the Finnish journalists, at last at the Reading
festival in England. Compared to the Finnish festival culture, the British goingson were like straight from the factory. When the previous artist was ending his set,
the next already had to be on stage and ready to rock. The time limit was forty minutes, and if you played longer than that, there was a thousand-pound fine per every
exceeding ten-minute stretch. 22-PP appeared at the side-stage that was sponsored
by the shoe company Dr. Martens.
P-K: In Holland we would have hell of a hurry. We would just play a classic not-sogood-gig for the second time there. We would spend a while in the backstage room,
say hello to our acquaintances, and then leave, driving towards Reading. At night
we would be very frightened when we would hear a monstrous bang from somewhere, and the skylight of the car would fly sky high.
The parents of the guys of the band that played before us would be at the
backstage, and the mood would be like in some confirmation party: “Boys, show
them!” There would be also a couple of hundred other bands, playing on tens of
small stages.
Our set would be like… blues and calm, Scandinavian melancholy.
A Greek rock journalist said that it must feel great to play at the Reading
festival. We would just search our minds for the fit but polite words that would express our impressions.

BAND MEETING
Zipcode is a good publication.
The only negative thing was,
hat the audience just disappeared
from the Finnish gigs.
-About concentrating on the machine music:
Let’s buy new synthesizers,
new computer and sequencer software.
-Let’s record a bona fide machine album.
This would also mean
a re-mechanisation of our gig gear.
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Standing on a bill-hill, Jets giving me tone
everlasting crass under my running shoes
cruise control on a loose
Lizard licking my toes
”ONION

SOUP”

A t t h e e n d of the year 1996, 22-Pistepirkko concentrated on composing within the new sequencer and sampler world of their Oulunkylä rehearsal place. They
worked with the Roland S750 sampler, bought earlier from Johnny Lee Michaels,
Akai MP60 sequencer-drum-machine, and a Mac Asko had brought from his home.
They had bought sequencer software Master Tracks Pro for the Mac. Under the threat
of the collapse of their living standards, they nevertheless decided to take a break in
touring, until their new album would be finished.
P-K: Making machine-music felt to be near of the punk-rock philosophy. Anyone
could make it, and you didn’t have to play well. This is what I had done earlier: I went
to the shop and bought a guitar and an amplifier. Now I would buy a computer. Of

ava r u u s a j a n f o l k k i a
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juSSI
JAAKONAHO:

course, we used the rhythm automatics of our mini-

sound would emerge. Alas, the soundcard wasn’t de-

hours and then everyone could

organ already in 1982, but within electro music and

signed with making an album in view.

suggests any ideas they had in

sampling we would be latecomers. I remember when

P-K: First we would play something into the ma-

their mind. They would save all

there was kind of a dance pavilion for the first time

chine. Then I would add a guitar track, and then an-

the happy hours for possible use

at Provinssirock, where they would play techno and

other one, but after this the total sound would get

in the future.

trance. As we all would walk about our separate ways,

worse. As I would be listening to it, I would think

Petteri Rajanti: It was the

I would often bump into Asko there. We would both

that I really couldn’t play this bad, I really couldn’t.

trio’s style to record as much

go like wow, now we have some hot stuff going on!

When in the morning one would listen to the takes

“stuff” as possible, from which we

While Asko was concentrating to play the role

of the previous day, he would only think that a cof-

could then choose the usable ma-

of the father, P-K and Espe would learn how to use

fee break would be quite OK – and is there something

terial in the mix. For instance, in

the machines. Despite the continuous browsing of

one could break?

the song ‘Hot Wire’ that was left

the manuals, new songs would be born, e.g. ‘Let the

They had a nasty problem with the recording

out of the album, we would search

Romeo Weep’, ‘Beautiful Morning’ that was inspired

sessions: the audio tracks wouldn’t keep their sync. Ra-

for Eros Ramazotti type of a hi-fi

by the film Badlands, ‘Sad Lake City’, and ‘Onion

janti had recorded with that software, but he had used

sound. The starting point of the al-

Soup’. Petteri Rajanti, who they had asked to be their

a different update. Reading the homepages of Stein-

bum was to press it on people. We

producer in the beginning of 1997, would receive

berg or new updates wouldn’t help them. The ma-

wanted to avoid garage.

demo tapes and floppy disks containing riffs and mel-

chine just wouldn’t work properly. It was a hot sum-

The happy hour versions

ody parts via mail. But the midi files wouldn’t open

mer and there was a stench of paint and dissolvent at

that made it onto the album were,

up with Rajanti’s computers. There would be only

the silk-print. They were running out of money. Their

among others, the opening track

gurgling and jingling.

recording problem was solved when Rajanti loaned a

‘Taxi 74’, where they made the

He could distinguish only ‘Boardroom Walk’

traditional analog 16-tracker from the Tampere House.

rhythm sound like ‘Billie Jean’

and ‘Sad Lake City’ as songs. As Rajanti heard how

They connected the sequencer with the tape recorder

by Michael Jackson. P-K’s coun-

small the budget would be, he decided that they

and at last the synchronisation started to work.

try tune ‘Hey Man’ was already

•••••• ••••••
22-Pistepirkko is keenly aware of
the roots and different levels of their
songs. They clearly recognise their
status in the pop history. They’ve
always been a style-police for themselves in the sense of what’s cool
and what isn’t. But it isn’t necessary for the musicians to think
about their contextual role. Instead,
they should just concentrate on making their music. In the traditional
sense, the Pistepirkkos aren’t any
super-musicians. And because they
are so stubborn, they have learnt
their playing skills and the basic
insights of making albums in their
own style, via their own roundabout
ways. When the Pistepirkkos started, no one in Finland was making
that kind of music, so no one could
help them. Nevertheless, they managed to keep their passion and faith
in making original music. They just
have to make music. P-K is one of
the finest guitar players in Finland.
It is always nice to see him and the
whole band play. 22-Pistepirkko is
on the stage for right reasons.

held an emergency meeting and
decided that if the work would
now go smoothly, they would
finish the album in a week.
Petteri Rajanti: We would
hone the songs, because we
would believe that they could be
better after an hour from now.
P-K’s vocal takes would have to
be good, absolutely. The 22-PP
songs depend completely on the
vocals, but so far we had built
them onto the basis of demo vocals. We would make many nice
versions of all the songs, but they
wouldn’t work, because the vocals wouldn’t work. The guys
would’ve needed someone to
blow the whistle and stop the
game, but I couldn’t do it.
Rajanti, who had lost his
night’s sleep and self-confidence,
had to return to Tampere as a
beaten man. The threesome ex-

would make the album with the 100 MHz Mac of

With the enthusiasm due to the dimensions they

doomed, when a certain happy

BBB Ltd. They would install a new Cubase VST 24

found from the sequencer software, they made lots of

hour gave it the Italian pop mood

audio sequencer into it. The trio counted on Rajan-

different versions of their songs. They would leave the

of the 80s.

ti who acted as a sound teacher, and Rajanti in turn

vocal parts for later. They began to call their cheer-

In August their team realised that they

were in a “bad loop”. It wasn’t his fault. The album

counted on the promises of Cubase ads. As the songs

ful and loose way of working a happy hour method:

wouldn’t get the album finished in time, for Rajan-

was still unmixed and most of the vocal parts hadn’t

began to form, a new kind of a good-sounding 22-PP

Rajanti would rough-mix the tracks for a couple of

ti’s teaching job would continue in Tampere. They

been finished. Espe was the guy who lived nearest to

plained to their producer, who
was leaving a non-finished work behind, that they
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Oulunkylä, so he was the one who would work most

when they were divorced. The trio that had gained

Espe had to work for one night with Michaels,

at the studio.

some grey hair would get help from Jussi Jaakonaho

moving music onto the hard disk of the studio com-

and Asko sat on their chairs and Espe played patience
with the computer.

Espe: Petteri is a good producer and his mind is ex-

they knew from the mixing sessions of Zipcode. They

puter.

Jussi Jaakonaho: No one would say anything.

uding music. He would make good things for our

would set up the 16-tracker and other studio equip-

Espe: I would go there before noon, as we had agreed,

I would naively hope

songs. We are still troubled, as he made a claim that

ment in the living room, and the guest room would

but he wouldn’t be there. While making Rumble City,

that someone would take

he had fucked up. It isn’t true: the fuck he did! Some

become a guitar and singing room. They would use

the man had been a total abstainer. Now he would ar-

the reins, but they would

sessions take time, especially if the band is after some-

the equipment and amplifiers for two extra months

rive with a terrible hangover, half an hour late.

just wait for the finished,

thing new. And if the equipment should decide to

after Tiina and Elvi had returned.

Asko: Because Johnny would work at night, we

magnificently

go against the grain like that, the sessions would of

P-K: Following Asko’s suggestion, we would put the

would be there at night too. Johnny had a new style

songs. The machine was

course take even more time.

mixing console in the living room so that Elvi could

of listening to the music he was mixing so loud that

full of tracks with ide-

In September Asko asked Tiina to take Elvi to

go around it. We couldn’t listen to the music at a loud

occasionally we just had to get out of there, to the

as and things they had

see her grandparents in Utajärvi for a week, so that

volume. This was how my wild rocking big brother

playing room.

played, and they wanted

the brothers could finish the album in a twosome at

was back then.

mixed

P-K: He would mix some things, and we would begin

me to put the songs to-

Asko’s Ylästö home in Vantaa. The house was an ex-

Because the recording sessions went well, the

to go like “no, no, no.” All we could do was to carry

gether from this materi-

apartment of Timo and

trio believed that they could already mix some of

the tape recorder into the car. We made an arrange-

al. Later I would under-

Inna Aarniala that

the songs. They had planned to do it at the studio of

ment that no one would be billed.

stand that to them, mix-

they had sold to
the Keränens

Johnny Lee Michaels.

Following Rajanti’s suggestion, they called Jussi

ing was only a phase in

Asko: When we would step into Johnny’s studio, a

Jaakonaho to help them once again, for the occupa-

writing a song – where-

rhythm that sounded like the one in our song ‘Frustra-

Boardroom
WalK
>>>>>>
There’s this chap who works long days
in an office. He has a truly monstrous
load of work at hand. He is a boss and he
has his own room. The golden years of
his youth in the 50s and present begin
to intertwine in his head. He is troubled
with guilt, for his wife has left him because he has been working all the time.
As he walks into the conference room to
meet the board of directors, he suddenly begins to imagine that he is entering
the dancehalls of his youth, where they
dig James Dean and Jayne Mansfield.

tional health of the brothers was almost gone.

as musicians normal-

tion’ would come out. Was this a good sign? John-

Jussi Jaakonaho: Asko and P-K had thought to do

ly think that mixing is

ny would be very excited with our

the mixing of the album all on their own, but in the

just a way to get the

songs. He said that he would

end they just wouldn’t trust their technical abilities.

things already recorded in balance. On the whole, we

be glad to mix our album.

Originally I was only supposed to turn the knobs, and

wouldn’t have any trouble in getting along, for I too

they were supposed to decide how to mix the stuff.

come from the northern parts of Finland. Neverthe-

We would give a deep sigh
with relief.

>>>>>>

After two weeks, Jaakonaho came to realise that

less, Asko isn’t one of the clearest guys language-wise,

they hadn’t asked him there to be any odd handyman.

because occasionally he would use very abstruse ex-

Instead, they needed him to save their band from sink-

pressions indeed. The fact that I was a greenhorn and

ing in a quagmire of despair. While Jaakonaho obedi-

hard 22-PP fan – maybe too hard – wouldn’t make

ently worked with the enormous sound material, P-K

things easier.
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Bare Bone -studioilla Oulunkylässä 1997.
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Pete-the Dog, P-K, Elvi ja
16-track recorder at Ylästö 1997.

Onion
Soup
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When Jaakonaho asked if
there were any albums he could
use as a point of comparison
sound-wise, their answer was
Metallica’s black album and Aerosmith’s Greatest Hits. Jaakonaho
had just purchased Beck’s album
Odelay. In his mind it reminded
him of 22-PP’s new material, since
it was a crossbreed of blues, machines and eccentric singer-songwriter atmosphere-tripping. But
they would reject Beck’s so-called
high quality lo-fi sound bluntly,
right away. It just wasn’t allowed
for the sound of 22-PP to sound
officially good, no way. And this
would sometimes be a millimetre business when they were deciding how the controls should be
set. Also, their wishes would be at
odds with each other.
Jussi Jaakonaho: One time
Asko said very touchingly, that it

>>>>>>

Asko: For some reason I don’t like

a habit of saying: “This is just one version.” I personally like the feeling when

A guy is asking himself if
he is happy enough. Is he
fast enough? This story was born at
the same time as our first baby was
born. There was a non-stop redecoration going on in our old one-family
house, and the vacuum cleaner would
hum and the washing machine would
roll all the time. We would wait for the
plumber and slave away on the weekdays. “Dust never sleeps” is a variation of the Neil Young piece ‘Rust
Never Sleeps’. The Yeah-choruses are
the soothing and exhorting calls this
chap gets from his woman and from
the female God. To this I added a story
about P-K once driving home from the
rehearsals, thinking that hopefully
soon he would get onion soup, as the
ingredients required were waiting
for him at home. There was also this
funny coincidence, for the story goes
that somewhere in France they have
this tradition that on the evening before their wedding-night, the couple
eats onion soup. People told us that
this should give the couple stamina
in making love.

ASKO:

Beck at all. We had this dream about

I can say that the piece is ready – when I can say: “This is it!” After that I can

some weird electro-rock-psychede-

be perfectly calm, for I know that two years from now I’m going to disagree

lia album. The Vanishing Point of

with the current result anyway. The Pistepirkkos don’t acknowledge the notion

Primal Scream took chaotic psych-

‘ready’. The only principle of 22-PP is that the song can always be a little better.

edelia so far that we wouldn’t want

Once P-K asserted that he has to be equally excited about every song after the

to sound like that – not a bit. The

first and the three-hundredth listening time. I think this just isn’t possible.

>>>>>>

songs began to change as we took
out our acoustic guitars.

The tape stacks would grow and grow. After they had worked for a
month, for eight to ten hours a day, they would announce to Jaakonaho that
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Coma
Moon

>>>>>>

ESPE:

A man is lying in a coma.
His passion has been to
continuously score some new, pretty
women. To him, romance and infatuation are more interesting than marriage. To keep himself good-looking,
he has gone through several liposuctions and facelifts. Now, at last, in the
Caribbean, his body and psyche have
failed him. This time, the climax of
the romance isn’t honeymoon, but coma moon.

They had reached a point

their collaboration wasn’t what they had wanted. Jaakonaho had mixed all the

where no one could figure out

ten songs of that album, some of them a couple of times. For the forthcoming

which of the material was good and

album Eleven they would qualify ‘Beautiful Morning’ and ‘Hey Man’ that had

releasable. ‘Sad Lake City’ - hav-

both gone through several formats.

ing gone through tens of metamor-

Asko: On one evening P-K and I would do a thing we don’t often do. I had a

phoses – turned out to be the most

whisky bottle at home. We would talk, listen to some music, and drink whisky.

earth-shaking nuisance during the

We would think about the albums that sounded good to us. While listening to the

mixing. Jaakonaho had already giv-

first album of Suicide we would suddenly realise that there wasn’t very much mu-

en his best, when Asko came and

sic in their songs. One reason behind the goodness of this album is that there are

erased the whole 16-track tape,

so few notes in it, whereas our album had plenty of them. Next day, with a de-

>>>>>>

containing all the recorded parts

cent hangover, we would try and mix stripped-down versions of ‘Coma Moon’.

ESPE:

of that song. With one press of a

To Jaakonaho, this onerous working period was very instructive. Soon af-

button, the work that had taken

ter he would begin to rise in his career, in Jonna Tervomaa’s band and, among

many months was gone. Jaakonaho

others, as the sound engineer-producer of Lemonator.93 Recently Jaakonaho has

shook his head, but Asko and P-

produced J. Karjalainen’s and Tuomari Nurmio’s albums, among others.

would be nice if someone would occasionally play

K would experience Asko’s deed as purifying. On the

Asko: At Christmas 1997 we had a break. I would recline on a sofa for three

22-PP at the disco of the restaurant Happy Days.

next day they would begin to write and record the sec-

days, staring at the wall. I would think that I was losing my bloody marbles. Tii-

I answered, in a diplomatic manner, that maybe this

ond version of ‘Sad Lake City’.

na would explain to Elvi that daddy is ill now.

new album just doesn’t have songs that would fit

Jussi Jaakonaho: Nothing would ever please them.

Espe: Even P-K would firmly believe that he was slipping away into the land of

there.

To them, nothing would ever sound good. Asko had

insanity.

>>>>>>

What
A Beautiful

Morning
A man wants to have a motorcycle trip with his lassie.
It is dangerous outside, due to the
ozone depletion. The weather is unbelievably nice. Eventually the man
kills his dog and the couple goes on
the road, although, inevitably, this
is going to be their last trip. In my
opinion, hurting an animal is the
most disgusting thing one can do.
The backdrop for this song is the Terrence Malick film Badlands.

>>>>>>
[93] Lemonator are a sturdy Finnish guitar pop band. See http://www.lemonator.net/
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IN THE WILD WILD WORLD
...OF TECHNOLOGY:...
...WWW=GROOVEBOX,...
..HTML=BAREBONEWEB..
.SMS=TECHNO NONSTOP.
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ASKO AND ANTTI ALANKO , 22-PP’S
WEBMASTER AND A L’GO PISTOOLI MUSICIAN,
DISCUSS VIA E-MAIL,
HOW 22-PP’S HOME PAGES WERE BORN
»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»

A

ntti Alanko: My first recollection of 22-Pistepirkko is a
TV interview from the time between Rumble City and Zipcode where they would say that midi was just like a player
in their band. This comment sparked interest and respect
in a blooming home-studio musician like me. This was a time
when technical terms like SMTP, Midi clock sync, velocity,
gate time and midi control 23 still felt somehow difficult
(some of them probably weren’t even used back then). My Casio organ had only four midi channels, and these I would try
to sync with my 286 PC. I can only imagine how much 22-PP
had to study, as I myself had to spend hours and hours reading the b/w manuals. This technology didn’t seem to frighten
these lads – instead they were more or less bursting with
enthusiasm with these new possibilities.
n the year 1998 their album Eleven was released. In the
interviews of those days they would say that the album was recorded at their own Bare Bone Studio and that they
had used sample and midi technology heavily. It seemed to me
that they had studied the technological aspect really efficiently, if one compared this album to the two new tracks
on Zipcode. Excited by Eleven, I purchased Roland Groovebox
303, and with it I made my own version of the Eleven track
‘Hey Man’. I saved the vocal part of this song into the
tracker program of my 486 PC that was much more powerful.
Pressing the keyboard buttons I managed to record the vocals
on top of the groovebox tracks. Then, I recorded the whole
shebang onto the c-tape with this “no sync” system. The next
renovation in my music technological world was, when my mate
moved my remix from the “master cassette” onto the CD.
t the same time I had gotten an e-mail system too. So,
I wrote to the e-mail address I found from the cover of
Eleven, that I liked the album. I told about the remix I had
made. Also Asko had moved into the e-mail age and he answered me. This e-mail system that nowadays seems pretty self-evident wasn’t very common back in the 1998. The emails of many bands would go to their record companies and

I
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managers, as most rockers seemed to keep back from this new
technology – just like the English trade unions.
Asko: Antti’s e-mail, where he said he liked Eleven, was one
of the first comments we would hear concerning this album. Email and the Web felt like a dizzying opportunity to collaborate with different kinds of people. It also seemed like it
was made to sell our albums to those who couldn’t find them
from their local shops.
Antti Alanko: My girlfriend Saara had just moved to Turku
to study, and this would give a young man from Salo9 5 an opportunity to go to see the gigs in Turku. When Pistepirkkos came to play in a restaurant in Turku, I would pack my
remixes into my backpack and go there. Before their gig I
would give my remix CD to Asko, while he was loading samples
into his pretty complex equipment.
Asko: This was the first time we met. The remix sounded nice
and exciting. People can do creative things with machines.
Antti Alanko: After some misunderstandings and e-mails I
would travel to Helsinki to see the Bare Bone Studio. There
I would meet Asko, who was exhausted by the technical problems they had experienced at the Provinssirock. The technology wasn’t as friendly in a live setting as it had probably
been in the recording sessions. We would switch ideas about
keeping the midi playmate in reins, so that you wouldn’t become a slave to the equipment, but instead could do pretty
much what you wanted to do. Our coffee and ice cream spiced
discussion in the backroom of the silk print was prolonged
to the extent that I nearly missed my train.
Asko: Yeah, we are beginning our gig on the main stage, and
we have this particularly fine plan for it. And then the
midi tackles us down right on the first note and the whole
gig goes by as we are trying to recover from the shock. You
talked to me about the Groovebox as a possible solution to
the midi problem. Latvis had kindly made me my homepages too. These were a part of his magnificent web pages. The
problem was that for some reason I couldn’t get them updated
to Latvis. It was nice to find someone at whom I could freely
throw suggestions that popped into my mind.
Antti Alanko: We would go on with our techno discussions via
e-mail, and then the SMS would come along. The communication
technology seemed to evolve much more rapidly than the music
technology in other respects too. In 1999, at the backstage
of the DBTL festival9 6 in Turku, Asko would ask: “Hey, can
you make web pages?” Of course I could, although in reality I could only handle the basic stuff, more or less, but I
was keen to learn more. Then they would pack these guys into
a car and take them to the red-hot autobahns in Germany, to
sit in the middle of traffic jams. At the same time I would
draft the www background for the 22-PP web pages.
The 160 character SMS-messages would fly between our phones.

Our idea was to make really versatile web pages in peace.
Bare Bone Web would be a place, where there is fact and fiction, fun and use. Already then we would want the pages
to be a way of communication between the visitors and the
band, or, more finely put, interaction, and not just a notice
board. At the beginning of 2000 we would open up www.22-pistepirkko.net, also known as the Bare Bone Web.
We managed to realise many of our ideas, but many were
left on the paper too. Among other things, it was possible
to do your own remixes of the 22-PP songs on the pages, by
loading the samples into your own computer. This has become
a really funny department, and it has sparked many extremely
hilarious versions of the songs ‘Truth’ and ‘Waiting for the
Train’, among others.
These two excerpts from the massive stack of e-mail depict
nicely the process of making of the pages:
-----------------------------------------------------------From: 22-pistepirkko HQ
To: Antti
Subject: Yeah
Look, just forget those of my fussy ideas on the www pages
that you find boring. That is, let’s take the same pattern as
earlier: I will suggest almost anything, and you just stay
cool if these don’t seem to work?
Asko
-----------------------------------------------------------From: Antti
To: Asko
Subject: BBW update
I’ll
them
some
ter,

start to remake the pages on the weekend and update
into the web as I get them ready. You could send me
data too. Let’s not only renovate the overall characbut also add some new stuff. OK?

Antti

»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»
WHAT

2001 SPACE ODYSSEY – THAT IS,
IS POSSIBLE TO DO DURING ONE YEAR

»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»
Antti Alanko: Lots of things happened in 2001. Although we
were preparing the web for the promotion of the new album
Rally of Love, our memo would be filled with the band’s Rally recordings and tours, the recordings and tours of my own
band, working the songs together, and with the gigantic design session for the cover of Rally, during which there
would travel several dozens of different cover versions between different computers and makers, via e-mail.

T

he train trips Turku-Helsinki-Turku, the AC/DC concert in
the summer, crystals, Photoshop, and many opinions about
the message the covers should convey, would speed up the
completion of the cover art. Subsequently I can only wonder
how many things on earth we could accomplish in that particular year! Also, in that same year, we began to collect people’s stories for this book through the web pages.
Asko: The Mac was always on in our apartment, because of the
making of the cover. This would also employ my common-law
wife Marjatta Oja. We had lots of guests, so it was natural to ask their opinion and suggestions. And many times the
guests, many of them artists, would sit at the computer and
make their versions of the cover. It was fun. On the cover
of the Rally album there is a list of the persons with whom
we made that cover.
Antti Alanko: When the tours of the year 2002, albums and
covers had been done, the music technology would also begin to evolve rapidly again. Asko and I would both move into
the laptop age, and at the same time we would begin to concentrate more on the music stuff again. The time had come
to get the web pages to run on their own, and this would be
possible only by developing the technology. At this point
Sami from the Verkkohuone (The Web Room) would step in, and
he would update the Web Shop and the message boards. At the
same time they would “hire” Espe to run the Web business,
and with the help of the new technology, to provide albums,
shirts, posters, videos, and DVDs for those who can’t buy
them from their local shops.
t this point, Asko and I would assume more or less the
“administrative duties” on the web side. Thus we could
better concentrate on the renovations and modifications, for
somehow we would feel that updating wasn’t a particularly
challenging job for either of us.

A

Asko: Next we shall do the time line of 22-PP’s journey onto
the pages. This should follow the path of this book and list
all the things, musical styles, bands, artists, and places
that have given us inspiration. We shall also put our demos,
videos, and whatever, there. One night I was awake and this
idea began to grow inside my mind like crazy. Now all we
have to do is to make it real. It is good that we are customers of Sami’s Web Hotel. It’s a small hotel, with a helpful and knowledgeable management. And Antti is with us, designing. I can dream in peace.
Antti Alanko: It is appropriate to end this writing with a
quotation, for someone has always already said it better
than you.
“YOU’VE GOT A LOUSY WEBSITE, BUT YOU MAKE GOOD MUSIC.”
MONOMAN/SWEDEN – 16:18 07.02. 2004
BAREBONEWEB – MESSAGE BOARD
--------------------------------------------------------------16:18 07.02.2004 -- MonoMan / Sweden /// You’ve got a lousy website, but you make good music.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

[94] See http://www.pop3000.net/
[95] Salo is a small town near Turku.
[96] See the web pages of Antti’s company at http://www.dbtl.fi/
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Utajärven asemalla 1995.

A dead-end. No one could do absolutely any-

his flamenco guitar. The scene was pretty surrealistic.

thing. The record companies and Piikkikasvi, their

In the end, Tiina managed to persuade the trio

booking agency, were waiting for the release-date.

to contact Riku Mattila. Time had healed the wounds:

They were out of money. The end of the thread was

Mattila asked for the demos of the songs and after lis-

somewhere within the tape stacks and hard disks

tening to them he said OK. His only stated reason

of the computer. On top of this, Andy McCoy, the

for this was that in his mind they had good songs on

ex-guitar player of Hanoi

the tapes. The final scene of Eleven was set at the fa-

Rocks (back in those days

miliarly smoky rehearsal place in Oulunkylä. They

ESPE:

the band wasn’t together),

wouldn’t want to tear the old wounds open, so after

would bump into Ylästö to

Mattila had seated himself behind the mixing console,

ON FILMS:

play some “tight” flamenco

Asko and P-K would come to listen to the day’s re-

onto the tape. Antti Kirves-

sults only in the evenings. Espe lived near Oulunkylä

mäki, the temporary sound

and knew how to work in the studio. He would act

engineer of Andy’s band,

as a technical assistant during the mixing, and the ses-

had arranged this visit, after

sions would indeed proceed swiftly.

the brothers had asked him

Espe: We could have for instance 48 tracks in one

if this was possible. Kirves-

song. Mattila would listen to it and ask what good

mäki remembers how the

would each track do. After that he would just say:

rock star would holler, in

“Delete.” We would erase about 80% material from

distress, in the middle of the

some songs. I was thinking that the whole damn mix-

recording: “Cut! Cut! Fuck,

ing would be impossible because Mattila deleted eve-

Along with the song ‘Taxi 74’, one can hear the

ing songs from the mixed tapes into the computer at

my goddamn rings are stuck

rything we had polished for months. But after the de-

results of Mattila’s editing in the album songs ‘Onion

the studio. After the mastering they would move the

between the guitar strings!”

letion work the songs began to work.

Soup’, ‘Sad Lake City’, ‘Boardroom Walk’, and ‘Let

songs one more time into the computer, for a treat-

Asko: Elvi’s teddy bears,

P-K: Mattila did a nice job. He made a fine mix of the

the Romeo Weep’. Free from the pressures of record-

ment. After this the final mastering would follow.

toys, and Andy with his

song ‘Taxi 74’. He took something out of it and added

ing and producing, Mattila would experience the mix-

They managed to stretch the album into 36 min-

cowboy hat, all in the same

some atmosphere into it.

ing as an entertaining engineering job: “I just turned

utes and 21 seconds. After taking out the song ‘Hot

room.

the sound-knobs according to my abilities.”

Wire’, the album named as Eleven would have only

When I’m writing a song, I often
aim at a threatening atmosphere.
Sometimes films and books influence me. Malick’s Badlands, Forman’s One Flew Over the Cuckoon’s
nest, Lynn’s Twin Peaks, and Sergio
Leone’s A Fistful of Dollars have influenced me a lot. The best kinds of
books for this are the entertaining
detective stories and especially the
serial killer stuff. For instance, I’ve
read all Henning Mankel’s detective
stories. The best books I’ve read
are Red Dragon and The Silence of
the Lambs by Thomas Harris. Hannibal wasn’t any good. I haven’t
written a serial killer song yet, although there is violence and killing
in many of my songs. If there isn’t
killing of humans, at least there’s
killing of a dog. In the song ‘Beautiful Morning’ a dog gets shot.

trinkets

Espe: In the studio, Mattila has a funny style of hum-

would jingle as he was be-

Andy’s

ming, gesturing and dancing when he is listening to or

nevolently thundering with

playing some song.

They had already booked studio-time for the
mastering from Finnvox when they were still mov-

ten songs.
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ANDREAS CHRISTIANSEN

we projected their Bare Bone Business indian symbol on the wall and painted it there. Now they gave two concerts in
Märkbar with their symbol not hanging but painted behind them! The bar is small and Palle was afraid of losing his
licence but the concerts became beautiful, packed and noisy parties! The reputation of the bar has grown now and today it’s like laid back hangout place for artistic people, musicians like Bob Hund and all kinds of people. And everybody knows that 22-Pistepirkko did this.
Andreas Christiansen: I was on Rally of Love Tour for five weeks to do video shooting. 30 shows, Sweden, Denmark and Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Benelux. My job was just to film and it lasted 24 hours. Germany was both
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Andreas
Asko
Palle
P-K
Rock!

MY FRIEND

Palle had this dream and an idea for a bar in Copenhagen and told the 22-pp
guys about this. They liked the idea about the bar and the same year -98 all
began to happen and the Märkbar opened in February -99. We were thinking of translations of 22-Pistepirkko but it
wasn’t a good idea. Maerkbar means special, kind of weird, and 22-PP is a märkbar band, so that was the only relation
to the band. Summer -99 22-Pistepirkko were on their second European leg of the Eleven Tour and had major shows
in Roskilde and Midfyn Festival. Asko e-mailed me that »would it be ok that we come to the bar and give a little concert just to keep the practice?» We were like YES, it will be very OK! The very first day before the opening of Märkbar

good and bad. The places were sized for 400 people to 12 000. Sold out Berlin show was beautiful and there were good
shows musically in other cities and there weren’t that much audience in some places. The small clubgigs were great,
but for example in Düsseldorf they played in big uncharming hall for 200 persons. It looked bad and sounded bad. I
also interviewed their German audience. I’ve always liked it when Germans speak English. It’s good fun, they have
nice accent! Documentarily it wasn’t that interesting because everybody liked their shows. Their audience was a nice
mix of mature music listeners, older people, boys in leather jackets but also girls. In Hamburg the blond German girls
were really screaming. Asko laughed that »we got groupies, we got groupies!»

.................................................................
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had been a regular slacker in this new place called Märkbar getting to know Palle, the
owner. He was the guy who first told me about this crazy band called 22-Pistepirkko.
“The best band in the world”, he called it. He played some records for me and it was
good music. But one night in one gig all changed and I became Wild Billy!
Palle and his friend Andreas had been talking about 22-Pistepirkko coming to play in
Märkbar for months. When the day came, I came early to the bar to help in setting things up
and the band was already there. Asko was wearing a straw hat, a hat that would soon change
my destiny. P-K was silently checking that everything was working and Espe was sitting by
the drums like the gig was about to start any minute. The roadies Antti and Anssi were
working with the buttons and mikes. And Palle and Andreas – almost too excited to talk to
but at the same time trying hard to stay cool.
After the soundcheck I was hooked even the real gig hadn’t even started! I started
talking to Asko, P-K and Espe about music and I was pleased to learn that they were just
as nice guys as Palle had told me. The band left to get some food and excited fans started
to show up. There must have been at least 50 people inside and 20 hoping to get in. I had
never seen so many people at Märkbar. As it got closer to the announced showtime I tried
to get a good view of the band but I ended up sitting on the barm which was both good and
bad: I got a great view but had to serve as a second bartender handing people glasses of
draft beer or bottles of Lapin Kulta, a Finnish beer bought for the occasion.
Finally when the band showed up I thought people were going crazy but it was nothing
compared to what happened when 22-pp started their first song “What goes on” by The Velvet Underground. From that I sort of drifted into another world where was nothing but that place,
no music but that music, no other people than the ones there. It was a rare feeling which
somehow reminded me of a good sex. Of course it was fun to watch Palle and Andreas who had
seen the band perform so many times become absolute maniacs hopping around in ecstasy. It
was their gig as much as it was the band’s and they knew it.
For the three guys on stage (the stage was actually just a persian carpet, spread over
part of the floor) it was easy to say that they also enjoyed being there. After a few songs
P-K held a short speech to Palle which almost made the poor guy go into shock! The room was
full of people, full of love and full of energy. It wasn’t just another club gig, it was
friendship being exchanged and it just kept getting better and better all through the concert.
After about an hour and a half, the music was over and the real party began. Espe, P-K
and Asko are not like your usual rockstars. They went in the back for a few minutes and came

right out and partied with the rest of us. Partying would be a better word, but in
a laid back sort of way. I was high on the music, high on the vibe and a little bit
drunk on that Lapin Kulta. The rest of the night is bit hazy...
22-Pistepirkko’s second day at Märkbar was even more intense than the first one
although in a different way. As on the first day I showed up early. There were no one
but Palle and all the 22-pp gear. I remember trying out P-K’s guitars, something I
would never have done without his permission. I respect another man’s instrument like
I would his girlfriend and especially such a beautiful couple as those guitars. P-K
had warned me that he uses very heavy strings but I wasn’t quite prepared for the actual thickness or the strength I had to put into playing. To this day, I do not know
how he bends those strings!
Before 22-pp came to Denmark Palle had asked me and my band to rehearse a 22pp coversong. We had fiddled around a bit with “Frankenstein” but thought the sound
wasn’t quite right. When the band showed up I arranged P-K to show me how the song
was supposed to be done. It wasn’t that hard to play or at least it didn’t seem like
it when he taught me. But maybe anything is easier to play when you are learning it
from a master.
The band had told that this night would be more of an “ambient” kind of gig. It
started out that way but when the crowd wanted some action the music took a wild turn!
After an hour and a half the band disappeared into the kitchen. The people were chanting for more and it quickly dawned on me that I have to ask the band to do an encore.
I went to the kitchen where the guys were sweating and catching their breath.
“You have to play another song”, I said. “Which song?” asked Asko. I looked at P-K
standing right in front of me. “The one you taught me earlier. ’Frankenstein’.” There
was a short pause when the bandmembers changed looks. I was very short but long enough
for the crowd’s chanting to reach the kitchen. “We can play that,” Asko said finally.
22-pp came out and gave us the best version of “Frankenstein” you could possibly imagine! I still feel today whenever I hear that song that it’s somehow my song. I know
it’s kind of silly, but that’s the way it is.
The gig was over and the party started once again. I left the place with Asko’s
straw hat which he gave me after I conviced him of its magical powers. It attracts
women and no one can ever persuade me to think that it doesn’t. Shortly after I got a
new girlfriend and I was wearing that hat when we met for the first time. If you ask
her the hat had nothing to do with us ending up together, but I know better...
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On the following day everyone would

Sami Häikiö: Though I’d been a

have a terrible hangover. After that

dyed-in-the-wool garage purist in my

evening, 22-PP has been a much more

younger days, at those times I would

relaxed workplace.

listen to a lot of new machine music. In

Asko: The name ‘Eleven’ comes from the fact that

my opinion 22-PP’s Eleven was a fresh and airy sound-

originally the album had 11 songs, but then we would

ing album, not some scary noise that many rockers might

drop one of them out. It is easy and light to pro-

have thought it to be.

nounce: numerology, magic: 11, 22, 7-Eleven stores,

PolyGram released the long-awaited Eleven in the

Spinal Tap, “these go to eleven”, and so on.

autumn of 1998, with the normal procedure. Along with

P-K: Some people would think that Eleven is too

the magazine and radio interviews, the trio would visit

short. I thought it was nice to play the album again

many Finnish TV shows. Although one could hear their

from the beginning. Oh, if we also would’ve had the

single ‘Onion Soup’ often on the radio and there was a

permit to use the samples from ‘Under the Board-

diligent promotion behind it, the album didn’t sell too

walk’ by The Drifters in our song ‘Shadow’! We had

much.

to leave this version out, but in our opinion it was

Asko: Eleven was like cut out for the European under-

.................................................................
RASMUS RASMUNSEN

close to a maximum party tune.

ground scene. It wouldn’t sell massively, but it received

They would also try Eleven out with a test au-

many positive reviews and was, among other things, on

Petteri Rajanti: Asko is the visionary and inner producer of

Ami Ollikainen from a restaurant in Malmi and ask

dience. Espe, who felt at home in the Helsinki night-

the top five alternative lists in Germany. Der Spiegel

the band, who is there to see that their desired vision is realised.

him to join us. Ami had rung us during the sessions

life, headed for the Hawaii Disco club at Kasarmi-

would ask: “Is this the best pop band in the world?” The

Asko sees to it that the music we hear is always fresh. When there

and asked if we still are alive, because he hadn’t heard

katu’s Cantina West restaurant, the favourite place of

small radio stations in Germany would play the album

is enough stuff, we must nevertheless organise and hone it, and this

anything from us. There was no one but us in the res-

the indie-people, with the test pressing of the album.

and the going with Clearspot was smooth. We would get

we do until the last minute, until the mastering, although normal-

taurant. It was like the bar in The Shining, with Jack

There he would ask Sami Häikiö from the band Kark-

to know pop business people, to whom we wouldn’t be

ly everything should be ready by then. The very last thing 22-PP

Nicholson and the ghost. We would tell the waitress

kiautomaatti (The Candy Dispenser) , who was that

just any freaks, but a welcome business partner.

needs is a sound, produced breathless, that lacks that last-minute

that we’ve been making an album for three years and

night’s DJ, to play their nameless album along with

Espe: In England Sir Bob Geldof would play ‘On-

polish which makes the sound fresh. We hone the songs, but they

today it is finished. We would eat for a while and

the other music. The indie-people would instantly

ion Soup’ in his BBC radio show, praising it. When we

must always sound fresh, in the way that one would think that they

then go to the downstairs bar Next Door. Cigars,

recognise the songs as new 22-Pistepirkko and they

played a gig in London later on, someone came to us and

aren’t honed at all!

drinks and a great feeling of relief, mixed with tears:

would link their music with the fashionable electro-

asked how it felt to be stars.

Asko: After the last mastering day we decided that now, more

THE ALBUM IS FINISHED!

rock boom, whose paragons were, among others, Mo-

than ever, we would have a reason to celebrate. We would ring up

P-K: A climax in a cold, empty suburban restaurant.

by, Primal Scream, Beck, and the French band Air.

97

Their old friend Timo Aarniala would draw the
cover art for the video collection Offroad Manual that

[97] See http://www.sci.fi/~evil0/karkkis/karkkis.htm
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Espe, Jari Tuukkanen and Antti Kirvesmäki.
Wayne Kramer’s and Pirkkos’ gig cars in the background.
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[98] See http://www.jollyjumpers.fi/

Mika Taanila and Asko

gan to use these computers, I lost my interest in their

they wouldn’t release our album if it had this kind of

row, and the sounds would be absolutely great, but

had put together. This gesture made the trio

music for good. I had frequently visited their gigs, but

cover. They thought it looked like Hurriganes, not Pis-

despite the coolness of their gig the guys wouldn’t be

happy, for the relations between them and Timo

this would stop too. Not to mince words, but it was the

tepirkkos. Blah. I would ring up the Larry guys, and

happy about it all. These things happen, but I would be

had died down after he and Inna had divorced. Never-

lousiest computer music in the world. Nowadays I go

they would almost raise their hands, saying let’s for-

flabbergasted. The album itself left me with the

theless, they would keep in contact: they let Inna Aar-

and see only three acts: Tuomari Nurmio, Agents, and

get about it. I noticed the picture where Espe is playing

impression that they had honed it too much.

niala use 22-PP’s rehearsal playing in her short film

Jolly Jumpers.98

ping-pong with Antti in East Germany and made a fast

Nevertheless, Eleven is the Pistepirkko album

Valkoinen Kohina (White Noise). In 1999 22-PP would

Asko: I was/am a fan of the covers and posters Kau-

demo out of it. This was frustrating, since, in my opin-

I’ve listened to most after Big Lupu.

play at the opening party of Timo Aarniala’s cartoon

kolampi and Vilunki have done/do. I didn’t want to

ion, the tiger cover was so cool.

graphics exhibition at the restaurant Motti in Töölö.

make the cover of Eleven by myself, since I didn’t have

The making of the covers of Eleven and the sin-

Timo Aarniala: With the success they gained, 22-

decent make-up software, and while making a cover,

gles would take about a year. Along with the numerous

PP became more and more ambitious, and in my view

I get over-excited and the work takes a lot of time. I

drafts from Vilunki and Kaukolampi, also Asko had cir-

they lost their touch with normal life. In their early

was surprised when it turned out that the work they

ca 100 suggestions for the cover.

days these lads had a certain kind of handsome charm

had done was quite useless, so I began to make the cov-

Vilunki 3000: Kaukolampi and I would be pretty con-

and they were one hell of a good live band. But now

er demos also by myself. I would scan things that sur-

fused and stressed in the beginning. But to us, Pistepirk-

they had this rock routine in them and while touring

round me into the computer. The hard disk would be

kos were gurus. We would take the photo of Espe play-

abroad they had lost their innocence. When they be-

bursting with stuff. Then they would send me the ti-

ing ping-pong that made it into the final version from a

ger cover – wow! But our Finnish company said that

fax Asko had sent. Then we would scan it and modify

PISTEPIRKKOS

GIVE ME HOPE
############.
.##########

I’ve never felt at home
with the Macho Stuff.
The boozy heroism, boasting with sexu
al accomplishments,
falls in the
wrestling matches, mach
ines and engines, boas
ting with sexual accomplishments
again, guns and wild
nature life, sport
statistics, and, of cour
se, boasting with sexu
al accomplishments, have always felt
embarrassing and/or
uninteresting
subjects of discussi
on. Moreover, I feel
that I come from a
happy home, so I can’
t really say that I’m
mentally imbalanced. Also, I’ve neve
r had the courage to
get acquainted with
black magic in practise
. In my teenage photogra
phs I look like
an annoying and ridiculo
us small-village punk
-youth. Instead
of being a macho, in
those days I was inte
rested in
music, cartoons and films
, and my school went
well too.
Except for my tacky alte
rnative looks and my
taste in
matters artistic, I thus
was a dyed-in-the-wool
wimp.
And I still am: an art
boy from a small vill
age, a miserable creature.
But nevertheless, the
music of the machos suit
es me
fine. Motörhead, Blac
k Sabbath, Stooges, Bo
Diddley, and
Sonics don’t play youn
g ladies’ games. Like
wise, maniacs
from Roky Erickson to Legendar
y Stardust Cowboy feel
intimate to me. Not to
speak of the whole legi
ons of violent alcoholics, poss
essed people who have
sold their
souls, junkies wasting
away, and super-bad sex
machines
that one can find hell
of a plenty in the field
s of rock,
blues, soul, jazz, and
funk. And all these guys
have
made music that especial
ly touches me. Hank Will
ams

it into an album cover. We would scan the letters Elevlived in the Mötley
Crüe style, Iggy had
a habit of gashing him
and Ike Turner beat
self,
women up, just like
that. Robert Johnso
his soul to the devil,
n sold
and Lux Interior roa
med
about in high-heel
shoes and rubber g-s
trings, beating his
balls with the piece
hockey stick someon
of a
e had thrown onto the
stage at Provinssiroc
How can a nice art boy
k.
from a small villag
e respond to all thi
I really can’t say tha
s?
t I know the members
of 22-Pistepirkko
well, and maybe thi
s memory lane book sha
ll destroy my illusi
revealing the trio’s
ons,
heroine addiction and
contract with the
devil, but until tha
t I am going to cheris
h an image I have for
on the basis of a cou
med
ple of short meetin
gs and the music of
men: They are pleasa
these
nt, balanced people
,
wit
h
the
sies. They are not bad
ir idiosyncra, not even crazy. The
y are small village
boys who passionately
love music and art.
And in spite of this,
their music has rea
l innovation, soul
and touchiness. And
wishes to do so, thi
if it
s music can rock lik
e an animal. Just lik
Iggy. Just like Jam
e
es Brown. Pistepirk
kos give me hope. It
possible to make fine
is
music without foolin
g around, head full
cocaine, with porn
of
models, without bei
ng from the ditch, wit
doing time for a mur
hout
der, without sellin
g
you
r
sou
ness. All you need is
l to the darklove for the music,
all kinds of music.
this is the case, I
If
too have a chance to
rock soulfully in the
future.

en from an incense box. We would take the tigers that

”

There were people abroad and in Finland who would think that we had sold
our souls to the devil. Perhaps the machines were too much for many people.”

are under the CD and on the cover of the German ver-

T h e t r i o h a d a g i g b r e a k of almost three years behind

sion from some stickers we found at the tinsel shop. The

them. They had to arrange their new songs for their gigs, and their old

heads on the CD are from the cartoons I drew. Eleven

hits and cover gems so that they would sound tight. At the rehears-

is my only cover product that has become merchandise.

als they would arrange some of their old gig-favourites to be played

In Germany, at the Popkomm fair in Cologne, I would

with an electronic pulse, whereas some of the new songs, a melancholy

see how they sell these tiger mugs. Along with our Op:

‘Let the Romeo Weep’, among others, would become rough drums-or-

l Bastards, Pistepirkkos, The Hypnomen, and Apulan-

gan-distorted guitar versions. Asko had a new Yamaha AN1X synthe-

ta would appear there. 22-PP would play with loaned

sizer that entailed not only keyboard patterns, but also turning of the

gear. Someone had arranged two new digital guitar amps

knobs, when played. You couldn’t call 22-Pistepirkko a typical electro

for them. I would watch their gig in ecstasy, in the first

band. 22-PP had become a “robot-rock-blues-country-pop-band”.
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[99] Apulanta are one of the most popular rock bands in Finland. See http://www.apulanta.net/
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Best Wishes, Ville
Pirinen, 29 years old
a cartoon craftsman
,
a member of the band and
Black Audio.
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P-K: Or acoustic space folk, LSD country, or a school-

tually said that this was 22-Pistepirkko, I would go

band in a Lynch film, the secret flower of the desert.

like “what the fuck!” I had always hated that band! In

Massive Attack meets Hank Williams. We would loan a

Kuopio I had a habit of going to see all the bands that

PA system from Piikkikasvi to set it up in our rehearsal

came to town, just to keep in touch with the scene,

place. Hessu, who’s lodgers we were in the side-room

but I had never gone to see the gigs of 22-PP. When

of his silk print, would every now and then come and

they would play 22-PP on the radio or show them on

observe how the level of noise just grew and grew.

TV, I would instantly switch the channel.

They must know Hessu and his mate Woody’s patience

Defying his repulsion, Aamuvuori nevertheless

and helpfulness as far as in Neptune!

came to the final rehearsal at the Tavastia, where they

Espe: I wasn’t bitter, although I couldn’t always play

welcomed him as if he were already a new member

drums after the computers had entered the picture. At

of the band. The new lighting director of 22-PP, Re-

the gigs, the thing I like the most is when we devel-

ijo “Soppa” Sormunen, had already adapted himself

op our original atmosphere. Weird “painting” songs

to the crew. After two days of rehearsing, Aamuvuori

that had no drums would sometimes sound extreme-

still wouldn’t understand anything about the music

ly good, the best in the world. But the audiences just

22-PP played. Despite that, he decided to stay with

seemed to get excited about us mostly when we played

them. His trial of fire would be at the party of Aka-

loud and made some wild moves on the stage.

teeminen vartti at Kaapelitehdas.

The new stage monitor sound engineer of 22-PP

Anssi Aamuvuori: Kaapeli was full of people, and

was Anssi Aamuvuori, who had learnt his skills in the

I was scared like hell. P-K asked me to tune his gui-

heavy metal and rock circles of Kuopio. When Antti

tars up, and I would do it one and a half hours be-

Kirvesmäki asked Aamuvuori, who had just a little ear-

fore the beginning of the show, whereas nowadays

lier partly quit his job as a sound engineer, to be the

I do it ten minutes before the gig. I would watch as

monitor technician of 22-PP, just before their Finnish

the band plays some easygoing tune, and all of a sud-

tour of that spring, the man wasn’t too eager about it.

den Espe would be falling on his back. The brothers

Anssi Aamuvuori: Antti didn’t say a word about

would keep on playing, but Espe would be lying on

the band in question, and he would only begin to list

the floor on his back. I would try to hold my laughter,

the dates of the gigs. The whole month in the calen-

going to see what was troubling him. This guy would

dar became full, and I would begin to wonder what

just calmly straighten his jacket, saying that his chair

band could be this hardworking. When Antti even-

got busted. His drum-stool’s leg had broken, and as
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[100] “Pistepurkki” is a pun on the phonetic resemblance of two Finnish words, ‘pirkko’ and ‘purkki’. ‘Purkki’ is a slang
term for ship, also meaning container, tin, jar, and pot. The English equivalent in the ship-context is ‘hulk’.

...............

the metal was slowly giving away, the man would just fall! I would bring

BLOWN

go as I try and hold my laughter. Every time I would peek at the stage, I

AWAY
SOUND GUY
LÉO FOURASTIÉ
FRENCH SOUND ENGINEER AND
SOUND TEACHER
In -92 I met Finnish woman who became my
wife. We went to Helsinki on holidays and
we saw 22-pp playing in a party for the old
students of UIAH. I was astonished, specially
when P-K took firecrackers and placed them
under the strings of his open tuned guitar
and lighted them up. That sound effect I will
never forget! In -96 a road manager friend of
mine Philippe Tassart called me and told that
he is running a night in Amiens in the north
of France with 22-pp the main dish. Me and
my wife bought train tickets and arrived there
nicely on a Sunday afternoon. Then Philippe
told that the sound guy of the house has blown
away. He had no one to do the soundcheck with
bands own soundman. It was supposed to be a
nice evening with my wife but it turned into
a job, plus I am more a studio guy. Gig went
well enough and after the show we changed
addresses. We moved to Finland in summer
-98 and since that I’ve been the 22-PP computer engineer. I am also P-K’s French teacher.

...............

Hei

him a new chair from somewhere, and the rest of the gig on my part would
would burst into laughter.
22-PP played the two following evenings in Tampere. They decided to spend their day off, Sunday, at the air show. They were supposed
to go there at 9 a.m., but Aamuvuori, who had drunk whisky with Espe
the previous night through, wasn’t in a shape to go. Espe, who was an
experienced gamesman, showed up in the lobby in time, but Aamuvuori
wouldn’t wake up, not even when the receptionist rang him with several
wake-up calls. At one o’clock Aamuvuori woke up, horrified. He thought
they would sack him from the band. Without money, confused, this fresh
monitor sound engineer would head towards Helsinki on Monday. When
he eventually answered as Kirvesmäki rang him up, the answer was unequivocal: no problems, let’s go to the next gig!
Anssi Aamuvuori: After this incident their band hasn’t has to wait for
me – ever!
The rest of the gigs on the Eleven Finnish tour and the summer’s
festival gigs went OK as far as the band’s crew was concerned. On 17th of
July, at Tammerfest, 22-PP played a sold out set for 100 persons on a lake
steamer they baptised as “Pistepurkki”100, a boat that sailed the lake Näsijärvi. The biggest problem on their gigs still was “Houston”. As Asko
would turn the knobs, the volume might go up to the level that was annoying both on the stage and in the audience.
Asko: When I would put a sequence on, there wouldn’t be anything we
could do to the song’s structure. We had to follow the sequence, instead of
it following us. It was a shitty thing to say to the lads that Houston has a
fundamental problem. My gear would cost a great deal, and they wouldn’t
understand what I wanted, once again.

paras
Yksi parhaimmista keikoista jos ei jopa
oli Provinssirokin keikka kesällä 98
keikan oli meno mahtavaa...
Vaikka keikan soititte
Kiitos!

päälavalla

-J.
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After the summer’s gigs P-K and I went to the Mu-

the gig-fees, I would sell their band T-shirts and play a

sic Fazer in Helsinki, and I saw a Roland 505 Groovebox

“cool warm-up set” with house and disco records be-

there. It looked funny. I asked the shop assistant about it,

fore the gigs. The places were rock clubs, and I, on my

and he said that it wouldn’t be a right thing for our band.

part, wanted to prepare the audience for 22-PP’s new

But could I just try it? The shop assistant was grumpy, say-

sound. When the icy Stockholm audience comprised of

ing that the gadget was a stupid thing! He said that it wasn’t

Swedes waited to see our “Finnjävel”101 band, I just had

a real instrument. I would put the headphones on, press the

to play Danny’s song ‘Hän on Lady’ (‘She’s a Lady’)102.

play-button, and start to turn the knobs. They had read my

Danny showed the Swedish scoundrels how to get in-

thoughts in Japan! With this doodad, you could determine

to the groove! Asko would comment: “Did you really

how the song should go, and when a part should change,

have to play it?” I would answer him that I did.

what sound should come out and how, and how to easi-

Wiser than in the days of Bare Bone Nest, 22-PP

ly handle the sounds in many different ways. It was wild

had taken a hefty load of merchandise and albums with

or minimalist. One could play whatever he wanted to play!

them. Although PolyGram released Eleven in Scandina-

You would get a different version every time, no matter

via, in German-speaking countries the releasing compa-

how sequenced the song was.

ny was the small Clearspot, and in France, Remark. It

P-K: I could read from Asko’s eyes that it was more

was futile to search for Eleven in the big record shops.

than probable that we were going to buy that gadget.

At a 1500 head club in Oslo Häikiö would get into a

In Finland, their gig success was steady as ever.

trouble, as the wealthy Norwegian audience would pay

Also the gig promoters in Central Europe would trust

their purchases with the 500 crown bills.

22-PP’s appeal. When the international part of the tour

Sami Häikiö: It seemed that people would buy amaz-

started at the sold out Studion Club in Stockholm in the

ing amounts of T-shirts and albums in Oslo. I had some

autumn of 1998, Sami Häikiö, the 24-year old bass play-

personal experience of being behind the counter of a

er of Karkkiautomaatti, would work as their tour man-

record shop and a small band shirt desk. It seemed to me

ager and merchandise dealer. 73 days and 58 gigs were

that during one evening in that place I sold more 22-PP

waiting for them.

stuff than on a busy weekend in a record shop.

Sami Häikiö: I had an eight-year 22-PP fan relation-

As their tour would stretch into the continent,

ship behind me, so I would be so excited when they took

they would notice that the years of silence hadn’t made

me on their tour, that along with booking hotels, shaking

the reception any cooler. In France and Norway peo-

hands with the owners of the gig places, and handling

ple were excited, only in England were they more indif-

[101] ‘Finnjävel’ is the vernacular word the Swedes use of their dear neighbours. It can be translated as ‘Finn-bastard’.
[102] Danny (real name Ilkka Lipsanen, b. 1942) is a legendary Finnish pop singer.
‘Hän on Lady’ is a Finnish cover version of the famous Tom Jones hit. See http://www.danny.fi/
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record company was scanty.

in England to do three shows. Although the manag-

In Switzerland 22-PP appeared at the bar H.R. Giger

Asko: In the time of Eleven our business in France be-

ing director of Remark, Mark Lumbroso, a 22-PP

had designed. This man is familiar from the set designs of

gan to evaporate. The staff at Remark had changed and

fan himself, had moved to England to run Polydor,

many sci-fi films, Alien, for instance. This bar, with its won-

the new people didn’t know anything about us except for

they wouldn’t release of Eleven within the English

derfully macabre furnishings, would burn to the ground

our modest record sales. The Remark people were excited

machinery. Clearspot would handle it instead.
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years later. Programming and modern synthesizer pop was

after seeing our gig in Paris, but that was too late, for our

Anssi Aamuvuori: We would come from Holland

him, for when we would open Asko’s keyboard case later in

shunned in the puritanical German indie-rock circles, so

tour was going onwards at full speed.
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ferent. There were students, first-timers who had read about

P-K: “There were people abroad and in Finland who

Ami Ollikainen: There was this fan crowd from

their band from the music magazines, and faithful fans in the

would think that we had sold our souls to the devil. Per-

Austria that had come there to see 22-Pistepirkko espe-

audience, and all were happy with 22-PP’s live condition.

haps the machines were too much for many people.”

cially, and they would shout at the stage that they had

Sami Häikiö: On every evening there would be some

In France the publicity of 22-PP depended on

Finns in the audience, drunken exchange-students and EU-

their record company Remark. Their gig success was

bureaucrats, who would yell: “Sing in Finnish!” This would

based on their old reputation, but the promotion of the

annoy Asko very often, and not without a reason.

travelled all the way to France because of this band and
all this band could do was to fight!
Having toured for two months, 22-PP arrived

because he didn’t have a dog with

and drive onto the Eurostar train in France. This train

England, we would find a small plastic bag full of marijuana.

they wouldn’t fit in the repertoire of a band playing indie-

Ami Ollikainen toured France with the band for a

goes down the Channel tunnel to England. The French

No one knows where it had come from. Probably a fan had

rock. Their aura of an intellectual band began to drop off

week. He remembers an indoor festival gig in Vendome,

Customs made us stop and they wanted to check the

thought to give a surprise gift to Asko – a gift from the gig.

when in the interviews Asko and P-K announced that they

where the brothers would discharge their bottled up an-

whole bus and us. We would stand there in a row,

In London 22-PP played at Garage Club before 400

liked 2Unlimited, Roxette, and Aerosmith.

ger on each other, in the middle of a show.

and the Customs officer would start with P-K. After

people. Half of them were Finnish au pairs and young stu-

..............

an ice cold
mountain
lake!
QUINTUS KANNEGIESSER
CLEARSPOT

..............

Clearspot and 22-PP had just agreed on a recording deal and we took a trip to a summer festival
in Tampere, Finland. I organized three dedicated
writers to join us due to hail the new album, the
new deal and a bright future for all of us. For Andreas and me it was our first personal meeting
with the band. And it was their first meeting
with our label. All business discussions felt
very fruitful, lots of ideas and a good feeling all
in all, though still strange and special. The entire atmosphere in Tampere was outraging. We
haven’t seen yet so many young drunken girls and
boys, talking constantly into a cellular phone, no
matter if they were lying in front of McDonald’s,
or standing in front of a blasting PA. Everybody

seemed to be in a good mood. The cream on top of
these three remarkable days was the quite intimate 22-PP show on a boat. For me it was a magical thing. For the band, it was probably a »decent»
show. After the show we went on drinking and one
Finnish guy underlined the links between Germany and Finland by dancing Heidegger-away. When
arriving back we straight went to a club in Tampere where more Finnish bands were trying to
give their best. But Andreas and me knew we were
just starting to work with the best of them.
also had a wonderful time being with them
on their tour in Norway. When I took off at
Frankfurt airport I felt that I had cold – a
tough one. But I wouldn’t miss this chance so I

I

flew. Why not dying in Norway in a band’s van?
The first show was in Bergen. It seemed to me
like an old student town. The club was one of the
oldest and still existing rockclubs (founded in
1962, the year I was born) not only in Norway but
in whole Europe. However, there was something
medieval about it. Located in a big cavern, underneath a park hill, it felt cold and wet when we entered for soundcheck. Later when it was packed
with people it was just crowded and smoky I was
wondering what kind of light dresses young people, especially the girls, were wearing late at
night. To me we were close to the arctic circle.
Nevertheless none of these circumstances made
me feel better with my cold. Next day after pack-

ing the stuff we went on a beautiful trip to the
country and mountainside. After a tough climb
through serpentines with breathtaking sights,
we reached a plateau. But it was even more
breathtaking when the two brothers kept announcing on and on how good it would be to swim
in one of these icy mountain lakes. I was shocked
by the idea, and while grinning friendly I was
still hoping that these proposals would belong to
their special way of humour. I still had fever and
a dropping nose. On the other hand I was travelling with people who by nature must have had
some experiences with the northern nature. After
passing three or four little lakes, the van stopped.
Why not dying in Norway in an ice cold mountain

lake? As P-K and Asko went out, I laughed a little
bit insecurely about the idea while undressing.
Temperature was like you wouldn’t want to stand
still naked longer than two seconds. So, we had
to move. It would have been stupid to run back to
the van, so we jumped. We jumped straight in this
watery grave. And ouuuuaaaah, it was great! My
skin felt thick and tensed and I kept laughing.
I was there probably just a very few seconds.
When I got out my heartbeat was like Bo Diddley
rhythm or like the maracas-tomtom beat that Espe
is used to play. And back on the road. I felt superstrong and thought that if I could stay alive the
next hour, my cold would have been gone. And it
was. Believe it or not.
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Oxford were tiny rock bars. The own-

ers of these joints would be excited about this “secret
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who we were in peace. Small can be good too.
We were a European underground thing, that’s
it and great. And as we worked with the people
of our Central European record company, we

friend Leo Fourastié would help us with the technical

album of the brothers. Nice atmospheres, a good al-

details. It was a very refreshing experience to try and

bum. It seemed that the guys could also make a fine al-

serve a story someone else had made up.

bum without me!

Clearspot wanted to release the soundtrack of

Asko: We would’ve liked to have a break after finish-

could sigh with relief. Sometimes the record

the film. They would use a villa called Hästholmen in

ing the pieces of film music, but Clearspot was in a hur-

business could be great too.

Vuosaari, Helsinki, as a recording place. During the

ry to release the album, so we carried the equipment in-

little big band” and they would demand an oath from

summers, this villa was a children’s

to my Ylästö cellar and mixed it re-

them to come there again. On their way back to Fin-

camp school. In other seasons the

ally fast. It was a fast, cut-and-dried

land, they would play at almost full or sold out ven-

caretaker Hande Mertanen would

project.

ues in Denmark. Many Danish fans that came to talk to

hire the villa, blessed with a sauna

As the soundtrack was released

and a view at the sea, to bands for

in 1999 22-PP left for a summer tour

studio work. Among others, Mer-

in Europe. They travelled to their fa-

tanen had been a roadie and a gig

miliar clubs by Hande’s Mercedes

sound engineer of Wigwam in the

that was equipped with reading-

prime of their life, Hurriganes, and

lamps, sleeping departments, and a

Smack. But gradually Mertanen

stereo. They also appeared at the big

had begun to concentrate on hir-

Paleo festival in Switzerland. Their

ing equipment and gig cars. Among

sound technicians Kirvesmäki and

A s k o a n d P - K would devote the winter of 1999 to making

22-PP and other customers Hande’s

Aamuvuori had replaced their old

film music. In January, Asko’s second daughter Kia was born.

cars ‘Nysse’103, ‘Satutuuli’ (The

monitoring system with new wireless

was obvious that the lads still had a great desire to en-

Their old dream of writing film music came true as the direc-

Fairy Tale Wind) and ‘Helmi’ (The Pearl) are known

earplug monitors. When Aamuvuori set his stage-moni-

lighten their listeners about good music and give people

tor-screenwriter Hannu Salonen who studied cinema in Germa-

as trustworthy vehicles from the good old days.

tor desk near the trio, the audience thought that there

some good vibrations.

ny asked them to compose for his Finnish-German production

Music-wise, Downhill City followed the tracks

Espe: At last the brothers too would learn to enjoy the

Downhill City. 22-PP would also appear in the film: they play

of Zipcode and Eleven. Along with the remix-versions

Espe: Anssi solved our monitoring problems for good.

things we could do well. Of course it would be nice if

their song ‘Snowy Dave’ at a club in Berlin.

of ‘Snowy Dave’ and ‘Coffee Girl’, the album includes

No matter if it was a large festival stage or stamp-

our band should sound like it sounds in our dreams and

P-K: Hannu wanted us to write new versions of some of our old

a wild version of ‘Let the Romeo Weep’ where at last

sized pub corner – every time we would hear what we

if our albums should sell millions of copies. The fact that

tunes for the film, and some moody film stuff to boot. This was

one can listen to Andy McCoy’s legendary flamenco

played.

no one was expecting us to break through as a Finnish

an easy job, since I had some new song beginnings ready. But

playing from Ylästö.

P-K: In Nuremberg we played in the courtyard of the

export item made our life much easier – we could be

adding music to the moving picture was totally different. Our

Espe: The soundtrack of Downhill City was a duo

old town hall. It was a free entry gig, so there were all

them would say that 22-PP was better than ever.
Sami Häikiö: In Scandinavia we would appear at
the biggest clubs in town, and in England at the pub corners. It was always nice to read from the gig calendars of
these joints that my favourite foreign bands, like Sparklehorse, toured the same places. Despite this, 22-PP
would always be pleased to meet their fans and ready to
give interviews, even to any odd small magazine. For instance, in Switzerland they would go and play their favourite songs at the local independent radio station. It

”

The soundtrack of Downhill City was a duo
album of the brothers. Nice atmospheres, a
good album. It seemed that the guys could
also make a fine album without me!” – Espe

were four members in the band.

[103] ‘Nysse’ derives from a pun in Finnish that goes like this: When a couple of passengers are waiting for a bus at the bus stop,
and they see the bus coming, one of them says: “Now it’s coming.” In Finnish this sounds like “Nysse tulee”, and ‘nysse’ resembles the Finnish word for bus, ‘bussi’, so the saying could be also like “The bus is coming.” – hence, ‘Nysse’.
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I was checking out what the boys in one room, and
ed
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the boys were there, sitting On principle, we
.
and listening to it ardently
rock at the summer
didn’t tolerate listening to
one can get into many
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h through music,
kinds of contacts with the yout ening. The boys
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began to get excited and star
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stei
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‘Fra
was
real nice
they would give me
them that the song was good,
that evening. After
Big Lupu to listen to during
spare time I had to
listening to this album in my ty good and inteadmit that what I heard was pretreally be Finnish?
resting music. Could this band n and again, and it
I would listen to the album agai Soon the boys gave
er.
would getter better and bett of the music got even
me Rumble City and the quality er I would buy the
better. I had to tape them (lat to the subject at
rn
albums), so that I could retu
1996, one couldn’t hear
home. Then, in the summer of
and Rumble City in my
much of anything but Big Lupu 22-Pistepirkko’s mucar. I had become a friend of g to the youth, they
sic. If I had taught somethin return: they had
had also given me something in for me. This Time
c
opened up a new world of musi
after a new album is
– this is kind of a nice time
for the band’s
wait
to
released. One always has
Rally of Love have
albums. Eleven and especially experience. Just
g
still given me a fine listenin
had travelled in Arab
before Eleven was released I
med about Arab
char
countries and was somewhat
ing track of Eleven!
music. And what about the open of Arab music in a
e
There they have used the styl d anything like it
way so nice that I’ve never hear y for the fact
happ
very
l
anywhere else. I’m stil
classy in Finland.
that we have rock music this
ad like it too.
I’ve heard that some people abro
This doesn’t surprise me at all.

NJALANKOSKI
HEIKKI HEINONEN, A

kinds of people. Generally the free entry gigs are awful.
But now it was a warm summer evening and the courtyard was full of people when we started. It was something we had never seen before: the crowd began to
party. They would jump higher and higher, dance and
yell! This was one of our funniest gigs ever.
Asko: In Hamburg I would try and get a tattoo. My
marriage was creaking at the joints again and we had
small kiddies. I would just want to do something, to
shake some horror out of my neck. I like tigers, and
that’s also my Chinese star-sign, so I would point at an
attacking tiger in the tattoo-artist’s catalogue. The tattoo
geezer would look at my skinny arm and say laughing:
“It is impossible to fit anything there!” I would begin to
feel funny about it too, and then I would say, pretending
that I’m not laughing, that OK, it is impossible!
In Copenhagen, between the gigs at the Roskilde
and Midfyn festivals, 22-PP would play at the Märkbar
which their big fan Palle had founded. 22-Pistepirkko,
having played on the big outdoor stages, did an excellent
show also at this small bar of 50 heads.
Asko: At Roskilde our gig had been just a normal one
and quite OK, and a big stack of black stuff had materialised into the backstage room. It was not chocolate. P-K would stare at me, as I would say: “Let’s go!”
We would smoke some and then go to see The Chemical Brothers. They would have fine video screens and
their psychedelic music would sound so good! It would
seem to us as if the whole festival crowd was dancing. I
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A True Romance
(based on a real lie)
by Christian Gasser

||
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
I lied to Asko. Blatantly.
erAs soon as I had returned back to Switz
sorry
land, I sent him an e-mail: I’m very
Unfortuthat I didn’t call you last Friday.
nately I had lost your phone-number.
A shameless lie.
bly
I don’ t recall Asko’s answer. He proba
shook
was understanding (and secretly maybe
- I mean,
his head at such unprofessionalism) me.
he didn’t have any reason to distrust a few
But I know that Asko, when I met him
ng in
months later one grey monday morni
r of
January at the Café Primo in the cente t anHelsinki and admitted the truth, wasn’ with
said
gry at my lie - the true story, he
and more
a friendly smile, is so much nicer
romantic.
end
By not calling Asko back then, in the a
nced
of August 2000, I had not only renou
22
party at the Espoo Film Festival where
of the
Pistepirkko celebrated the premiere also an
movie “Downhill City”with a gig, but agreed
interview with them, for which we had not a
was
to meet the next day, Saturday. It
22 Pissmall renouncement for me - I mean,
bands
tepirkko has been one of my favouritekensince I first heard their single ”Fran very
stein” many many years back and I was
person.
eager to finally get to know them in - 22-Pise
This had never been possible befor
their
ule
tepirkko had the bad habit to sched
finally,
swiss tours when I was abroad. But
the moment to meet them seemed so near. nki.
That saturday was my last day in Helsi y
tunit
That saturday was also my last opporut other
to spend a few hours alone and witho to
obligations with the girl I had begun
fall in love with.

••••••••••
So it happened that I did not call Asko
but went to Uunisaari with Outi. Uunisaari
is a very small island or actually a big pile
of rocks very close to Helsinki. It was a
wonderful late summer-day; the sunlight was
clear, the wide skies had this very specific
finnish blueness, the slightly chilling autumnal breeze drove the majestic clouds over our
heads, and from time to time one of the very
ugly ferry-boats drove by us to the open sea.
We lied on the rocks, in the windshade; we picknicked; we talked and talked, and then we were
silent, and finally I took her in my arms.
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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This is the true story. That’s how my lie and
(unknowingly) 22-Pistepirkko allowed the
beginning of a romance. Oh, this was just
the beginning, and this didn’t solve all the
problems, on the contrary. The autumn seemed
very dark and cold and endless and turned
my life into an exhausting “Rally of Love”,
a constant emotional up and down; the autumn brought tears and tensions and lead to
a hurtful separation, and until the happy
end a few weeks before Christmas I felt like
someone who tries to fall into step on “Quicksand”- - - but whom am I telling that to?
- You all know the songs of 22-Pistepirkko,
and these are emotions and moods almost no
other band can evoke as forcefully as 22-Pistepirkko.
Christian Gasser
CHRISTIAN GASSER LIVES IN SWITZERLAND (AND
FROM TIME TO TIME IN FINLAND). HE IS AN
EDITOR & DJ WITH THE NATIONAL SWISS RADIO
DRS3, WRITES DOCUMENTARIES AND RADIODRAMAS FOR THE GERMAN NETWORKS WDR & SWR AND
EDITS THE COMIC-MAGAZINE STRAPAZIN. HE IS
A WRITER TOO AND RECENTLY PUBLISHED “MEIN
ERSTER SANYO. BEKENNTNISSE EINES POPBESESSENEN.”(EDITION TIAMAT, BERLIN). AND,
YES, HE ALSO LOVES FINNISH TANGO.

remember that an Asian-born guy came there, wearing
glasses that enabled you to see spectrums. He would
swing a Star Wars sword and laugh happily. Nearby
there was also a stunningly beautiful woman dancing, and she came to me and said in English that our
gig had been just great. How on earth did she notice
me? We would spend the night with our acquaintances from different countries. We would steam and laugh
and smoke and drink more of anything available. As
the sun would begin to rise we would think that a bottle of Tuborg would be nice. In the afternoon I would
have aural hallucinations. I would listen to the Blondie
play, sit on the lawn, thinking what would happen if I
did this kind of a stuff all the time, just like some rockers probably do. Our mum has this instinct of things
and she would send me an SMS, asking where I was.
For a short time, I would think whether to lie or not,
and then I would answer her: “I’m on drugs.”
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Espe and his common-law wife Anne now lived a two-hour drive away from Helsinki, in
the village Häntälä, near Somero, where Rauli Badding Somerjoki104 used to live. With the help
of Antti, Anssi, and a joiner Okker from Somero, the trio built a rehearsal place and a computer centre for Espe into the upstairs of the couple’s spacious one-family house. Because of the
distance, daily practising together wasn’t possible anymore. Nevertheless, they wrote songs at
the same pace as before, as they now could send midi files of new song ideas to each other via
e-mail, so that each one of them could take parts of them for his versions.
Espe: It was almost like if we had been in the same room. Of course, working like this
wouldn’t replace orchestral battles, but in principle we knew all the time what the other
blokes were doing. Indeed, it is good to be alone every now and then, even though you are in
a band.
In September, after a few months of remote station composing, the trio would get together to rehearse at Häntälä. Sub-consciously, the brothers felt like being at the summer cabin, so the first days would go by sitting in the sauna and enjoying the country life. They found
their old band discipline, and by the spring the trio had written almost all the material for their
next album. But the partnership with Universal Finland that had bought PolyGram wouldn’t

[104] Rauli “Badding” Somerjoki (1947-87) was one of the all time greatest pop and rock singers in Finland. See http://jata.vampula.net/musiikkisivut/badding/history_eng.htm
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seem attractive to them anymore.

Blood
stopper
>>>>>>
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tion on these kinds of nine-year

more. The trio had to take care of BBB Ltd all by them-

was a popular photographing target of Japanese tour-

old Sonet and PolyGram era docu-

selves. Before quitting, Tiina fortunately arranged them

ists. At this luxury studio, The Cardigans, Weeping Wil-

ments. The companies had changed

a meeting with the Finnish-born Swedish manager Petri

lows, and The Ark had recorded their hit albums. Al-

owners, and Kokljuschkin, who

Lunden. Among his protégées is the world-famous pop

though the trio was aware of the hit-writing abilities of

had been successful with Bryan

band The Cardigans. The most promising among the

their hosts – the producer Per Sunding, the producer-

Adams, U2 and Tiktak105, didn’t

record companies Lunden recommended was a new

mixing engineer Tor Johansson who, among others, had

feel like fighting.

company, Swedish Playground Music Scandinavia, that

worked with The Cardigans, and the sound engineer-

Gugi Kokljuschkin: They had

originated as a distribution company of indie-labels.

sampler expert Stefan Kvarnström, who, for instance,

their own new visions and we

Tiina Räsänen: I read from some paper that The

had worked with Mel C – their key aim was to make a

didn’t have any certain channels

Cardigans had a Finnish manager. As we were think-

fresh-sounding 22-PP album with new people.

to the foreign countries. The Pis-

ing about the possible record companies in Scandina-

P-K: Tambourine was a

tepirkkos are merchants. Time is

via, I thought that he might be of help. I contacted Lun-

cosy and spacious studio.

limited, and perusal of the thick,

den and he told me that he liked the band a lot. In his

There would be, among

international contract bundles is

opinion, 22-PP was the only international Finnish band,

other things, ping-pong ta-

hell of a job. All I can do is won-

and he would love to help them. We would think about

ble and golf equipment. We

>>>>>>

der how on earth they can do it. I

the record company options, and also the people in the

would ask Per Sunding,

sal Music hadn’t yet told if they would use their option

once said that they should trust someone, to concentrate

Swedish office of Playground Music that Lunden sug-

why would they have golf

P-K:

for the third and the last album. After Räsänen had an-

on music, and drive onwards at full speed. The problem

gested turned out to be old 22-PP fans. We would get a

putting systems indoors,

nounced that 22-PP would begin to search for a new li-

is that they don’t trust anyone.

pretty decent Scandinavian licence contract with Play-

but not a hole? Per would

cence partner, Universal Finland’s new managing direc-

Tiina Räsänen: Gugi offered 22-Pistepirkko an inter-

ground.

get a knife and a saw, cut

tor Kokljuschkin claimed that they had only “forgotten”

national contract with Universal, but the conditions were

Asko: We met Lars Tengroth, the A&R boss of Play-

a hole into the floor of the

to tell them that they would use their option. As a fare-

of the kind that we couldn’t accept it. I began to search

ground, as he visited Finland to make a recording con-

monitoring room, and say:

well and almost like a compensation for the third album,

for new partners from Scandinavia and France. In France

tract with The Rasmus.

“Now we have one.” His

Räsänen negotiated a deal for a collection with Universal.

I would negotiate a distribution contract with the Virgin

to know each other. Tengroth would recommend Per

performance would convince us all.

This album was released in 2002 under the name of The

sub-label Labels, which might have been exactly the right

Sunding to us, a man that had been under the auspices

Espe: It was inspiring to start to make an album with

Nature of 22-Pistepirkko 1985-2002 Collection.

label for 22-Pistepirkko, but the band would licence their

of Tengroth’s previous record company with his band

new people, and moreover, who, for a change, weren’t

French distribution to Clearspot.

Eggstone.

Finnish.

Espe: They told us that Eleven had
sold about 200 copies in Sweden.
When we asked what Universal
Sweden had done to promote the
sales, the Swedes answered honestly that they hadn’t done anything.
They said that marketing 22-PP
was a complete waste of time and
money. They said they would concentrate on artists who sell.
Tiina Räsänen, who in those
days was still handling the business of BBB Ltd, noticed that the
option time of the 22-PP’s licence
contract had expired, and Univer-

ASKO:

This is a romantic love and
family song. After my divorce,
I lived in a singles-box in Kallio, where
the idea for this song was born. The guy
in this story has just ended his relationship and he needs help, because he has
stabbed himself with a knife to end everything. But eventually he just doesn’t
want to die after all, and like some prodigal son he rings up his dad who lives
in the countryside. His dad knows a geezer who has an ability to stop bleeding.
There have been blood stoppers in my father’s family for real. These were some
people who lived in the middle of the
woods in Kainuu. The song doesn’t say if
dad wants to ring up and if he decides to,
do they answer the phone in Kainuu.

>>>>>>

According to Kokljuschkin, the contract concern-

106

Everyone in Sweden seemed

This
Time
The bloke has fled the city,
where people scream on the
streets, horrified. The guy curses,
dreams about the better life, and
gets himself prepared for the possible happiness. If only he would get a
new chance, he’d do everything to act
properly this time

>>>>>>

ing the option was on paper, but “paper is just paper”.

Asko’s and Tiina’s divorce came into force in the

In the July 2000, 22-Pistepirkko accommodat-

P-K: Tore would ask, whether we wanted “music with

It wasn’t possible to reach any unequivocal interpreta-

spring 2001. Tiina wouldn’t be the band manager any-

ed at the Tambourine studio in Malmö. This studio

attitude” or “music for the radio”? “Music with atti-

[105] Tiktak are a popular Finnish girl band. See http://www.tiktak.fi/index.php

[106] The Rasmus are currently one of the most internationally popular Finnish bands ever. See http://www.therasmus.com/
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Going to the dance class: Elvi, Asko and Kia Keränen, and Olivia Luukas

tude” sounded like a wimpy notion. Radio would be

Sunding was a magnificent producer.

win too! So, I got seven OK - which meant that

nice.

Asko: Per and Stefan would produce. When we would

I got all of them right! I would win only 2000

Espe: P-K and Asko like hit-music pretty much. They

accomplish something to mix, Tore would come, burn

crowns, but the bet was less than 100 crowns. Per

get excited about totally weird songs if they are in the

the session on CD, do a mix with his home computer,

was astonished, and next weekend he too would

mood. We have this principle that hit-music isn’t our

and bring it back for us to chew.

be immersed in starting lists. For the rest of the

nuclear bomb, but these guys often forget it. They think

Espe: I would watch astonished when Asko let an out-

time we would make these bets together, but we

that one can accomplish everything if he just tries very

sider interfere with our music without any scruples.

wouldn’t win – not even once.

hard.

Asko’s most important role during the sessions would

Stefan Kvarnström: Although Espe didn’t

Stefan Kvarnström: We were really pleased when

indeed be concentrating on the lyrics of the album,

play drums much at all, he would be there all the

we got the chance to work with 22-PP. Their band is

which he would hone yet more with Per.

time. Also I had to wait, for instance, when Per

321

a great live band and respected in Sweden. Per Sund-

Espe didn’t play too much drums, because key-

and the brothers would experiment with a pro-

ing and I like a lot the “secret”, film-like style of their

boards and computers would handle his job. He would

duction idea. So we came up with kitchen ping-

albums, but Per said to the trio that if 22-PP wants to

only listen and choose different samples with Kvarn-

pong: we would put jars and boxes on the ta-

make hits, they have to give up the film music. Per said

ström. For the rest of the time he played the Playsta-

ble, and every time that one of them fell, playing

that he would create a more commercial 22-PP sound

tion and ping-pong, putted golf, and swam in the sea.

would be more difficult. Once, as we were listen-

by mixing P-K’s voice as much onto the surface as pos-

Persson’s and Frisk’s band A Camp would visit the stu-

ing to the versions Per had made, I happened to

sible, not like on their previous albums.

dio on other days too. Also the Swedish poppers liked

turn my head, and saw Espe, lying on the couch,

P-K: On the same evening as we came to Malmö, Nina

swimming, so Espe didn’t have to bathe alone.

holding his nose. Espe said: “I think I broke my

Persson of The Cardigans and the vocalist of Atomic

Espe: Per Sunding is very good at ping-pong, compu-

nose.” Lying there, he had begun to play with an

Swing, Niklas Frisk, happened to come to the studio’s

ter games, and everything that measures how good you

old Bullworker bodybuilding gadget, and accidentally

ed to. Occasionally, singing would turn out to be very

kitchen to drink whisky. I heard from Persson’s stories

are, but he didn’t know anything about horses. In Fin-

it had fell on his face. When we asked if he would need

painful to P-K.

that she had gotten into so hard times with Tore Johans-

land we have this V65 pools, but in Sweden they have

to go to the hospital, he would answer in English, but

P-K: They started to record my vocal parts early in the

son’s singing sessions that she still had a trauma about

V75, where you must know the winners of all the sev-

in a true Finnish manner: “No. This gives my face char-

morning, and they would scrutinise everything: was it

it. Tore Johansson was a stern, gruff-seeming guy, who

en starts. When we came to Malmö, I would go straight

acter.”

in tune, how was my pronunciation, and what was the

wouldn’t talk much. On our first meeting, he didn’t ap-

for the nearest kiosk to fill in the pools coupons. As the

They would work the songs onwards only after

rhythm. Though I was very tired, Per would hustle me

pear to be a super-pleasant guy, but in the end he turned

brothers were playing something, I was staring at the

they had recorded a strong enough vocal-track. This

back to sing. When I would sing badly, they wouldn’t

out to be hell of a musical and a keen bloke. I think Per

TV, and when Per came to see what I was doing, he no-

was the opposite from what they had done when re-

say that I suck, but that that time my singing was bad,

Sunding is the nicest man in the world, and he can play

ticed that I had already six right and moreover, a third

cording Eleven. According to their hosts, this way they

and that I could do much better.

any odd instrument. In Nina Persson’s opinion, Per

certain favourite in the last start. And this one would

could later arrange the background any way they want-

Stefan Kvarnström: One time Per would give P-K

////////////\\\\\\\\\\\\/////////////\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\///////////\\\\\
\\\\\\\/////////////\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\///////////

At the Tambourine studios in Malmö, in 2000. Mr. Per Sunding and P-K.

I

n the Södermalm of Stockholm, an ex-proletariat district that nowadays
is conquered by trendy people and trendy pubs, you can find
a record shop called Pet Sounds. The closest counterpart for it may
be Stupido Shop in Helsinki. The firm is noted for its longevity, and they sell rock, pop, vinyl, CDs and tickets for gigs. Many
bands have played there, Eskobar and English Coldplay among
others. They don’t have the habit of advertising their gigs too much.
In September 2001 I saw a familiar name on the window of Pet Sounds
as I was walking by: 22-Pistepirkko. The sign said that the band was
supposed to play there on Monday evening at half past six. Free entry.
I went in to measure the place, but I just couldn’t figure out where
the band would have enough space to play. Between the desks, there
were
a couple of square meters of free floor space at most. I just had to
see that miracle! On Monday evening they indeed had managed to knock
up
a “stage” in between the shelves of the record shop. The band equipment
was made of a simple PA, a microphone and some kind of a synthesizer. When the gig began, there were about ten people in the audience,
including two friends I had coaxed there and me. Most of the audience were young men who had stolen their looks from the members of
22-PP. There was also a local luminary, the poet Bob Hansson. As the
show began, the singer-guitarist P-K would sneak there and play the
first song all by himself. Their band would appear approximately
as introverted as at Finnish gigs, except that the distance between
them and the first row of the audience would be about half a metre.
Between them there would be only a single desk. You couldn’t see Espe
the drummer from behind that desk. I think he sat on the floor.
You could also hear what they said to each other in between the songs.
One of the most often heard comments would be “Good sound!” Most
of the songs 22-PP played were from their forthcoming album Rally of
Love. The front door was open through the gig, and more and more
people would lazily come in. It was raining outside. Occasionally
you could see the curious faces of the passers by behind the shop
window. During the gig the audience would nod benevolently, and many
of
them would tap their feet. You couldn’t get wild, there wasn’t space
for
that, but no one would just stand there with arms akimbo either. Towards
such a hard time in the singing booth that P-K would get
the end, there would be 15 to 20 people, packed in real tight. When
the
mad
and trash his acoustic guitar against the floor. After
playing stopped, we would stay there standing and wondering about
the
that they would go on. Later on we would pick up the
intimate and magnificent gig, and then a guy with a case of The Gold
of
Lapland beer would walk in. The case would disappear into the backroom,
pieces of that guitar and hang them on the studio wall.
and the beer would end up entering the mouth of a connoisseur for sure!
Every time someone asks us what on earth that conTaina Lavikainen //// A 22-PP fan from Stockholm.i
////////////\\\\\\\\\\\\/////////////\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\/////////
//
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the songs ‘This Time’ and ‘Rally of Love’ during that au-

P-K: For a long time we had had this obsession about

tumn.

a song where a gospel choir would sing about an obsesAs a farewell present, Espe found the re-release

sive idea hammering inside a madman’s mind at the Kallio

CD of Philemon Arthur and the Dung album from a

tube station. And if you should listen to the choir care-

record shop in Malmö. His joy of finding the mystery

fully, you would discern some familiar voices in it. Then

duo again was great indeed, and so was the astonishment

you could begin to wonder what those rockers are doing

of the Swedes. Their working group would spend their

at that tube station. With Jussi, we would think who were

traption is, we answer proudly that what you see are the

last evening in Malmö peacefully at the local restaurant

the singers that would fit in, and then he would ring them

shreds of the guitar of P-K from 22-Pistepirkko!

and nightclub. Along with the ending of the sessions,

up and ask them to come there. There would be Thee

Stefan Kvarnström: 22-PP would give us plenty of

they celebrated Espe’s 39th birthday.

Ultra Bimboos107, Jo Hope108 and others. We also want-

room to try out different production solutions. In spite

In Finland they continued their work at the

ed Muska109, who Hande had known for years. We asked

of that, they knew all the time exactly what they wanted.

Hästholmen villa in Vuosaari. The Bare Bone Studio

Marjo, the singer of The Balls110, too, because she is super.

I remember when we would listen to different reference

became ready when they brought in their own studio

She didn’t have time, but she was very polite and said that

albums, for instance, Miss Elliot. Once Asko would put

equipment and Leo Fourastié, who taught at the Helsinki

our tune was good.

Celine Dion’s Titanic title tune on, and Per and I would

Media Bath, to help them with the recording. They called

We would still dream about the bass line. And when Pave

yell that stop it right now! On the other hand, we would

up Jussi Jaakonaho, who they knew from the Eleven ses-

Maijanen suddenly popped in to pick up his bass from

wonder why they didn’t like Pixies. Otherwise our chem-

sions, to connect the cables. Now they would take it easy

Hästholmen, Hande and I would coax him to play. “Oh

istry would match fine and despite working very hard,

and laugh at their burdensome Eleven memories. Pecu-

well, this is a regular Paul Butterfield blues.” Then he

we would have really fun in the studio.

liar to 22-PP, the visit they had planned to take a week

would play – and play it good. After that, Hande would

Because of the smallness of the recording budg-

took three months. During this time they would finish,

do an old school live mix for this piece.

et and the lack of time, they made an agreement that the

among others, the ballad ‘Bloodstopper’ that included a

Asko wasn’t satisfied with the first finished ver-

band would write and record the rest of the songs by

guitar and a vocal track, and the party tune ‘Metro Blues’

sion of ‘Metro Blues’, until he came to think that the song

themselves, to complete the album. They would finish

that was laced with Helsinki rock celebrities.

would need a sound of the tube humming. P-K would

[107] Thee Ultra Bimboos are a Finnish girl band. See http://www.theeultrabimboos.com/
[108] See http://www.geocities.com/johope_site/home.html
[109] Muska Babitzin (real name Marija, b. 1952) is one of the most famous female rock artists in Finland. She is a member of the Babitzin family, and her
brothers Sammy (Alexandr, 1948-73) and Kirka (Kiril, b. 1950) are also renowned for their ability to rock hard. The other singing siblings are Ykä (Georgij, b.
1955) and Anna (b. 1960). See http://jata.vampula.net/musiikkisivut/babitzin/index.htm and http://www.kirka.com/english/
[110] The Balls are a legendary rock band from Helsinki. See http://www.sjoki.uta.fi/~latvis/yhtyeet/Balls.html
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ride on the tube for a while, with a mini-disc

es from the mastering engineer Alex Copher,

and microphone in his bag, and after that they

who is good at his work and a musician him-

would put the sounds into the computer and

self, the man would stare at me amazed.

mix them with the song.

“Mister, you came here to master. Now

Asko: At first, Hande would be sceptical

you’re talking about arranging, not master-

about the tube thing, but after hearing the sounds he

ing!” But then he got excited and, in my opinion, made

would shout that the tube sounded just like some guitar!

good things for our album. This was a prime example of

We could have put the tube louder as well. My mistake.

Scandinavia-Gaul co-operation.

The most international visitor on Rally of Love was

The release of the album was postponed until the

Jori Hulkkonen111, a DJ from Kemi. They made the song

autumn of 2001. As the lust for gigs hit the chaps hard,

‘I’m a Moon Around You’ in three weeks. First Hulkko-

they took their cover band The Others out of the clos-

nen would record P-K’s vocal and guitar tracks in his stu-

et.

dio, and then he would produce the song so that it would

P-K: Asko and I were driving home from Häntälä. We

satisfy him.

had rehearsed the songs of the new album and we were

Also Per Sunding and Stefan Kvarnström ap-

thinking about the things we were going to do in the

proved the results of these Finnish sessions. They came

summer. We longed for touring, so we rang up Pössi

to Vuosaari for three days, to listen to the album and fin-

and asked would it be OK if we toured as The Others.

ish the song called ‘Rally of Love’. Since there was many

We told him that we wouldn’t need much money and

love songs on this album, some of them sad, they decided

that we would tour in a foursome with our sound en-

to name the album as ‘Rally of Love’. Driving the rally of

gineer Antti.

love with a wreck.

It was easy for Pössi to book club gigs for The

Espe: As they heard the final mix of ‘Rally of Love’, the

Others in Finland. So they could test and rehearse their

brothers nearly couldn’t get over their disappointment.

new songs live with small equipment. The Others who

They made Tore mix the song over and over again in

hadn’t done any gigs for seven years nevertheless had

Malmö, but no. They heard once again this “I Love Rock

their old cult fame. This helped to fill the venues in Hel-

’n’ Roll” hit thing in that song.

sinki. These included Semifinal, Factory, and Juttutupa

Asko: We would master the album in Paris. Per and Mar-

(A Conversation Hut). The mini-tour of that summer

jatta would fly there with me. Marjatta is my new com-

tour started at the spring party of Kuvataideakatemia

mon-law wife. As I would ask for suggestions for chang-

(The Academy of Visual Arts) at the restaurant Kai-

[111] See http://www.jorihulkkonen.com/index2.php
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but also

GREAT!!!
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saniemi.

PP man Jari Tuukkanen would hold the fort for Kirves-

many they call “schadenfreude”, that is, malicious pleas-

are flashing and the chaps are teeny-weeny super-

Asko: We would meet Antti on the front yard of Kai-

mäki.

ure, as someone at last had the guts to attack the great

mini-sized in the corner. I think Pistepirkko is at its

saniemi, and we would grin at each other, saying that

Jari Tuukkanen: Their old schizoid-mentality and

and evil America. I really am no supporter of terrorism,

best when playing rattling, guitar-driven music that P-

whoops – two years went by just like that!

stressful behaviour were gone. The chaps would play in

but the Americans got a rap on their fingers and a re-

K sings impressively. At their best they are somewhat

P-K: The PA was late, but we, as usual, were not. Oth-

a jolly fashion, like old soldiers, a little like The Stones.

minder of the fact that they aren’t almighty. I’ve nev-

weird, interesting little freaks. To move this thing into

erwise everything would be much like before. When we

During the Big Band Festival of Imatra The Oth-

er liked it when big guys tease smaller guys, and in my

the major league would demand special tightness from

eventually got everything ready so that we could begin

ers played at the local rock club. For Espe, the gig and

opinion USA thinks itself as the lord of this world and

the substance of their music,

our sound-check, someone’s 50-year birthday party start-

the journey home wouldn’t go smoothly.

has used questionable methods while interfering with

not the fussing about that

ed at the Kaisaniemi restaurant. An elderly lady, exasperat-

Espe: In my opinion, the gig was absolute shit, and on

the business of other countries.

is characteristic of the Pis-

ed, came and yelled at us that we shouldn’t play this loud

top of that, my mother-in-law had come to see us all the

During the time of the release of the album, the

tepirkkos. The garage they

since they had a party.

way from Lappeenranta. Then, at night, I would drive

colleagues Riku Mattila and Jussi Jaakonaho bumped

used to play in the past is

Asko: “Fuck you” would just slip out of my mouth.

home to Häntälä with my mother-in-law, and her car

into each other by chance in the Helsinki nightlife. Very

now very hip, but the guys

P-K: Then the headwaiter would appear, and naturally he

would crack up at the end of the motorway. This would

soon their conversation drifted onto the band they both

are lost in some early 1990s

would be worried about the earnings of their restaurant.

happen at five o’clock on Sunday morning.

knew well and their fresh Tambourine sound.

technology boom. The song

The headwaiter would attack Asko, shouting: “Cursing

Espe: When we played at Puustorock, we already be-

Jussi Jaakonaho: Rally of Love sounds the most

Jori Hulkkonen made has a

isn’t allowed here!” Asko would shout back: “Oh bloody

gan to miss 22-Pistepirkko.

commercial of the 22-PP albums. Unfortunately

nice mood – it is music. To

hell, you too should just shut the fuck up!”

In the autumn of 2001, at the time of the release

the guys had jumped into a competition where they

me, the musical point of 22-

Asko: Later on I would be awfully ashamed because I’d

of the album, their band made a short promotional tour

wouldn’t be the best. P-K’s vocal sound sounds very ex-

Pistepirkko still is in the

given them that kind of a 50-year birthday present. And

in Scandinavia. On September 11 they held a press re-

citing in the hit surroundings, but if you start to make

way that Espe and P-K play

moreover, that lady seemed so nice.

ception at the familiar Märkbar. In the middle of the

hits, you must know how to write them. Alas, there are

together. The guys used to

th

In spite of their gig break and sound-check fuss the

interviews someone ran in to tell about the horrifying

those who make hit music better than 22-PP. Perhaps

rehearse so much together

show of that evening was successful. Although the au-

news from New York, but they drove him out because

they should’ve asked the guitar player of Cardigans to

in the past that they would

dience didn’t know the new songs, their welcome was

he was disturbing the press happening. No one who was

work at the studio too. On the other hand, getting a first

play the same thought just

warm.

at Märkbar at that time knew anything about what had

hit after 10 years of indie stubbornness may be hard.

like some Siamese twins,

Espe: The gang began to dance to ‘Rally of Love’ wildly,

happened in New York. Espe, who in the past had gone

Riku Mattila: More than anything else, Rally of

much like The White Stripes

and we were thinking that this was going to be great!

to the World Trade Center himself, would react to the

Love sounds like “dead” music. I would try over and

do nowadays. The blokes

news in an idiosyncratic fashion.

over again, but no matter what, it wouldn’t sound

would play lousy like hell

wild at The Ending club, and at Poppaloora festival in Pi-

At Provinssirock they would make the audience

Espe: Civilian casualties were a very sorry business.

alive. I would get the impression of a disco, and a trio

too, but that was their thing.

etarsaari, on an outdoor stage. In Pietarsaari, an old 22-

Nevertheless, despite myself, I would feel what in Ger-

from Utajärvi playing in its farthest corner. The lights

If a band plays in an airy and
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liberated fashion, the tempos will vary in a haphazard way. For instance, when we were looking for a drummer for Remu’s Allstars
band, any guy who had been taught to play with a click wouldn’t do,
because Remu had always had a restaurant musician who knew how to rush
hysterically as a drummer. When in the early days I would say to Espe that he
should count the tempo before they would begin the song, he wouldn’t understand
what this means. He would count aloud like one, two, three, four, and then begin, but
that wouldn’t have anything to do with the tempo of the song. It was exactly in these
kinds of things that the idea of 22-PP was. And they don’t have that idea anymore.
They may have some fragments of that idea inside their songs, but they too
are frozen and programmed dead. The “band” has disappeared.
Njassa: Actually, I like Rally of Love very, very much. In effect,

”

The spare days would pass driving thousands of kilometres between different
towns or countries. Would it be possible to
drop some of gigs out? How can you survive if you have
to play almost every night?”

A f t e r a t wo - y e a r gig break, inspired by the summer tour of

Others, even though the same guys played in both of

The Others, the high technology equipped 22-PP launched their

them. There are many technological and mental things

Rally of Love tour appearing at the “Can You Festival?” of the

in 22-PP that have to match. Only after that the gigs

stylish in their lo-fi mood creating. They’ve always had bril-

Helsinki Festival at the VR storehouses.

begin to bring us happiness.

liant pop melodies. 22-PP is so much who they really are,

P-K: Why on earth our first gig had to be on a stage so big? Also

Asko: My daughters Elvi and Kia, and Marjatta’s

like The Ramones were, that they don’t have to fear losing

Antti would be shocked as hell. 22-PP was so different than The

daughter Olivia were there to see us, and I was happy

these guys are true virtuosos in their minimalism. They can be

themselves, no matter who should produce them. At first their
new songs sounded awful, but after hearing them from the radio
for a time, you noticed that they are good in the long run.

Rally-Tour Diary

OF

Andreas
Christiansen.

SLEEP
GOOD
:::::::::
ROCK
WELL

I

t’s Sunday night in Malmö, No-

included – tour bus, for the better part of

vember 4th 2001. »I’m gonna get

the Rally of Love Tour. Tempting? Well

on that bus after Copenhagen,

to me it was. A temptation and an open

this is the one and only chance. »I may

adventure ahead. But who was I to in-

have presented no alternative to Asko.

vade the precious space of hard working

But hey we had a plan – only he had not

finns? What did I share with these men

really presented it to anyone else. And

of the north. A fanship? Most certain-

perhaps things were a little tight af-

ly and dating back to 1988 Bare Bone

ter several days and nights touring

shock treatment. A friendship (?) indeed

Norway and Sweden squeezed in a tiny

and especially after the hey days of 1999

van. Still Copenhagen marked a change.

promoting new born beer joint Märkbar

A great sold out show, and even better –

in Copenhagen with two legendary con-

a chance for band and crew to board a big

certs (Living proof DVD’s still for sale!).

silver grey night liner – German driver

But apart from the obvious adventure
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because they seemed to feel at home at the artists’ area.

the song ‘D-day’ on Rally of Love. When L’go Pis-

When their band appeared at the Tampere YO

act was balanced and at times, even moving. When in

They would have a bite at the dainties and circle about.

tooli was concluding their set with this song, Espe

club, the DJ was their old garage inspirer Pauli Kallio.

the past you saw their band so many times, the ini-

While the trio had polished their album, 22-PP’s

would step onto the stage to sing his song. Espe, or

Kallio, who turned out to be a dyed-in-the-wool fan,

tial attraction was soon lost and you would begin to-

technical staff had purchased and rented the best and

anyone else of the trio, had never before appeared

still liked what he saw.

demand more from the gigs. A Pirkko gig is always

most compact light and sound equipment that was pos-

with any other band. In Asko’s opinion, 22-PP

Pauli Kallio: I’d seen 22-Pistepirkko play gigs about

good when they aren’t recently “renewed”. They re-

sible.

had to begin with the same song that L’go finished

84 times before. These included three-hour raw power

new from time to time, and I think they head for gigs

Anssi Aamuvuori: The less time you have to spend

with.

gigs and loose mooching about. At the YO club their

to test their new style and material much too early.

with the road managing, the better it is for everyone’s
nerves. It took about 20 minutes for Antti and me to
take the set out of the car and onto the stage, so that the
gig could start. Because we had all the gear of our own,
we could’ve set everything ready already at the rehearsals. We didn’t need any sound-check. We had the
cables bundled up in a multi-cable, so there wouldn’t
be tens of loose cables entangling on the stage.
At the Säätämö club in Turku L’go Pistooli supported them.112 This group was also behind the mix of

had ever bothered or managed to

H

for field study at least I had some expe-

cluding a finrun setup offering a drink

City. It takes place in Berlin with 22-

worked quite well. But with 22-Pis-

eral hard discs of countless gigabytes

take a closer look and try to cap-

rience in living and adapting from stays

and a sauna... What’s not to like about

Pistepirkko providing the score and the

tepirkko risks are to be taken and some-

are breathing. Yep it’s all there, day af-

ture the soul of a truly unique band. Well

with the Masai of Kenya and the Bush-

touring life? Of course the bar crawl-

main character attends a 22-Pistepirkko

how electro anthem »Waiting for the

ter day night after night. Footage from

if no one else... then... better some open

men of Kalahari. So listening to Mumi

ing meant Espe and I almost missed the

concert. Back to reality. I set up my gear

Train» never really took off. Gotta hand

back then on the bus 5 weeks across

minded amateur have a go at it. And so

language that makes no sense didn’t

bus, but I guess that’s part of the beau-

and managed to catch some strange sur-

it to the band – it was tested and again

Europe. At this point it’s still quite a

be it. Luck had it I came across one of Von

seem all that frightening. After all

ty of tour busses – if you are with the

real out of focus footage.

throughout the tour and finally laid to

puzzle. However gentle care and a bit

Triers »eyes». After multi shooting a girl

wasn’t the music to do a lot of the talk-

band there’s a good chance they wait

ext day the bus turned east.

rest. But even that track has nine lives

of soul searching has been put into it,

from Iceland raiding a train these nu-

ing in the weeks and gigs to come?

for you and hangovers are well respect-

Dresden, Leipzig. Dark rainy

so maybe one day...

and I’m confident that at some point

of touring with your musical heroes and
friends I came with a mission.

I

just couldn’t believe that no one

merous cameras had gone into some pool
of creation. One drink for me please and I
was off with this good looking eye.

[112] See http://lgopistooli.kaantorecords.com/

F

ow much can one prepare for

young german girls screaming at the

fore the concert it was bizarre to say the

Slowly I started to get to know that

a mental drive down memory lane. On-

a trip rocking Europe with all

aging Marienkäfer and after the show

least to sit with band and crewmem-

camera and the band started to get to

ly in this case I find a little help. Un-

but sauna missing Finns. As

Räberbahn had nice bars on display in-

bers watching finnish movie Down Hill

know the songs. Actually a lot of songs

der the table inches from my feet sev-

irst stop Hamburg did pro-

ed. Berlin looked the part – dark misty

vide a taste of Rock’n’Roll. I

and wild. Tour busses are cool because

was quite amused to witness

they have a fridge and a video salon. Be-

N

and still with this smell of

brown coal hanging in the air. Great
Clubs with some alternative spirit.

B

ut wait a second. I’m not ex-

you dear reader will have a chance to

actly reporting from the scene

witness just by pressing play on the

or recent memory. Rather from

remote.
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For instance, taking the machines into their thing

smoker, Asko’s favourite band, would support them.

put a halt on the chase of the rodent, demanding ani-

Janne Westerlund: The Pistepirkkos have a chem-

went pretty much overboard. Espe is a versatile and

This band produced manic machine blues with three

mal rights for the mouse: “Don’t harass that mouse.

istry so poignant that in five minutes you will notice

stylish drummer, but he just had to sit while some

musicians. The band included ex-players of Sweet-

The poor thing must be somewhere too.” At the same

what each individual’s role is, even if you don’t know

bloody hammering came out of the loudspeakers. It

heart, but to their younger colleagues’ relief, 22-PP

time Asko would have fun at the expense of his age

any of them personally. Espe is the partying clown of

took a long time before their band found the balance

wouldn’t need to reserve the backstage room for their

and the everyday life of touring. “I have to do gigs, al-

the band, and the brothers just scratch their chin and

with the use of machines.

show analysis anymore. But they were truly amazed

though my skin gets dry, stomach aches, finger hurts,

talk confusing things together. They are three individ-

because there was a mouse running free. P-K would

and hey P-K, what else in me hurts?”

uals – together. Not a team. This three-pole chemis-

At their next Tampere gig at the Klubi, Chain-

try is discernible in their sound. Though each one of
us makes music in his own area and takes things in an
idiosyncratic way, these guys show why there is any
point at all in playing with other people. I mean, compared to programming and doing everything alone.
The Rally of Love tour introduced the familiar
22-PP songs with some alternative arrangements and
versions. They would play the machine-based songs
of Eleven and the new album, like ‘This Time’, acoustically, whereas Espe’s bravura ‘Motorcycle Man’

lieve any tour of Pistepirkko

risktaking, determination and an open

some disciplined drinking, for others

let’s it go but P-K is lost and not too

ers the show is obviously over. I decide

would fit that description. In Darm-

mind are nessecary ingredients of a Pis-

disciplined shouting and a lot of disci-

happy about it. He quits his guitar at-

to let the band cool off before hitting

W

stadt the show unfolded in an impres-

tepirkko Show.

I

t was no tour of easy life, easy

ing the climax as Rally of Love got the

deals with it in his own way. It takes de-

but somehow the Keränen brothers are

ture. The audience kind of waits for

show and easy money. I can’t be-

band jumping around I realised that

cipline and I saw quite a bit of that. For

not in sync. Asko keeps the beat then

more but as Link Wray hits the speak-

plined reading. I tried to do some deci-

tack. Asko is surprised and seeems a

the backstage. Even some of the crew

very AC/DC. Well maybe someone picked

plined shooting and basicly go with the

little pissed of, that the beat is now ab-

haven’t seen this kind of Pistepirkko

up on the AC/DC DVD playing in the

tel, venue, sound check, food,

flow. Especially as a wild cold hit me and

solutely lost. No point in kicking your

ending and start saying we might be

tourbus. Following the band night af-

show, bus hotel, night drive,

I felt close to dead weight.

own brother? Instead he goes for the

going back home. I enter the backstage

ter night I realise they have the abili-

h the wonders of digital ed-

beloved green monitor behind. Bang.

and quite to my surprise brothers are

ty to absorb styles and somehow bring

iting. Let’s jump to Switzer-

And that’s it. P-K declares »good night

in good spirits. »Hey it’s Rock’n’Roll» as

it into the show – usually without loos-

land... Austria... Ebensee Ki-

and have a nice weekend» and walks

Asko simply puts it. And indeed that’s

ing themselves.

really bad mood... and if anybody has
a problem with that – please leave the

nich, Erlangen. Every night a new show.

building.» Now people had been given a

No wonder it can drive any sane person

fair warning. But they stayed and guess

mad. And if you are insane – sorry – mu-

O

no. It’s saturday night and the band

off. Asko stares into empty space and

what it feels like. Not always success-

what – the show really started growing

sician or road crew, this circle is bound

have really been building up a show.

then he goes too. Finally Espe gets up

ful, overly charming or focussed but

and just got better and better. Watch-

to have an impact. Funny how everybody

They’re into the climax of Rally of Love

and walks off without a word or a ges-

very rock’n’roll indeed.

the occasion. After a rather fumbling
start Asko declares: »Hey we are in a

by Vienna. A wild show. Af-

terwards a journalist declares it was

ays turned into weeks. Ho-

D

sive and somewhat oversized venue for

e leave the beautiful mountains and hit Köln followed

hotel, venue, soundcheck. Köln, Mu-

B

ack for a final german gig in
Regensburg. After the show
the thrilled audience came
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might come out in a pretty rough electro-rock ar-

tra clumsier, until we manage to tame the new element

rangement.

to fit in with the band’s sound.

P-K: We have this beautiful principle that if a new in-

During the tour the album Rally of Love gained

strument or machine joins our band, this should give

the top position on the official Finnish Top Ten charts.

people free reign and tools to do something new and

Their Finnish tour would end in September, at the sold

wonderful. A new synthesizer, guitar, amplifier, or

out Tavastia club. On the same night they would leave

even just a cymbal can make our whole damn orches-

to Trondheim of Norway, in Hande’s Mercedes. That

backstage and told: »Never before in

hotel and a bunch of scary gangs around.

Palle von Märkbar ride along on the bus

this place has a band played so loud.»

This is followed by a real treat of a bus

as we set sails for Copenhagen. Danish

Next stop Linz. Strange to witness a

ride. Northbound along Lake Geneva and

Radio is trowing a big party and 22-Pis-

show that never really took off. In the

the shiny Alps in the back. Must say I

tepirkko heads the bill providing a beau-

band room we were all puzzled. No sweat

still quite enjoy the ride. Bern, Brussel,

tiful circle completed.

around. P-K explained: »We made the

Rotterdam and finally Amsterdam. Crazy

classic mistake of eating right before

Danish friends plan to see the show on

the show.» And so I got a better under-

the very day. And they make it only right

standing of what »Hungry for blood»and

after the show. What can you do but hit

T

Rock’n’Roll is all about.

the red light district for a beer.

Göteborg. Another bizarre scene as the

S

tuttgart and then an impressive
and intimate show in the city of
Freiburg. Off to Schaffhausen

and then Geneva. Impressive city, fancy

P

he band and I have realized that
if this filming is serious I have
to go to the bitter end. So after

two days off in my own bed I hook up in

oor danes but they get a treat

band is doing an »in store»with limited

the next day as band really

attendence. Still I enjoy to see just what

rocks Danish city of Odense.

a great band can make of little people

My girlfriend Tinka and longtime friend

and less equipment. Later that night the
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was the place where their one and a half month Europe-

In an interview with Dagens Nyheter, Asko compared

Oliver, their professional German driver, had just pre-

have his own bed. It was a relief when our technicians

an tour would start. They had two new guys with them:

Volvo the car to Roxette, saying that to him they

viously toured Europe with Depeche Mode with that

wouldn’t have to drive, so that they would feel a bit

Peltsi, a booking agent from Rocktops, who was hired

sounded the same. During the interview the report-

same bus.

more at ease too. We could also invite our friends to

as a T-shirt salesman and tour manager, and Mäksä the

er had just shook his head, but nonetheless he wrote

Espe: We would just make tea in the kitchen and whis-

participate our tour. Our mate Andreas would jump in

light man. They would have gigs in Scandinavia, Hol-

what he heard.

tle about in slippers. If you were too tired to read, sleep

from Copenhagen for a few days, to film us with his

land, Germany, Austria, and Switzerland. Only France

In Hamburg their band changed the Mercedes

or watch the rapidly passing landscapes, you could play

video-cam, but in the end he would stay with us the

that already was familiar to them would be missing from

to a silver-grey year 2000 model of Nightliner buss.

with the Playstation or watch films. Everyone would

whole tour through. The fact that we had a gig every

their list. As they were looking at the final booking list

day would gradually begin to take its toll. Normally

their crew noticed that there weren’t too many days off.

we have spare days on tour, Monday and sometimes

The spare days would pass driving thousands of kilome-

Tuesday. Now you couldn’t think that it would be pos-

tres between different towns or countries. Would it be

sible, for instance, to catch up on your sleep, wash your

possible to drop some of gigs out? How can you survive

clothes, and do your own stuff. Evening after evening

if you have to play almost every night?

you would just have to tune in for the show.

In Sweden the reception was considerably bet-

P-K: We would arrive at the clubs later and later, be-

ter than it had been the last time. Especially their visit

cause every time the technicians would have set eve-

to the Tambourine studio and the record contract with

rything ready for us. 5 to 10 minutes before the gig

a Swedish company gave them a lot of media attention.

we would put our show gear on and the adrenaline

itting the north through

W

Eskilstuna I realised how driving

M

Linköbing, Uppsala, Sunds-

through the night listening to dub

party in a very special venue soon to be

band explodes again in a charming intimate solon kind of venue. I’m more than
thrilled to be back.

H

e prepared for a night
drive down south. Just
outside Stockholm in

ad man Palle von Märkbar
joined us again for the final
show in a cottage like ven-

ue in Stockholm. Seems it was the last

vall and finally all the way

music can have an impact on the next

demolished. For sure it was the end of a

up to Skellefteå. And up there the band

show. No wonder an experienced Rag-

long demanding tour. As I click into the

really sparkled. The promotor was a

gy type declared: »This is the best con-

footage it’s all red light. The last fire

little ashamed that not so many people

cert I’ve seen for a long long time.» An-

perhaps. In that case the band was sure-

had come. He told of numerous shows

other night on the bus. At six o’clock

ly burning out and not fading away.

of the finest swedish rock atcs »...but

the band got powdered for Swedish

this... this was another league» as he

morning TV. This Time and Bloodstop-

put it. I kind of knew that, but it was

per worked well and I had a real x-mas

nice to hear somebody else say it.

feeling.

S

tockholm harbour December
12. Seagulls cruising around
as the gear is offloaded for

shipment. Everybody seems happy yet

reliefed that this tour has come to an end. I had a feeling
at that point that maybe it wasn’t just this tour that came
to an end. Maybe the band as a whole was breaking up.
But like Asko later explains. After a few weeks apart the
three of them sat down, had coffee and realized: »Hey we
still wanna do this thing... Let’s make a new album, we
gotta make new and wilder songs. And everybody wants
to go... why not go...» And so new chapters are to be written. Recently the band flew in for our 5-year celebration of
Märkbar. They pulled a short strong show clearly indicating that they still smell blood on the tracks ahead. New
songs came to life and I know that I’m not the only one
feeling good knowing that indeed… There will be a new
22-Pistepirkko record.

::::::::::::::::::
NOTE:

APART FROM GREAT DAYS AND SOMETIMES NIGHTS WITH ASKO, ESPE AND

P-K I HAD GOOD FUN WITH ANSSI (SOUND TECH), ANTTI (SOUND
M I X ) , M Ä X Ä ( M R . L I G H T ) A N D P E LT S I ( T O U R M A N A G E R ) , N O T
FORGETTING GERMAN DRIV E R S O L I V E R A N D F R A N K .
THE »SLEEP GOOD – ROCK WELL» ROCKUMENTARY WILL BE
FINISHED SUMMER 2004 AND SHOULD AIR AUTUMN 2004, LOOK
OUT FOR SPECIAL DVD RELEASE WITH WILD EXTRAS (VEGA
CONCERT COPENHAGEN + V I D E O C O L L E C T I O N ) .

::::::::::::::::::
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would strike us wide awake. I would put my earmonitors on and look at my brother: how today?
Asko: Fortunately we would play without a set
list almost every night. This would force
us to count on our intuitions, to
be awake and present. If an
evening isn’t terrible, the
stage can be almost the
best place in the world.
After the gig your
batteries

would

run out almost
instantly.
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P-K: All the gigs were systematically above the

and get along with new people, every night. In the car

the homing-system. Among other

mediocre. And every now and then they would be

they would just stay quiet, only the driver would lis-

things, this guy would accidentally

very good. Thank god, there weren’t too many nights

ten to old country, like Johnny Cash.

empty the batteries of the car and

when people would get fiendish after the show and

Antti Kirvesmäki: If we listened to country in

get lost. Holding the steering wheel,

throw a knife into the wall in the backstage room. An-

the car, the band would be influenced by it and play

he would puff: “Oh shit, oh shit”,

dreas managed to capture on video our fuck up on the

a country oriented set at the evening’s gig. One time

thinking that we would beat the shit

stage. Asko kicked the sampler’s TV

out of him. Once he noticed that we

monitor onto the floor, and this made

weren’t going to do that, a touching

the lamps go topsy-turvy, and I would

man would appear from the inside

exit the stage hissing with rage. Our

of him, a man who would tell us

light man Mäksä was shocked because

that he had been a tank driver and

of this incident, and he had asked Ant-

a marksman in PLO. “Highway is

ti, would the tour end here. Antti had

my home.” He had trouble with his

answered him: “Why on earth should

teenage daughter who used speed.

it end?”

When our ways separated, he had

Espe:

Asko has a special relation-

tears in his eyes.

ESPE:
•••••• ••••••
An acquaintance of mine who studies Arabic visited Cairo. At the airport, one dark-skinned guy sold pirate copies from a rack hanging
from his neck. When my acquaintance noticed that along with Madonna and other big names there
also was a 22-PP album, he was
dumbfounded.

•••••• ••••••
In the Swedish Do You Want To Be
a Millionaire? program, Jeopardy,
they had played Finnish-sung music to a contestant, asking who
the artist was. The contestant had
thought about it for a long time and
answered: “Tjugå två Pistepirkko.”
It was a wrong answer.

a fool, lousy, or lost in the woods.
It pisses me off when I try my
best, but Asko breaths behind
the nape of my neck, saying this
isn’t any good, although he is the
worst player in our band. Asko is
a compound of never erring, inspiring assessment of the situation
and an authority-awing freak. Occasionally it is impossible to understand his tactics. It is possible
that we are strange, but we try to
be fair and do our best, so that the
people who work with us would
feel good. The fees aren’t always
very large. No matter how tired

ship with Germany. When we’d been

Antti Kirvesmäki: Every now

and angry you are, you shouldn’t

in Germany for a few days, I noticed

and then each one of us would lose

throw it on the technicians. More-

how Asko began to lose his sense of humour, since all

we would listen to Lee Perry’s dub reggae albums. At

his nerves. In the past Espe had the habit of throwing

over, our gang of technicians is 100% cool and pro. We

he could do was to iterate: “Everything’s OK, every-

the next gig there was some reggae fan that had gotten

his drums crashing down from the stage in the middle

always wonder why should they stay with us and not

thing’s OK.” When he goes like that, you know that

there from who knows where, and he would at first be

of a gig, but nowadays he has so nice and costly Gret-

move to the bigger circles. Luckily for us, they stay.

everything is not OK. I would count the gig-days in

confused, but very soon hilarious, as the band began

sch equipment that he doesn’t have the heart to throw

Anssi Aamuvuori: There is no sex & drugs & rock

Germany and hope that we would somehow get out of

to dub heavy-handed with their delay gadgets. I would

them around. P-K has a relationship with his guitars

‘n’ roll in 22-Pistepirkko and I like it. As long as we,

that situation without much ado.

follow suit and make my own gadgets tap big time.

that resembles

the crew, do our job, we can be at ease and drink as

Asko: In the middle of the tour through Germany

Anssi Aamuvuori: Oliver drove like an angel.

a loving relationship with a woman. Asko would

much as we want.

in the autumn, the gig-rocket would be full of blokes

Every now and then he would have spare days, and

throw his gear around like before, but they just

who just had to set up and then again take down their

the extra driver who took over made our travelling

wouldn’t get broken as easily as before.

December 11th 2001. In the end, 22-PP and crew had

gear, and give everything they had, night after night.

seem like an adventure again. The fenders would rus-

P-K: The raging is purifying but hard. Almost eve-

gotten through the Rally of Love alive.

They had to give interviews, take care of the money,

tle as he raged, answering the female robot voice of

ry time it is about music. Each one of us in turn is

Asko: Our German booking agent and the record

The last show of the tour was in Stockholm on
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company summed the tour up: there had been more

ment in Sepänkatu, Punavuori. This meeting might

Asko: I was interested in getting Houston Mark 3 to-

people than before and the club organisers had been

have been a farewell meeting as well. No one knew

gether. We needed better beats and sounds for the

satisfied, counting one town out. The album had sold

what the others had been thinking. 22-PP had been

new album and tours. It would be important

the amount that covered the expenses. So, be happy!

together for 20 years. They had nine albums and hun-

that you could also draw, project pictures and

Espe: I don’t recall ever being in such a bad mood as

dreds of gigs behind them. 22-PP was still together in

videos that you could colour and modify

I was when we were driving from Eskilstuna to Stock-

its original line-up.

during the show with the gadget. And if

holm at night. In Stockholm we would have a TV-ap-

P-K: We had seen the clubs of Central Europe. It

I only could have an Ampeg bass loud-

pearance at eight o’clock in the morning, and in the

wasn’t likely that the venues would get bigger. On

speaker at last, the one they call Ranta-

evening, the last gig of that tour. We would arrive there

the road we all would lose our nerves. Rally of Love

sauna, “A sauna by the shore”, in Fin-

at four in the morning, and I would’ve slept for half an

had sold the total amount of circa 27 000 copies. So,

land. This loudspeaker is the best in

hour.

should we break up the band, eat and drink a bottle of

the world! We would have to make the

Asko: At the Stockholm gig I felt that I fell asleep on

good red wine on top of the tour?

band gear and the stage better looking.

the stage for a while. I thought that this wasn’t OK

Asko: Once again we hadn’t succeed in raising the

P-K would need another good guitar

and started to dance myself into a brisk mood. In my

record sales to 100 000 copies or so. This would mean

amp. And we would need a new light

opinion, on the last part of the tour we would play like

that we had to keep on with our pennywise life. May-

man, again.

pulling together, like boy-scouts at the forest camp. On

be this is for good? But what else could you do, along

P-K: The Others needed new instruments

a tour you learn to do a show. You have to.

with that, to make enough money?

and new cover songs. We would have to

Their homecoming was a relief to all. The fam-

Espe: After some moaning and whining, we would

make this band more stylish.

ilies were together again and each one of them could

arrive to the same conclusion via different routes: let’s

Espe: When Asko took care of the rhythm at

concentrate on his daily chores. Of the trio, only Espe

make a new album; let’s go to the heart of the mat-

our gigs, singing in front of the stage had gradually

managed to keep himself from doing anything that

ter, to the trio playing; let’s compose trio music that

become easier and funnier to me. So I had a wireless

would be linked to music.

speaks to us and inspires us. We also would have to

microphone on my wish list, so that I could roam the

en would listen to my wishes and make me one. Reso-

Tarja Lotvonen: Every time I take our boys to the cel-

arrange our tours better, so that they’d be shorter.

stage and the hall.

Sun!

lar for a shower or something, P-K is there in the boiler

This would prevent us from dying there. I wanted to

P-K: Then, we would drink our famous coffee and eat

Asko: I had bought a six CD box called Anthology of

room, playing. He stays there from morning till evening.

write weirder songs, I talked about Captain Beefheart.

our infamous wimp buns, and smile, for it seemed like

American Folk Music from Digelius113 that was full of

Occasionally he steps about the front yard in his morning

I wanted to change my electric drum-kit back to the

“Back in the Saddle” and “Same Old Song and Dance”

top tunes from Carter Family, Blind Willie Johnson

slippers and then goes back to the cellar again.

congas. Asko wanted to play the bass again.

once again. I wanted a new semi-acoustic stereo electric

and the not-so-famous geniuses. To the three of us,

P-K: All we would need was a manager to run our

guitar that would be a combination of a guitar, a dobro

this box would be a fountain of inspiration that would

business, so that we could concentrate on rock.

and a sitar. Once again, the guitar maker Kari Niemin-

never run dry.

After their homecoming, three weeks would pass
until Asko, P-K and Espe met in the Asko’s new apart-

[113] Digelius is a very respected connoisseurs record shop in Helsinki.

22. EPILOGUE: THE JOURNEY GOES ON
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Stefan Kvarnström

Asko: We would meet at my place, and after that I would lug
Houston home and begin to make new songs. P-K would do
351
the same in the Malmi boiler room and Espe would tune up
his guitars and his computer in the Häntälä attic. In February
2002 we would receive an e-mail message from France. “Hi!
I saw your gig in Geneva this autumn, and you were good.
If you want it, I can arrange a French tour for you. Cheers,
Scott.” After Pössi had investigated Scott’s background, we
would accept his offer. P-K and I would get a dream job. At
the Kuvataideakatemia (The Academy of Visual Arts) they asked us to teach sound engineering, sound treatment, midi,
sound producing with a computer… Fortunately we would
take this job. The students would inspire us and the crew at
the academy would be nice. The teaching would be fun and
we would notice that we had already gained a lot of knowledge about the world of sound. We would also teach in the
years 2003 and 2004, and probably we will do it again in the
spring of 2005. We would also begin to think about this book.
Viljami would interview us and we would tell our stories. As
we would reminisce our band career, the memories of old mistakes and toil would cloud the mood of the year 2002. Normally we don’t think about old stuff, but instead concentra-

te on the present and plan for the future. But we had promised Arto in Like publishing. And we were excited to see if the
352
book would turn out as fine as we had planned with Jussi the
graphic designer and Inna (already before we’d met Viljami).
It was a real loss that Inna Aarniala/Camaro, who in the beginning was a part of our book team, would quit. Our band is
the most tiresome and interesting when we begin to write and
practise new songs. We would begin to rehearse as a trio at
Espe’s place, twice a week. It would sound clumsy and lousy.
The comments like “It has always been like this and nonetheless we always have made an album” would be common.
The spring would come – the summer would come. Everyone
would bring riffs, poems and pieces of music, and these would
be free game for all of us to develop further. The summer of
2002 was the best for a long time. We had a holiday, we did
gigs here and there, and drove a couple of weeks around Germany and Austria. It was relaxed and we noticed that we had
learned some songs by heart to the extent that we wouldn’t
have to practise them anymore. Someone would enlighten us
that this is “the muscle memory” effect. Clearspot of Germany
wanted to publish a Waiting For the Train EP that would include remixes, live playing and video. In the autumn our col-
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Quintus, Emma-Li ja Simone
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lection The Nature of 22-PP was released and after that we
headed for the French tour that had gained some extra dates.
355
We rented a Mercedes from Hande headed for the road. We all
thought that the gig at the music shop in Brest sounded like
an emergency plan number 1003 of a booking agent, and on
top of that there was some cabin accommodation! There was
a sceptical group driving in the middle of fields of Bretagne
in the dark of the night. We arrived to a summer place built
in the old farm. There was fire in the fireplace and a SAUNA getting warm. There was a woman, delightfully friendly, who welcomed us, and she would carry food and bottles
of wine onto the table, wagging her tongue happily for us
being there. Her husband Scott, who was the owner of the
record shop, would drive into the front yard with his motorcycle and laud us of being his favourite band, and also their
two children would seem to be excited. The record shop gig
in Brest that they had advertised as “a concert of the century” was a nice change for us, and we could also pick up some
albums from the shop for free. We liked touring in France in
other respects too, and it was relieving to note that the audiences hadn’t forgotten us. In 2003 we would again participate the largest festivals in that country. The Brest family

had arranged these gigs for us. There was
70 000 people and we played on the same
356
stage with R.E.M. Our gig was good enough
and the people came and shook our hands
and praised how nice it was that we played
at their festivals. Scott and his wife would
take us around the festival area, introducing us to their acquaintances, and everyone
would go like ou wee! In the beginning of
the year 2003 we would again begin to rehearse and write new songs. Where would
we find a new manager? P-K in turn had
taken to handle the businesses of BBB Ltd
and Espe took care of the book keeping with
the help of TATI book keeping office. We’d
been their customers for ten years. New
songs would come and go. I would meet Mika Taanila near my home in Viiskulma in
Punavuori, and while telling him how many
of the new songs wouldn’t last, he would remark: “Evolution.” This was a nice crystallisation! Mika is one of our heroes.
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On one spring day P-K and I walked into the hotel Kämp
in Helsinki to ask for Mr. Hanlon. And what kind of a mis358
ter stepped into our view! He wore a chequered shirt and a
T-shirt underneath it, boots, jeans and his hair was a mess.
He was just like the players of Crazy Horse and Neil Young.
John Hanlon, 54 years old, the legendary American sound
engineer and producer, whose list of merits is full of familiar
names: R.E.M., Granddaddy, Beach Boys, Grateful Dead, Neil
Young (again this Neil Young syndrome!). The guitar maker Kari Nieminen had given Hanlon our albums, and Hanlon
had gotten excited about our band. We would spend the day
listening to the favourite albums of Hanlon and the songs
of 22-PP, and he would comment on them. We would talk
for hours about music. Hanlon would tell us that he wanted in some way to participate in the making of our new album. What if he would mix something? On some of the Crazy Horse albums that he has mixed you can hear a top class
rock sound. Hanlon told us that it was possible that he would
mix the next Aerosmith album. We went like oh really, this
sounds nice. We promised to mail him something as soon
as our new songs would be ready enough. In the spring we
would go to Moscow too. It was nice to be there. HIM would

be on the same train, going to the MTV gigs, and at the destination there would be a spectacular herd of fans, screaming
359
and running about, and a big bus. I have to admit that perhaps we were just a little bit envious, but 22-PP just isn’t that
kind of a band. Then it would be summer again. We wouldn’t
accept any gigs – we would concentrate on writing songs.
We would buy an Ampeg bass loudspeaker for me, the one
I had dreamt about. Playing bass through this loudspeaker
is sheer pleasure. Now all of us have good instruments and
amplifiers. P-K and his girlfriend Jaana would buy Jaana’s
grandma’s old summer cabin. We would spend time in our
own summer cabin. Elvi and Olivia would learn to swim. In
the autumn of 2003 we would rent the Hästholmen villa from
Hande until the early summer of 2004. We were supposed to
write the songs ready, learn to play them well, write them
further with someone, play them live and record them only after they would be ready, so that the recording sessions
wouldn’t be too onerous, so that we wouldn’t vex the producer
too hard. And what was the most important, so that we would
get the spirit and atmosphere of our gigs into the album versions. In October I bumped into Jussi “Stone” Niemelä, our
friend that had moved to Helsinki from Pori. We hadn’t seen

Andreas Haaningen & Birdy
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each other for a while. We went to the market square café to
explain the coordinates of life to each other. I mentioned to
361
Stone that it would be nice to find a helping hand for the lyrics of our songs. He said that here you have one, skilful and
fast. We would begin to rhyme and I would instantly notice
that Stone hadn’t lied when he said he was good. In the February 2004 Stefan Kvarnström, who we knew from the Rally of Love sessions, would come to spar us with our songs
and make a demo out of them. We were extremely relieved, as
the people to whom we made the demo liked our new songs.
Stone’s joining into our song-writing team, Stefan’s intransigent Swedish positive attitude, and the good karma of the
villa made the pieces of music and lyrics fit together: there
were new songs, and those half-ready would crystallise almost like on their own. The fact that EFA, and Clearspot with
it, went bankrupt tightened our recording budget very much.
P-K and I would get financing from ESEK, the Library Foundation, and Georg Malmsten Foundation. Thanks! In March
we played at the wild five-year birthday party of Märkbar in
Copenhagen. On that same trip we introduced our new songs
to Kalle Gustafsson, the bass player-producer of the band
Soundtracks of Our Lives. We would drive around the city in

his Mercedes, listening to our demos, and when it
was “Sister May’s” turn Kalle would get excited:
362
“Yeah! Good music. I’ll take the job!” Also the exA&R man of Clearspot, Quintus, with his family,
was in Copenhagen at the same time. We would
have espresso at the cafés, planning for the future of 22-PP and The Others. We had the same
goal: to search for the people who would like our
music also from other places than Central and
Northern Europe; to re-release our older albums;
to play in new countries and live somewhat cosier
life as underground musicians. We made a collaboration deal with Quintus’ new management. We
founded Bone Voyage Recording Company. Quintus managed to get the American Parasol-company to run 22-Pistepirkko’s business in the USA.
In May a Mercedes drove into the front yard
of Hästholmen. Kalle, David Möllerstedt and Mr.
Nyberg stepped out of it. These misters started to work and by the morning the villa had
changed into the studio. In the evening we took
the Swedes to sauna, and they were amazed
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David Möllerstedt
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Mattias Nyberg & Kalle Gustafsson Jerneholm

22-PP, Ellen, Kalle ja David

Mr. John Hanlon

since they had to be naked in the same place with the people they don’t know. We also persuaded them to swim in the
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cold sea. After sauna they wondered why they felt so good.
Naturligtvis114, we said. We began to record tentatively. We
got along real fine, had nice time and the music inspired us.
In a week we recorded the backing tracks of seven songs,
and Kalle had ideas that made the problematic songs shine.
Kalle speaks softly and nicely, but he has a vision how music should sound each time. This vision may be clear or chaotic, but it is nonetheless a vision. At first, Kalle and I were
amazed how well our ideas fit together. We also happened to
like the same things and items to the point of mysticism. But
we got used to it and began to take advantage of it in producing the album. “Bass Players’ Revenge” became one of our
production slogans. In the summer we would do gigs as The
Others, at Provinssirock, Semifinal, and on a boat at Tammerfest, among other places. Kia would learn to swim. After the
summer we would get back to Hästholmen and begin also to
plan the EP series of The Others. First, it is 100% fun to play
cover songs, and second, it is very pedagogical. P-K is a great
guitar player. And I think Espe’s drumming has never ever
been this relaxed and swinging. We would also get acquaint[114] Swedish ‘naturligtvis’ means ‘naturally’.

ed with Harri Kerko the cantor, who would make great orchestral arrangements for our songs. Jussi would roll up
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his sleeves for the final makeup of the book, and we would
notice that he, Marjatta Oja and I make a good makeup trio.
Jussi would do the job and we would go and check it out,
suggesting different options. Jussi would remark that 22PP lives in its own space-time, and this is the reason behind the fact that the making of this book goes on and on.
Fortunately he and Viljami don’t give up and loose their
sense of humour, even though they have to do the makeup and the text again many, many times. This is just like
with the 22-PP albums. In the autumn we would trundle
along to Gothenburg in Espe’s Volvo, to Kalle’s SGS studio.
The Swedes have filthy fantastic gear and Kalle has many
friends who come to the studio to hang around. We would
recruit some of them to participate on the record making.
Among others, you can hear the guys of TSOOL, Silverbullit, and Division of Laura Lee. We sent an 18-track demo
to Mr. Hanlon, just like we’d promised. In his opinion this
was “great stuff”. He would mix it. Interesting. Esa would
begin to write his own book and P-K and I would be excited about it. I have a wonderful Apple Powerbook, and with

it I make cover demos, music, videos, write this, among other things, watch films, listen to music, build our web with
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Antti, browse the Internet… Also P-K and Espe should have
machines like this on our tours. We could work hard with
them. Every now and then someone asks how can we still
keep on with playing. If there isn’t an obvious answer in the
pages of this book, forget about it. Or, why not, here are the
top 6 reasons of this morning (2004-12-15 in Gothenburg):

1 . I T ’ S H E A L T H Y. 2 . I T ’ S F U N
T O WA K E U P I N T H E M O R N I N G .
3. 22-PISTEPIRKKO HAS THE
ABILITY TO AMPLIFY THE POSIT I V E E N E R GY A N D I T I S N I C E T O
R E L AY T H A T O N WA R D S . 4 . M U S I C. 5. T H E R E A R E M A N Y P E O P L E
SU R ROU N DI NG 22 -PP W HO M A K E
U S H A P P Y. 6 . B OY S N E E D T OY S .
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a service station owner’s story about the already renown 22-pistepirkko

I looked once

Out of the car there began to emerge

or twice out of the service station café’s window.

young men who matched with the shabby looks of the car,

I saw a station wagon that seemed to be past its prime driving into the yard.

and I looked closer and closer.

And hearing the sound of the engine, you could discern that it indeed was a true veteran.

There seemed to be something familiar in these youths,

I looked closely, for there’s always the danger

but they didn’t look like my regular, daily customers.

of someone’s coming, filling the tank, and going.

Then I realised that oh dear,

The Keränen boys

These celebrities who have toured and seen the world.

have come to visit their home!

They seemed to be just like they’d been before,
since in stepped young men as bright and polite as previously,
back in those days when they weren’t famous.
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Soundi lehti / s. 97 22-PP arkisto / s. 98–99 Petri Jutila / s. 100 Kauko Röyhkän kotialbumi / s. 103 Esa Haverinen / s. 112 Jari Arsmann / s. 114 Inna Aarniala-Camara / s. 116 Inna Aarniala-Camara / s.
117 Ollikaisten kotialbumi / s. 118 Reija Niemisen kotialbumi / s. 120–121 Manja / s. 122 Petri Jutila / s. 124–125 Inna Aarniala-Camara / s. 126 22-PP arkisto / s. 130 Inna Aarniala-Camara / s. 132–133
22-PP arkisto / s. 136–137 Inna Aarniala-Camara / s. 138–139 Inna Aarniala-Camara / s. 143 22-PP arkisto / s.146. Maalaus, tuntematon. Loput Inna Aarniala-Camara. / s. 149 Asko Keränen / s. 155 Anne
Haimakainen / s. 156–157 Esa Haverinen / s. 158–159 Asko Keränen / s. 164 Ben Kaila / s. 171 Jari Tuukkanen / s. 172 Esa Haverinen / s. 174–175 Esa ”Esap!” Pälve / s. 176 Jouko Lehtola / s. 178 Esa
Haverinen / s. 183 Ben Kaila / s. 186–187 Asko ja tv: P-K Keränen loput Asko Keränen / s. 188–189 Asko Keränen / s. 194 22-PP arkisto / s. 206–209 Ben Kaila / s. 217 Mary Beth Camp / s. 218 Ylin vasen
Jari Tuukkanen, loput Asko Keränen / s. 221 Asko Keränen / s. 222–223 Antti Kirvesmäki / s. 224–225 Esa Haverinen /s. 229–233 Martti Jämsä, Anne Hämäläinen, Mika Taanila ja Timo Kaukolampi / s.
235 Tiina Räsänen / s. 240 Eva Eklund / s.245–247 Asko Keränen, Antti Kirvesmäki / s. 251 J. Astrup / s. 259 Tiina Räsänen / s. 260–265 Asko Keränen / s. 266 Tiina Räsänen / s. 272–273 Asko Keränen,
veljeskuva Esa Haverinen / s. 271 Matti Ollikainen / s. 272–273 Märkbarin arkisto / s.286–287 Ilkka Palomäki / s. 291 Claudia Salzberg/ s. 293–295 Outi Montonen / s. 296–301 Asko Keränen, Espe
Haverinen / s. 316 Anne Sinisalo / s. 321 Andreas Haaning Christiansen / s. 323 Asko Keränen / s. 325 Ben Kaila / s. 328–331 22-PP arkisto / 21. luvun kuvituksena otteita Andreas Christiansenin tulevalta
DVD:ltä, paitsi Lutakkokuva Lintunen 22. luvun kuvaajia: Marjatta Oja, Jussi S. Karjalainen, Andreas Haaning Christiansen, Harri Kerko, David Möllerstrand, Kalle Kustafsson, Asko Keränen ja Ben
Kaila / Huoltoasema-juttu kuvitus Antti Alanko.

QUICKUPDATE
FROM
THEBROTHERS

Left: We imagined some new merc like this.
Made of wood from Lapland.

Left: Here is some
Drops & Kicks cover ideas.

Marjatta Oja said you need to make
3 faces t-shrirt, so people can decide,
plus it is humorous thing to do.

22-p book /Drops & Kicks releasing party
was at Kiasma, the Museun Of Modern
Art Helsinki.

RÄNEN
ASKOKE

Antti Alanko came with this. Why
not make motives for each of songs?
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Left: My drawing book. Same days as
22-PP book and Drops&Kicks album.

We took part in South By South West music happening At Texas. Awesome? All
pictures on this page are from that trip.

SBSW TEXAS

PK KERÄNEN
14.10.2007
9.46PM:

So, after the end of 2004…
released Drops & Kicks, played
quite many gigs here & there, still enjoying life on the road and being surrounded with music, people, amps & vans.
As a matter of fact we liked it so much
that we decided to do the first The Others album Monochrome set early 2006
and after the release we played some
more gigs.
22-PP

Our father Sulo in Utajärvi.
He turned to 70
and there was a party.

2005 We played a lot in Finland here and there, This was Ruisrock/Turku/Finland.

Tumppi & Anssi, 2 pro soundmen at Provinssirock
backstage. They have been working with us, and
we are happy about it.

Fiestas last trip to
the graveyard of cars.

Paris at night. Dinner after festival gig. We like
Paris, and talks during those nights became the basic rules for our operations for 2005-07.

Jussi and Stone, market square cafe meeting, planning this English version of the
book+enjoying the mellow Helsinki spirit.

Paris, At the Museum.

22 IN FRANCE
2005

BY RARE BIRD

At Tampere, Tammerfest. Gig together
with Jolly Jumpers. Another veteran R&R
band from Northern Finland, Tyrnävä.

Stool at Ruisrock 2005. making the “Drops&Kicks”
as a bonus we got to know these cool Swedish rockers..

Espe setting up the drums.

At Norway, we did some little festivals
there. With as little as possible gear.

Making a song in our city flat.

Cottage fire, 2005 was a year of the solar panel. Power for the macs/mobiles
and You/Me gear.

On our way to concert we did
a lovely swim. Antti /Espe/Pk.

Markku Korg healing PK´s back. He is taking care of
our physical conditions.

Here are some grooveboxes/keyboards as we
practiced for our 2005 tours. We were thinking
to take electronics back to our live shows...
After some days tryout we said; “maybe next
time...” So groovebox is serving you/me music.

Walking in Amsterdam. Endless Indian summer.

France. Indiansummer still...

One of those charming venues in Germany.

P-K is helping to set up Fender bass cordless transmitter right.

Svitzerland

Austria

TV ARTE

Espe adding air to our Van. It was small
enough, so everyone could drive. Better
for everyone.

France. Indiansummer still...

Svitzerland

PK and coffee robots, France.

Getting the gear out of the club in Paris.

Micragirls givng a cool thing at Semifinal together
with the Others. They made a record to our Bone
Voyage Recording Company, And we are honoured/
proud of it.

At Kainuu visiting relatives. Childhood home of our father.

Pushing gear back to van from
the Others show at Ruisrock. 06.

Good Night Monsters after night
ride at the airport of Hamburg

Old energyplant of Helsinki. Visiting
the filmings of “50 tonttua” film.

Porvoo, Finland. Playing at friendly Bar Mary. Here having
a dinner. Sweet summer life. R.I.P. Bar Mary.

Lake Kokkojärvi. Our summer
cottage is by that lake.

PK KERÄNEN
14.10.2007
9.48PM:
I met Gambian gentleman called Janko
Manneh, when he was playing in the corridor of the local shopping mall. I had seen
him there occasionally, playing his African
drums and blowing his Chinese harmonica and every time he would sound super funky & good. Then one day I collected my courage and left him a paper note
with the message where I introduced myself and told him that I really loved his playing & how he did his stuff and told him that
I would be really happy to try to do music
with him. After two weeks or something he
called me and said: “Yes, let’s try it.” So we
went to my basement, played around one
minute and then we started to laugh, since
it was so easy to play together? So now
we are composing songs, doing shows
and slowly getting ready for the studio
and for the road.

Paloniemi did lights for
22-PP 25 show. He is guru
with the lights!

Setting up Studio2 for the students of the Academy of
The Fine Arts. PK and I are teaching there.

Quintus looking like moviestar
at Hyrylä, The Others gig. It was
a stormy night outside.

Looking for the coming winter from my window.

After our 25-year show we went to eat
with our friends and were buzzled that we
really have been 25 years in this band.

Herra Apatia band going to Seawolf studio. I was helping them as a producer.

Joensuu, lecture about how to make music
with modern gear... Here Desert Planet.

Making 22-PP lyrics with Stone.

Starting to set the Altai studio to become
the another home of R&R recording.

Last 22-PP show for 2006. Sellosali/
Espoo. Here doing the soundcheck.

My second livingroom. Kafé Centraalen.

Teaching; Studio2 at full steam.

Ulrika giving healing pover.

Working with Antero Lindgren´s music at Altai.

Making new 22-PP tunes at Altai.

Hint of the coming spring on
my home street

Poster of the Anssi8000&
Hot Coke Record release party.
They are also BVRC artists.

The Others/Anssi 8000&Hot Coke at Tampere Yo-Talo.

Ditte & Andreas

Marjatta setting sound at Copenhagen / Denmark
Gallery Ebbesen. You/Me Played there and showed
some photos/drawings.

Palle & Marjatta

Stockholm, Micragirls and the Others played at Debaser.

You/Me & Michiko 66 from France did
3 gigs mini tour in Finland.

LA/TORONTO/NY
MINNEAPOLIS/AUSTIN

USA CANADA

We were part of “Finnish moose” tour in USA and Canada.
We saw airports. Amps have better sound there.
Awesome? Of course!

PK KERÄNEN
14.10.2007
9.54PM:
While travelling and playing with 22-PP we
were also moving ahead with our future
plans: To enlarge our world as to music and
the things related to it. For me it means.
1) To make our new Altai studios to be a
cool place for recording, producing, creation, drinking coffee and doing things.
2) To make our record label Bone Voyage
Recording Company a good home for the
great bands we have booked along with 22
PP & The Others: Micra Girls, Anssi 8000
& Hot Coke, The Goodnight Monsters,
Judge Bone, Joensuu 1656, Antero Lindgren, Pocket Knife…
3) To make great R&R/ Jungle-beat duo-album with Janko
4) Make new songs and plans for 22 PP.
5) Take care of our little BBB Inc.
6) Take care of my family & live a good life
with them.

Walking with a camera in Helsinki.

New baby of Antero & Saara visited
our home. Great

Home studio on a ”GO” position.

Listening Joensu 1865 demos at Altai.

Joensuu 1865 started to make demos at Altai.

Anssi 8000 at Altai.

Wiidakko at Altai.

Hot Coke aka Maria.

Antero doing demo at Altai.

Judge Bone strumming guitar at Altai.

My favourite Helsinki street musician banging on.

Pentti Dassum as producer and Doc Hill as
a drummer at Judge Bone sessions at Altai.

Olavi on his uncles arms. PK´s and Jaana´s 1. son!

Actual Joensuu 1865 album sessions starting at Altai, of course.

Main stage of the Naamat festival. The Others played there.

Kids swimming toys ready 4 the summer activities.

Oliver Whiteheads working room.
Making You/Me video.

“Push Button Music” entering to Bone Voyage
festivalsto Belly/Helsinki/Finland.
Mikko Joensuu showing his violin at this home.
Planning their album overdubs.

PK´s new Boomerang. Y can get weird sounds
with it and your guitar. Awesome? Y bet!

Jussi doing lay-out for this page at his Super8 studio.

Hanging on the streets of Helsinki.

Business hard as a BONE!

(WELLYOUKNOW)
STUFFIS
LIKEWE
YEAH!
MAKING
THENEWALBUM
BYTEROAHONEN

